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1.1 INTRODUCTION

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study was commisssioned by the Division of Electric Energy
Systems (EES), Department of Energy (DOE) shortly after the July 13, 1977
New York City Blackout. The principal objectives of the project as origi-
nally conceived were two-fold:

0 To assess the availability and collect, where
practical, data pertaining to a wide variety of
impacts occurring as a result of the blackout;

0 To broadly define a framework to assess the value
of electric power reliability from consideration
of the blackout and its effects on individuals,
businesses, and institutions.

This work was not intended to be a definitive and detailed assess-
ment of the blackout and its impacts. Bather, the emphasis has been pri-
marily on characterizing a broad spectrum of impacts relating to the black-
out including economic impacts, social costs, disruption of important
social activities, and other impacts whose important components may be long
term rather than short term.

Given the unique nature of a blackout and the objectives of the
project, the following methodology for studying the blackout was developed:

l

l

A literature review was undertaken to review previous
blackout literature, and to review relevant research
on similar types of disasters (e.g., floods, earth-
quakes) to determine whether any of the theoretical
impact constructs developed for these areas might be
applicable to considerations of a blackout.
The study team personally interviewed and met with a
large number of key agencies and public and commercial
organizations in NYC which had responsibility for main-
taining a data base on blackout-related information and
impacts.
Impact Classification Schemes (KS) were developed to
characterize the kind of impacts (economic and social)
that might be associated with a loss of electric power.
The purpose of the ICS was to provide guidance for
later data collection strategies and efforts.



0 Several case studies were chosen to characterize the
availability and quality of data for carrying out such
analyses.

0 The focus throughout the entire study has been on the
usefulness of the data in supporting the eventual
development of a generalized methodology for examining
the value of electric power reliability to the end-user.

1.2 MAJOR IMPACTS

The blackout affected businesses, individuals, government agencies
and Consolidated Edison itself. The impacts were complex and included both
economic and social costs. In order to systematically classify the most
significant of these impacts and provide guidance for data collection,
impact classification schemes were developed. Major economic impact cate-
gories included:

0 Business
0 Government
0 Utilities (Consolidated Edison)
0 Insurance Industry
0 Public Health Services . .
0 Other Public Services

Impacts were classified as either direct or indirect depending upon whether
the impact was due to a cessation of electricity or a response to that ces-
sation. The principal economic costs of the blackout, developed during
the course of this study are shown in Table 1-l. These data are neither
comprehensive nor exhaustive and, for the most part, are based on secondary
data provided by various government agencies and other organizations.

Social impacts, i.e., the changes in social activities and
adaptations to these changes were particularly significant in New York
due to its unique demographic and geographic characteristics. The looting
and arson that accompanied the blackout set aside the NYC experience from
other similar power failures. While the blackout-related crime wave may

2



TABLE l-l
SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC IMPACTS'

Impact Areas

Businesses

Government
(Non-public services)

Consolidated Edison

Insurance 2

Public Health
Services

Other Public
Services

.

Westchester County

TOTALS

Direct (SE) Indirect (SK)

Food Spoilage $ 1.0
Wages Lost 5.0
Securities Industry 15.0
Banking Industry 13.0

Restoration Costs 10.0
Overtime Payments 2.0

Metropolitan Trans-
portation Authority

(MTA) Revenue
Losses 2.6
MTA Overtime and

Unearned Wages 6.5

Food Spoilage 0.253
Public Services

equipment damage,
overtime payments 0.19

$55.54

Small Businesses '
Emergency Aid

(private sector)

Federal Assistance
Programs

New York State
Assistance Program

New Capital Equipment
(program and
installation)

Federal Crime Insurance
Fire Insurance
Private Property

Insurance

Public Hospitals--
overtime, emergency

--- room charges

MTA Vandalism
MTA New Capital Equip-

ment Required
Red Cross
Fire Department

overtime and damaged
equipment

Police Department
overtime

State Courts
o v e r t i m e

Prosecution and
Correction

11.5

1.0

65.0

3.5
19.5,

10.5

1.5

.2

11.0
.Ol
.5

4.4

.OS

1.1

$290.16

$155.4
5.0

LEstimate based on aggregate data collected as of May 1, 1978. See
previous page for discussion of limitation of these costs.
20verlap with business losses might occur since some are recovered by
insurance.

3Looting was included in this estimate but reported to be minimal.
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have been a singular event, it nevertheless pointed out the delicate
balance of our societal order, and the key role that electricity plays
in maintaining that balance.

Perhaps the most significant effects of the blackout were those
felt by public and private organizations with responsibility for the
economic and social activities of New York City and its inhabitants. In
many cases, these organizations were ill-prepared for the blackout and
much of the chaos, economic loss and individual inconvenience resulted
from this lack of preparedness. A number of organizations have now em-
barked upon substantive contingency planning programs including upgrading
of backup emergency generation.

CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions of the study are summarized below:

Regarding General Impact Characteristics:
0 The impacts-of a power failure are in large part determined

by the size of the area's population, ethnic diversity, in-
come, housing characteristics, density, economic activities,
and employment statistics. New York City, which is unique
in terms of both demographic features and its position as
the financial capital of the world, experienced substantial
costs that are not easily extrapolatable to other regions
of the country. Nonetheless, our examination of the NYC
power failure has revealed important elements central to any
future analysis of the consequences of energy shortages.

l The costs associated with a blackout are also sensitive to
the geographic characteristics of the affected area. Areas
such as NYC which are characterized by extreme weather con-
ditions (hot, humid summers and cold winters) will be heav-
ily impacted by the loss of electricity for air conditioners
and heating systems.

0 In high-density areas, like New York City, most travel per
capita is done via the public transportation system. A high
level of dependence on electrified transport systems results
in greater economic and social costs during an extended power
failure. Most people during the blackout were unable to re-
port to work and perform productive activities because of the
lack of an adequate transportation mode.

4



Regarding the Impact Classification Scheme:

0 The development of an impact classification scheme highlighted
an important distinction with respect to impacts resulting
from a blackout. Direct impacts, i.e., those impacts result-
ing from the cessation of electricity such as refrigeration
and transportation, are often accompanied by another class
of potential costs referred to as indirect. These indirect
impacts are unpredictable and reflect adaptations or responses
to blackout conditions. The looting and arson is an example
of an indirect impact. This distinction is useful because
it provides further insight into the determination of the
most cost-effective strategy for dealing with electricity
shortages and interruptions in the future. It is possible
that indirect impacts can be mitigated through improved com-
munications and contingency plans while direct impacts can
only be avoided through improvements in reliability standards.

Regarding Economic Impacts:
Our survey indicated that economic costs attributable to the
the.,blackout  either directly or indirectly were in excess of
$350 million. This figure, however, is based on a selective
and stratified impact assessment and should be regarded as
no more than a reasonable lower bound to total costs. The
actual cost of the blackout taking into accound both short
and long term impacts might substantially exceed our estimate.
The looting and arson (defined as an indirect impact) accounted
for almost one-half of the total economic costs associated with
the blackout. This fact supports a basic premise of this re-
port, that the indirect impacts as well as the direct impacts
must be considered if a realistic economic and social cost
estimate of power outages is to be measured. .
The costs to Consolidated Edison were significant, both in
terms of lost revenue, restoration costs and, most importantly,
new capital investment programs to upgrade system security.
What has not been ascertained is whether other utilities in
the country, either voluntarily or involuntarily, are initiating
or plan to initiate similar programs.

Regarding Social Impacts:

0 The social costs of the blackout, as defined in this study,
are difficult to measure. Adaptations to the blackout by
people and organizations were significant, particularly in
light of the extended duration of the power failure. Levels
of inconvenience to individuals as evidenced by changes in
macro-indicators of social activities appeared to be sub-
stantial. A structured survey of affected individuals will
be necessary to accurately document these impacts in any
detail.



Regarding Organizational Impacts:

0 A number of organizations in New York City have implemented
(or are in the process of implementing) new contingency plans
and procedures as a result of the blackout. In some cases,
new back-up generation systems have been added to facilities.
Hospitals, in particular, had difficulty in starting and
operating emergency back-up systems and have implemented new
testing and maintenance schedules.

0 In many cases, of equal or even greater importance than
actual economic losses was the loss of credibility suffered
by major industrial firms in NYC such as the banking and
securities industries. (As an example of this concern, the
NYC banking community is now planning to relocate certain
computer facilities in New Jersey outside the Con Edison
service territory.)

Regarding the Value of Reliability:

l Characterizing the New York City blackout has helped to iden-
tify important components, both quantifiable and non-quanti-
fiable, that determine the value of electrical reliability.
In previous studies which have attempted to assess the cost
of power outages to customers, key factors (e.g., duration of
blackout-direct impacts and time of day) which were sig-
nificant determinants in the New York City experience, were
not taken into account.

0 A lower bound on the value of reliability'for end-users can
be es.tablished by estimating the : . .
--net-value of all equipment and materials for emergency back-up

systems
--value of time used to develop emergency procedures
--value of--insurance policies purchased to cover damage incurred

(directly or indirectly) by power failures.
l A comprehensive methodology for determining the value of

reliability is not presently available because of the dif-
ficulties in representing the complex losses that result from
an extended power failure. A conceptual framework for char-
acterizing these losses has been presented in this study (see
Chapter 6). No attempt has been made to estimate the value
of reliability using this framework. One approach for demon-
strating its appropriateness and validity might be through the
use of a survey designed to estimate what different classes
of customers would be willing to pay for uninterrupted service.



2.1 STUOY OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

2. INTRODUCTION

This study was commissioned by the Division of Electric Energy
Systems (EES), Department of Energy (DOE) shortly after the July 13, 1977
New York City Blackout. The principal objectives of the project as origi-
nally conceived were two-fold:

0 To assess the availability and collect, where
practical, data pertaining to a wide variety of
impacts occurring as a result of the blackout;

0 To broadly define a framework to assess the
value of electric power reliability from con-
sideration of the blackout and its effects on
individuals, businesses, and institutions.

The study was impl.emented  to complement methodological work underway in the
Systems Management and Structuring Program' of the Electric Energy Systems
Division of DOE concerned with developing new procedures and techniques
for enhancing the reliability of large-scale electric power systems.

This work was not intended to be a definitive and detailed assess-
ment of the blackout and its impacts. Rather, the emphasis has been pri-
marily on characterizing a broad spectrum of impacts relating to the black-
out including economic impacts, social costs, disruption of important .
social activities, and other impacts whose important components may be long
term rather than short term.

Examination of an unanticipated blackout in a large metropolitan
area has few analogous events for comparison. A blackout usually strikes
without warning, the duration is normally unknown to the customers affected,
little advance planning (except for large critical services such as hospi-
tals) is available to mitigate adverse effects, and the very nature of the

1

See for example: “Systems Engineering for Power", U.S. Department of
Energy, Program Report, (March, 1978).
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blackout tends to exacerbate the difficulties in communications. While
there are some corollaries in a related discipline referred to as disaster
research2, there are few physical events which are comparable to a large
blackout.

The difficulties in studying the impacts of a major blackout
also arise from the following: the (often) unique physical and social
characteristics of the impacted area, the wide variety of impacts, the
secondary, and other responses to the primary event (e.g., complex impacts
to NYC financial processes), and the time delays in measuring many of the
effects of the event. Finally, sufficiently disaggregate data to accu-
rately reconstruct the economic and social activities of the affected
region if no blackout had occurred, and data to accurately capture the
significant costs incurred due to the power failure were in many instances
not always available.

Given the unique nature of a blackout and the objectives of the
project,the following methodology for studying the blackout was developed:

0 A literature review was undertaken to review previous
blackout literature, and to review relevant research
on similar types of disasters (e.g., floods, earth-
quakes) to determine whether any of the theoretical
impact constructs developed for these areas might be
applicable to considerations of a blackout.

The study team personally interviewed and met with a
large number of key agencies and public and commercial
organizations in NYC which had responsibility for main-
taining a data base on blackout-related information and
impacts.
Impact Classification Schemes (ICS) were developed to
characterize the kind of impacts (economic and social)
that might be associated with a loss of electric power.
The purpose of the ICS was to provide guidance for
later data collection strategies and efforts.
Several case studies were chosen to characterize the
availability and quality of data for carrying out
such analyses.
The focus throughout the entire study has been on the
usefulness of the data in supporting the eventual
development of a generalized methodology for examining
the value of electric power reliability to the end-user.

2
See for example: "Communities in Disaster: A Sociological Analysis of

Collective Stress Situations", Barton, Alan (1969).



The data base developed for this report has been drawn from a
wide variety of sources in both the public and private sectors. In some
cases, the data has been gathered from "primary sources", i.e., individuals
and/or organizations that were directly affected by the 'power shortage;
in other cases the data represents extrapolations and averages over samples
of varying sizes. In general, the data has not been verified for accuracy
except for the test of "reasonableness." It is urged, therefore, that the
data in this report be used with caution by other investigators and analysts.

2.2 RELATED STUDIES

Several studies were undertaken immediately after the blackout
by various institutions at the request of the responsible federal, state
and city officials. These studies deal principally with the technical
event, and were undertaken to examine the causes of the power failure
and the actions taken to deal with its consequences. In this section we
list and summarize these various studies. Studies that were undertaken
by both public and private organizations to assess a particular class of
impacts to determine whether contingency plans were adequate and what new
procedures might be required are discussed in Section 4.5.

2.2.1 "Electric System Disturbance on the Consolidated Edison System",
Federal Power Commission, Staff Report, (?,ugust 4, 1977)

In a memorandum dated July 4, 1977 from President Jimmy Carter

to Richard L. Dunham, Chairman of the Federal Power Commission (now the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission)., a directive was issued which ordered
the immediate investigation of the power failure "to ascertain the reasons
why it occurred and to recommend specific actions to be taken to prevent a
recurrence." Approximately two weeks later a staff report was submitted
to the White House accompanied by a letter from Dunham. The report began

with a caveat which stated that "the Federal Power Commission's staff has
not sought to assess any legal cause and effect relationships between the
social losses and the power supply interruptions." The study identified
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the various causes of bulk power supply interruptions and operating proce-
dures that have been adopted by Consolidated Edison to mitigate the effects
of those shortages. The next section of the study was devoted to an analysis
of the Consolidated Edison generation, transmission and distribution system,
service area and load characteristics, and special system characteristics.

A description of the system before, during, and after the power outage was
also presented. The final chapter cited preliminary recommendations and
actions which Consolidated Edison should immediately act upon. The following

proposals were made: acceleration of construction of new interconnections,
automation of combustion turbine units by remote control, reassessment Of
all emergency procedures for system load shedding, provision of standby
power sources to maintain oil pressure in underground cables, testing of
equipment protecting major facilities,and reassessment of plans to locate
generation facilities closer to load centers. These tentative recommenda-

tions, which address the issue of improving bulk power supply system reli-
ability, were subject to revision and qualification during the second phase
of the investigation. This'final  report' is expected to be released in the
near future.

2.2.2 "The Special Commission of Inquiry Into Energy Failures", Report
I to the Mayor's Task Force, (December 1, 1977) .,

Immediately following the power outagei the. Mayor of New York
City formally established a special task force to conduct an inquiry on
the power failure. This Commission was specifically mandated to "determine
the cause or causes of, and remedies for, energy failures affecting the
city and its people, and to make such repOrts, recommendations and proposals
in regard thereto as the Commission deems proper." The primary objective

of- this study was to thoroughly examine the legal and regulatory issues
and responsibilities surrounding the event and to provide recoxmnendations
to the appropriate organizations (including the Federal Power COmmiSSiOn,
New York State Public Service Commission, and Consolidated Edison) respon-
sible for improved system reliability. The investigative process included

an inquiry into the activities of Consolidated Edison, a survey of system

'The report, "Con Edison Power Failure of July 13-14, 1977," Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission was released in July 1978.
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reliability, and an examination of the laws governing the regulatory agencies
and the exercise of their legal authority. The Commissioners responsible

for the inquiry concurred in the overall findings that "The Management of
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, bears responsibility for the

July 13-14, 1977 Power Failure; and the New York State Public Service Com-
mission and the Federal Power Commission failed to take actions within their
respective jurisdiction and authority to insure that Consolidated Edison
provide adequate, safe and reliable service to its customers."

2.2.3 "State of New York Investigation of the New York City Blackout,
July 13, 1977", Report by Norman H. Clapp, (January, 1978)

In response to the Blackout, the Governor of New York State re-
quested the Public Service Commission, which is legally responsible for
the regulation of the rates and services of private electric utilities in
the State, "to investigate the causes of the power failure and make recom-
mendations to prevent a recurrence." The study was to be conducted in three
phases; the events leading up to the power failure, analysis of the 2%hour
restoration process, and detailed review of the feasibility of specific
recommendations made to the utility. The investigation was intended to
aid the Public Service Commission in making decisions regarding system
reliability and its relative merits and costs. The third and final report
released in December, 1977, began with an introduction which stated the
following: It... the economic losses alone from the blackout are incalcul,able.
There is no way of even estimating the magnitude of the personal and social
costs suffered by the people and communities affected." Hence, the report
concentrated upon reviewing the operations of Consolidated Edison, the
New York Power Pool and member utilities during the power failures including
an identification of steps necessary to avoid future blackouts (with special
emphasis on improving system reliability planning procedures).

One of the principal recommendations made in the report was to
replace the New York Power Pool with "a single entity responsible for the
planning, design, maintenance and operation of the statewide bulk power

11



transmission system." The institutional inadequacies within the Power Pool
and inability to be responsive to public interests, in addition to the in-
dividual self-interests of its member utilities, were cited as major problem
areas.

The following statement contained in the Commission's study is
of particular interest: "The tragic consequences of the July blackout
underscore the special vulnerability of the New York City community to the
effects of major power failures. This extreme vulnerability necessitates
a higher level of reliability than may be required--and costs greater than
may be tolerated-- in other service areas.”

2.2.4 "The Electric System Disturbance of July 13, 1977", New York Power
Pool, Published--April, 1978

The New York Power Pool (NYPP) is an association comprised Of
eight power utility systems'. Consolidated Edison is a member of the NYPP.
The purpose of the NYPP is to obtain mutual benefits for all members by
coordinated operation of their systems. The Chair& of t,he NYPP Operating
Committee named a task force to undertake a review of the events of July 13-
14, 1977, as they relate to the operations and procedure& of the Power Pool.
The Planning Committee organized a separate "Ad Hoc Task Force" to analyze
the adequacy of the bulk power system before, during and after the power
system disturbance. This task force was assigned to specifically respond
to recommendations made by the New York State Investigation and Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission.

The "Task Force to Review System Disturbance of July 13-14, 1977",
reviewed the following topics: actions of the New York Power Pool Dispatchers
during the emergency; methods of communication between the NYPP member systems
and NYPP control center; adequacy of the electric system information pre-
sented to the NYPP System Dispatcher, NYPP member systems and adjacent pools;
training procedures and policies of the NYPP Dispatchers; and, NYPP voltage
control actions and restoration procedures. This internal assessment study
also contained numerous recommendations for operating procedures.

12



2.2.5 'System Blackout and System Restoration, July 13-14, 1977", Con-
solidated Edison Board of Review, Phases I, II, III

Consolidated Edison undertook an internal review effort of the
technical events leading up to the blackout. A formal Board of Review was
established on July 14, 1977. This Committee was charged with the following
three tasks: identify the causes of the power failure; recommend new policies
and procedures which will enhance system reliability; and, establish new
restoration procedures in the event of future emergencies. These assign-
ments were performed in three phases which lasted a total of 5 months.
The first phase report which was issued on July 26, 1977 contained a brief
description of the events which took place between the first lightning--~-

stroke and complete shutdown of the system. An outline of the restoration
process was also included. The second phase report contained an analysis
of the operation of automatic protective equipment, actions taken to main-
tain system integrity, and performance of in-city generation. The third
phase review summarized the results of the five-month investigation and
identified the status of each of -the 68 recommendations made to the utility.

2.3

2.3.1

8:37 p.m.

THE BLACKOUT

The Technical Event

Consolidated Edison system some 59 minutes later would probably have been
described as "impossible" had they been presented as a credible scenario
prior to the actual occurrence. A combination of natural phenomena, im-
properly operating protective devices, inadequate presentation of data to
the system dispatcher, and communication difficulties all combined to

create conditions which cascaded to the ultimate point of total collapse
of the Consolidated Edison system. A full description of the technical

events leading up to the blackout is outside the scope of the present re-
port; however, a complete description can be found in the three reports
by Consolidated Edison (1) and a recent summary article (2).

The sequence of events which began with a lightning stroke at
on July 13, 1977 and ended with the complete shutdown of the

13



2.3.2 A Descriptive Account of the City During the Blackout'

At approximately 9:36 p.m., on July 13th, 1977, New York City
was plunged into darkness as a result of a complete electrical power failure
which was to last a total of 25 hours and affect 9 million people. The

City was already suffering from a sweltering heat wave when the first
lightning strokes commenced, initiating the resultant power failure.
During the subsequent 25hour period as Consolidated Edison attempted to
restore service, the activities of the City and its inhabitants were
severely disrupted. The consequences ot these disruptions, both social
and economic, is the principal emphasis of this report. To put these
impacts into perspective, we first briefly describe the events that
occurred during this 25hour period.

As darkness fell and the blackout continued, large-scale civil
disorders erupted and thousands of youths and adults engaged themselves in
heavy looting and arson. A total of 1,037 fires were started in sections
of Queens, Brooklyn, Manhattan and The Bronx, of which 60 were major. Arson-
ists were responsible-for--the fires started in commercial establishments
supermarkets, appliance and clothing stores. Between the"hours of 9:35 p.m*,
July 13th to midnight July 14th, 1977, there were a total of 1809 incidents
of property damage as a result of looting and vandalism, two civilian deaths,
and injuries sustained by 436 policemen, 204 civilians and 80 firemen.
There w-close to-3000 arrests made which swamped the City's already over-
crowded and overburdened judicial system. Table 2-l shows a comparison of
relevant statistics comparing the 1965 and 1977 blackouts.

.-
_ _ Thousands of protective service personnel were required to report_.-

to duty and many of them were forced to work several shifts; Decentralized
command was organized in each borough to cope with the many problems asso-
ciated with the coordination and operation of the protective service agencies
during the emergency.

'Much of this material is taken from a variety of media sources reporting
on the events during and after the blackout.
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Duration of Blackout

Location

Arson and Looting

Arrests

Deaths (blackout related)
- Civilian

Injuries
- Civilian
- Police Force
- Fire Fighters

Fires (reported)

Alarms
- Single Alarms
- Multiple Alarms City Wide

Personnel
- Civilian Volunteers
- Red Cross Volunteers
- Police Force/Officers
- Firemen/Officers

"911" Emergency Calls

* - Data not readily available
NA - Not Applicable

TABLE 2-l
SOME RELEVANT STATISTICS

OF THE 1965 AND 1977 BLACKOUTS

1965 (November 9/10)

12 hours

9 Northeastern States
2 Provinces of Canada

Negligible

*

1,809 Incidents *

2,931 647

None Reported 2 NA

* 204 *
* 436 *
* 80 5

241 1,037 350

662 2,724 1,262
6 54 12

*
*

' *
4,773

*

*
120
17,411
7,427

I
70,680/

NA
NA

4,715
5,034

/
18,500

Sources: New York City Fire Department, New York City Police
Department (Reports, Informal Xnterviews)

1977 (July 13/14)

26 hours

5 Boroughs of NYC
Westchester County

\

Normal 24-Hour
Period (1477)

NA

NA

- . . - ..- l,.-. . . . .L .--.



Grand Central Terminal was forced to close and even after power
was returned, no electrically powered trains made it into the station during
the morning rush hour on July 15th because of converters that flooded, de-
laying almost 75,000 daily commuters.

The New York airports were ordered closed at 9:57 p.m., only
minutes after the power failure. Auxiliary generators did supply the termi-
nals with emergency power in which over 15,000 passengers remained through
the night. At Kennedy International Airport, some power was returned at
3:3O a.m. on July 14th but the first authorized takeoff was not until 5:34 a

Fortunately, dispatchers running the subway system noticed power
surges on the line before the power outage and instructed motormen to go to
the nearest stations and remain there. Only two trains in the entire system
were in transit when the p0we.r completely failed, thus rendering unnecessary
any emergency relief effort since evacuation of trapped people through emer-
gency exits was not necessary. During the 1965 Northeast Power failure,
thousands of persons were trapped in train tunnels, and most of the rescue
operations were directed toward that very time-consuming effort.

There was a tremendous increase in telephone-use during the
25-hour period. Approximately 80,000,OOO calls were made by citizens and
government agencies, which overloaded the telephone system and made com-
munication very difficult. Although many of the demands for emergency
aid came as a result of the looting, violence and arson, there were many
individuals who had to be evacuated from stalled elevators and sky-
scrapers. Emergency portable generators had to be provided to those
individuals with critical life-support equipment (respirators, iron lungs,

.--
kidney machines) in their home and health-care institutions with no self-
sustaining systems. Rescue units were hampered by the inability to obtain
fuel dispensed by electrical pumps. Rescue operations were also hampered
since food supply for rescues was drastically diminished by the lack of
refrigeration and looting.

16
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In the areas hit worst by the looting and vandalism;the  vast
amount of refuse, garbage, and spoiled food required the addition of
82 sanitation trucks and 4,000 workers to cope with the clean-up operation.
Health officials were required to inspect supermarkets and food supply
stores to make sure all perishables were adequately disposed of. Insur-
ance company officials were required to survey the scorched and scattered
remains of the blackout battle zones immediately following the event so
that accurate appraisals could be made. _-

The power failure had a special effect on the World Trade Center
which comprises an entire Consolidated Edison service classification.
Energy consumption in 1977 totaled 207,500,OOO kWh. There~ are a dozen -_--._~
restaurants in the World Trade Center which serve over 20,000 meals a day,
approximately 200 automatic elevators, 35,000 employed persons and 80,000
visitors per day. The following account was recorded by the New York City
Port Authority: ,.

"By lo:12 p.m. July 13th, the World Trade Center's emer-
gency power system had activated preselected elevators,
emergency lighting in pub116 corridors and fire stairs,
the security center and all essential services. Police
assigned to each building searched for stranded visitors
and tenants and led them to street level on emergency
elevators. Patrons on the Observation Deck elevator
were freed within the hour, but it was close to mid-
night before the Observation Deck itself could be .
evacuated. A "Windows on the World" elevator, in oper-
ation by lo:40 p.m. started to remove restaurant
patrons in groups of 25 to 30. By 1:30 a.m. July 14th,
the WTC had been completely evacuated. Despite the
fact that the fire and sprinkler pumps were operable on
auxiliary power, the World Trade Center remained closed
July 15th due to the absence of water and ventilation."

Many other disruptions of "normal" activities took place during
the 25-hour period too numerous to include in this description. An impor-
tant conclusion to be drawn from even a superficial analysis of these events,
however, is that no simple representation will suffice to describe the de-

': Pendence of individuals and organizations on the availability of electricity.

‘ A continuous supply of electricity is not only taken for granted by most
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customers; electricity has also become a dominant factor in the smooth
functioning of our society. Any changes to the availability of reliable
electric supply are sure to have complicated and severe impacts on the
nation's economic and social systems, not unlike the effects during and
immediately following the OPEC oil embargo. In the chapters which follow,
these impacts and adaptations are discussed in detail.

18



2.4 HISTORY OF BLACKOUTS IN THE UNITED STATES (1967-1977)

Until October 1977, the Federal Power Commission (FPC),' was

responsible for submitting quarterly reports on power outages which have
occurred throughout the United States. This function was initiated on

December 20, 1966 with an order which stated that a power outage was to
be recorded if it met the following criteria: loss of 100 MW load (25 MW

from 1966-1970), or half the system load, for a duration of 15 minutes

(or more), by a generating unit or electric facility operating at a voltage

of 69 kV (or higher). The order required that these reports be made soon
after the event and related to the Commission via telephone or
The following items refer to the different categoriesofmpower
which were most frequently reported (3) :

telegram.
failures

0 Natural Phenomena - icing, snow, sleet, lightning, wind
tornado, hurricane, vibrating conductors, insulator con-
tamination, flood and fire.

0 Equipment Failures - line conductors, cable, ground wire,
insulator, control device, generator, transformer, other
generating station or substation equipment, etc.

0 System Operation - overload, overvoltage, undervoltage,
switching surge, instability, and misoperation of relays.

0 Human Acts, Foreign Objects, and Unknown - aircraft impacts,
automobile accidents, tree damage, animal and bird actions,
personnel error, vandalism., sabotage and unknown cases.

Between the latter half of 1967 and December of 1969, a total of
223 outages were reported to the FPC which met the initial criteria. In
Table 2-2 and Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, electric power disturbances re-

ported to the FPC by utilities during the period of July 1970 through
September 1977 are summarized, including the number of interruptions,
customers affected and the load involved per interruptions.

'The Federal Power COmdSSiOn was incorporated into the reOrga!dZatiOn of
the Federal Department of Energy (DOE) and is now the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERc). The Economic Regulatory Administration
within DOE is now responsible for collecting the data and assembling the
reports on power outages.
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TABLE 2-2
ELECTRIC POWER DISTURBANCES

REPORTED BY UTILITIES REQUIRED TO -RESPOND TO FPC ORDER NO. 331-1
FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1970-SEPTEBMER 1977
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A close examination of these tables reveals anomalies in the
data reported for 1973 and 1977. In 1973, there were 37 interruptions re-
ported which affected almost 9-l/2 million customers. Power interrup-

tions which occurred on April 3rd and 4th in Florida contributed to a
total of 5,350 MW of lost load, affecting over five million customers.
According to PPC, both outages occurred when the failure of certain
components at Florida Power and Light Company's Turkey Point No. 3 nu-
clear plant falsely signaled abnormal conditions and automatically caused
the reactor to shut down. The first outage occurred at 9:37 a.m. and

restoration was completed at 4:lO p.m. the same day. For the second

outage all service was restored in 3-l/2 hours (4).

There were a total of 48 interruptions during the first three
quarters of 1977 and load involved totaled 17,235 MW. This affected over
5-l/2 million custcmers. During the Winter of 1977, shortages of energy
forms (natural gas in particular) due to extreme weather conditions con-
tributed to utility systems operating problems. The FPC reported the
following (5):

-\

"During the first two months of the year, an extra-
ordinary cold wave swept over major portions of the
United States, covering many areas with snow as far
as the southernmost‘part of Florida. Early in this
period, millions of electric customers were called
upon to minimize their electric usage because of
weather-related bulk power supply deficiencies.
Frozen coal, plant maintenance problems, generation
plant startup delays and environmental constraints
all combined to place the eastern half of the country
in an extremely strained electric power supply
condition."

The New York City blackout in 1977 accounts for the jump during
the third quarter (see Figure 2.1). These graphs, however, represent
only frequency of occurrence and do not represent how many individuals
experienced a power shortage of significant duration.
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3. ELECTRICITY USAGE IN NEW YORK CITY

3.1 THE CONSOLIDATED EDISON SYSTEM

Consolidated Edison supplies electric service in the five boroughs
of New York City--Manhattan, The Bronx, Brooklyn, Staten Island, most of
Queens, and Westchester County--a service area covering about 660 square
miles. Certain customers, primarily municipal corporations and govern- _
mental agencies, within the Company's service territory receive electric
service from the Power Authority of the State of New York through trans-
mission and distribution facilities of Consolidated Edison. The Company
also supplies gas service to Manhattan, The Bronx, parts of Queens and the
more populous parts of Westchester County. Steam service is supplied to
parts of Manhattan.

In comparl'son with other electric utilities, Consolidated Edison
is fairly large, providing 2.7 million customers a total of 28 million kilo-
watt hours 'in 1977 (6). Approximately 65% of Consolidated Edison's elec-
tric sales are to commercial and industrial customers, 28% to residential
customers and the remaining 7% to railroads , railways and public authorities.
Electricity consumption patterns in New York City are discussed in greater
detail in Section 3.3.

The total operating revenues of the Consolidated Edison system
were slightly in excess of $3 billion in 1977, of which $2.5 billion was
for electric service, $0.3 billion for gas service and SOT2 billion for
steam service.

I

The Consolidated Edison System has some noteworthy structual  char-
acteristics. Geography is one contributing factor as can be seen from
Figure 3.1. The bulk of imported energy delivered to the system is sup-
plied from the north through Westchester County. The wedge shape of the
county and the limited availability of transmission rights-of-way results
in closely spaced lines with individual towers carrying a multiplicity
of overhead circuits. The system's other principal interconnection is
located to the west via cable under the Hudson River to the Public Service
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Electric and Gas Company (PSEG). It was in facttfrenorthern  ties, struck
by lightning that contributed to ultimate system collapse. The western
tie to PSEG was out of service the night of the event. Because of the
population density in the area it serves, the Consolidated Edison system
also has a larger number of underground cables than any other utility--
approximately 77,000 miles in all. This fact also contributed to the _.-.
collapse of the system because of voltage regulation and load shedding
difficulties. Furthermore, the population density in New York City has
severely constrained the ability of the utility to install additional in-
city generation.

As an operating entity, Consolidated Edison is a member of the
New York Power Pool (NYPP). That organization consists of seven investor-
owned utilities in New York State whose purpose is to achieve coordinated
planning and opera,tion among the member systems. At the time of the black-
out, Consolidated Edison was importing approximately 286OMw of its 5860~~
requirements from other NYPP members, as well as from Canada (2).

Approximately 1200MW of the 2860MW being imported consisted of
economy transactions with other companies. Such transactions are bene-
ficial to Consolidated Edison and its customers because the majority of
Consolidated Edison's generation is oil-fired and therefore more expensive
than other forms of generation.

The remaining 1660MW of imports were from generating units owned
or operated by or for Consolidated Edison, including Unit No. 3 at Indian
Point, a nuclear unit purchased from Consolidated Edison by the Power Au-
thority of the State of New York (PASNY).

The relationship with PASNY is another unique feature of the
Consolidated Edison system. In 1976, the ownership of several Consolidated
Edison generating plants and service agreements with certain customers (public/
City facilities) were transferred to PASNY. In effect, Consolidated Edison
merely provides the service of wheeling power from PASNY to these customers
via its transmission and distribution facilities.



3.2 ELECTRICITY USAGE CHARACTERISTICS

Consolidated Edison Company's service territory covers over 600 square
miles whichconsists of the five boroughs (counties) of New York City and
the.major portion of Westchester County. The population of the six county area
is 8,332,OOO  people of which 98% is served by Consolidated Edison. The

company supplies electricity to roughly 3 million households, 250 million
square feet of rentable office space, 3700 public authority locations and
5 railroads (7). Comparing Consolidated Edison's share1 of energy sales
by class of customer to the U.S. for 1974, we find the following:

Share of Energy Sales
Class of Customers Con Ed (8) U.S. (9)

i where Other in the table refers to public authorities and transportation.
The table points out that New York City is relatively more intensive in
sales to commercial customers and transportation,2  and relatively less in-
tensive in sales to residential and industrial customers, as compared to
national averages.

_ .

These phenomena are due not only to the mix of business enter-
prises and the large population, but are also due to the differences in
per capita consumption among Consolidated Edison's residential and indus-
trial customers relative to similar customers in the rest of the Nation.
Per capita electricity use by residential customers in New York City is
less than half that for all residential customers in the United States.

1We will use NYC and the Consolidated Edison franchise interchangeably in this
section except where otherwise noted.

2Transportation accounted for 7.1% of Consolidated Edison's sales in 1974.
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Industrial customers in the U.S., on average, use approximately four and
one half times the electrical energy used by those customers in New York
City (10). These differences stem principally from the high density of
households and businesses in the Consolidated Edison service territory.
The average population per square mile for New York City is 24,800; for
Manhattan it is 61,600. This compares to a national average of about 60 ._
people per square mile. The central business district is roughly nine
square miles and accounts for53% of the City's total employment. Finally,
with regard to residential customers, the mix of apartments to single
family houses in New York City is atypical of the Nation. As of 1975,
there were almost 5 apartment households for each single family household
in the Consolidated Edison service territory. It &G-been estimated by
Consolidated Edison that apartments use half the kilowatt hours in a year
relative to a single family home.

. '\

3.3 ESTIMATE OF CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRICITY FOR JULY 13-14, 1977

This section uses the available published data and research on
i;!a

Consolidated Edison's consumption patterns to estimate the electricity
that would have been consumed had no blackout taken place. The estimated
hourly loads are disaggregated by the following sectors:

0 Residential
l Small commercial
0 Large commercial
0 Transportation
0 Industrial and other.

1;
:
i

tr
!I1:
:
I.
;i
I:

3.3.1 Calculation of System Output and Consumption

It has been noted in Section 2.3 that the blackout commenced at
approximately 9:30 p.m. on July 13, 1977 and terminated at lo:30 p.m. on
July 14th. The weather conditions over that 25-hour time period were near
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design level for maximum sendout. Design weather conditions for July
according to Consolidated Edison are a three-day sustained average maximum
wet-dry bulb (AWD) temperature of 86.0'. On July 12th, one day before
the blackout occurred, the AWD was 73.5'; on July 13th is was 84.0"; on
July 14th it was 81.5'. The load characteristics for the blackout period
were approximated using data from Consolidated Edison's Class Demand Study'
for.1975. That study analyzed system loads by class of customer (residen-
tial, commercial and industrial and public authority), and the information
therein is applicable to the type of loads demanded on the Consolidated
Edison system over the duration of the blackout. A daily load curve
exhibiting the hourly~characteristics  of the system for July 13-14 was
established, and is shown in Figure 3.2.

According to a company spokesperson for Consolidated Edison, the
maximum load that might have occurred on July 14th was 7300 MU (11). That
load would have been slightly higher than the previous day's maximum load
of 7264 MW, and well above.the.load  on the 15th of 6942 MW. A load of
7300 is well within the upper 5% of the Company's annual load duration
curve, thus strengthening the argument that the load shape during the black-
out can be approximated from a system peak day load curve. Given a maximum
of 7300 MW at 3-4 p.m. on July 14th, and given the load ihape of Figure 3.2,
it was estimated that 139,870 MWH of electricity would have been supplied
during July 13th, 9:30 p.m.-July 14th, midnight. There were a total of
46,600 MWH actually-distributed during that period, so that 93,270 MWH
were lost. This amounts to approximately 84,000 MWH of sales assuming an
average system line loss of 10%.

3.3.2 Consumption By Sector

Allentuck, Lee and Goldstein (12) investigated the contribution
of several customer classes to the Consolidated Edison's system on summer
and winter peak days, respectively. The following definitions of customer

classes in terms of their respective Consolidated Edison Senrice Classifi-
cation were used to analyze the system loads:

'Consolidated Edison Class Study, Electric Department, 1975.
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Definition of Demand Sectors
Used in Allentuck, Lee and Goldstein (12)

Consolidated Edison
Demand Sectors Service Classification

Residential SCl, SC7, SC8, SC12, SC13
Small Commercial SC2
Large Commercial Part of SC4 and SC9, SCll, SC14
Industrial and Misc. Remains of SC4 and SC9, Company Use
Transportation sc5, SC15

Their work made use of a computer model called the Brookhaven National
Laboratory Electric System Model. They disaggregated each sector's demand
into end use components and estimated the hourly contribution of each.
The Allentuck study rather than the Consolidated Edison Class Demand Study
was used to break down the system loads because of the former's greater
level of disaggregation. Based on the predicted vaules for 1980 presented
in Allentuck, percent contributions for each hourly load were assigned to
residential, small commerc$al, large commercial, transportation, and in-
dustrial and other customers. 'The percent contributions were then applied
to the estimated -hourly system consumption based on the load curve in
Figure 3.2 and a maximum sendout of 7300 MW. A summary of the estimated
electrical energy that would have been sent out to Consolidated Edison
customers during the balckout period can be found in Table 3-l.

..-

In terms of relative impact, the residential customers consume
the bulk of Consolidated Edison's load between 5 p.m. and 12 midnight.
As a class, their load declines between midnight and 6 to 7 a.m., then
gradually picks up throughout the rest of the day. According to Allentuck,
food refrigeration and food freezers account for over half the load between

midnight and 6 to 7 a.m. During that time period, the remaining load is

due mostly to room air conditioners (central air conditioners under ther-
mostatic control decrease in electricity consumption around 1 a.m. and
surge up around 10 a.m.). After 7 a.m., lighting loads, water heating,

small appliances, electric dryers, and all forms of air conditioning
gradually increase throughout the day. Refrigerators also pick up in con-
sumption as outside--temvmT;rtures  climb in the afternoon.
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TABLE 3-l

ESTIMATED SEND OUT ON THE CONSOLIDATED EDISON SYSTEM'
FOR JULY 13-14, 1977 (mH)

Small Large Industrial
Date Hour Residential Commercial Commercial & Misc.P - Transportation Total

July 13 22 3128 176 340 1916 265 5825
23 3005 158 171 1965 256 5555
24 2538 149 --- 2 2102 256 5045

July 14 1 1861 126 -em 2 11918 240 4145
2 1599 mm- 2 ‘119 1891 216 3825
3 1384 118 --- 2 1929 184 3615
4 1351 112 -a- 2 1857 170 3490
5 1316 108 --- 2 1838 173 3435
6 1246 105 we- 2 1975 193 3520
7 1347 112 127 2068 286 3940
8 1440 178 326 2523 383 4850
9 1600 244 854 2751 476 5925

10 1820 327 1804 2174 420 6545
11 1982 384 1908 2166 325 6765
12 2179 397 1928 2135 301 6940
13 2326 399 1872 2114 294 7005
14 2419 396 1862 2145 293 7115
15 2524 392 1836 2164 294 7210
16 2672 377 1859 2015 377 7300
17 3171 387 1233 1832 552 7175
18 2951 298 1436' 1593 522 6800
19 3025 230 774 1879 407 6315
20 2946 201 561 1908 299 5915
21 3025 179 430 1941 262 5840
22 3101 174 337 1900 263 5775

i Send Out is defined as total generation plus net energy imports. Table 3-l allocates
the hourly Send Out between the classes of customers used in reference (12) and discussed,
above, on page

2Load for that customer class is negligible.



The small commercial customers use stems principally from air
conditioning, food preparation, cold storage and security and lighting.
The differential between daytime and nighttime loads is mostly due to air
conditioning. .

Large commercial customers have about 1500 MW demand for elec-
tricity between midnight and 6 a.m. on peak load days. Thereafter,

electricity for elevators, escalators, automatic doors, and lighting
reach full level by 10 a.m. and drop down by 7 p.m. Air conditioning
and ventilation fans follow the activity of people in the buildings,
with maximum loads for both end uses reached at noon.

The railroads and subway system are relatively stable in elec-
tricity demand throughout the day. Two surges take place during the com-
muter rush hours. Thus, the periods 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. to 6 p-m*
have much higher consumption levels than at other times during the day.

Customers destgnated as Other include Consolidated Edison and
other large facilities which are neither commercial nor industrial. Some

-\
examples of the iatter wouldbehospitals, military posts, municipal offices,
federal offices, parks and public sanitation sites. Consolidated Edison
uses electricity to serve generating plants and offices. The hourly loads

-of these customers. are roughly constant across a twenty-four hour period
as seen in Table 3-l.
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4. IMPACTS OF THE BLACKOUT

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The real costs of providing or not providing electric energy to
customers is a subject of enormous contemporary interest to both electric
utilities, customers, and energy analysts. The costs of energy shortages
should he closely related to the determination of standards for reli-
ability of service, i.e., the costs and benefits of providing (or not pro-
viding) some level of reliable electric service should be in reasonable
balance. The determination of these costs and benefits is not a simple
matter. Much theoretical work has been done in the recent past on marginal
cost pricing, i.e., pricing electricity to each customer to reflect the
cost of producing the next kilowatt-hour of energy. In principle, such a
pricing scheme shoed allow the determination of the value of electricity
to different end-users through some iterative process of adjusting rates
and observing the resultant elasticities, i.e., customer responses. in
fact, little is known about the customer response to.different prices for
electricity, hence the value of electricity to different classes of custo-
mers can, in many cases, only be guessed at. Furthermore, the value that
a customer will place on reliable electric service will be a complicated
function of economic considerations, levels of inconvenience and other
intangible factors.

A number of studies have been undertaken to estimate the cost to
the customer and the electric utility of unserved energy. The majority
of these approaches focus on the relationship between reductions in elec-
tricity consumption and the proportionate drop in the value of the goods
and services not produced. We will refer to these later as "direct impacts."
The major failing of thebe models is that they do not account for "indirect
impacts", i.e., costs incurred that are not directly related to electricity
shortages but arise from social responses to the blackout conditions. The
notion of indirect impacts (costs) is particularly important in the case
of the New York City experience sincethe so-called indirect impacts accounted
for a major portion of economic losses attributed to the blackout. '
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The approach taken in this study has been to collect data on a
wide variety of impacts related to the power failure in a nunber of dif-
ferent sectors of society, e.g., business, government, health, transpor-
tation and the utility. Both economic and social costs are considered
although no attempt is made to place an economic value on levels of in-
convenience or disruptions of societal activities. The impacts derived
in this section are based on a systematic but non-exhaustive data collec-
tion. In most cases, the data is aggregated and little or no attempt has
been made to carry out primary data collection, i.e., to survey affected end-
users directly.

4.2 IMPACT CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES

A general classification scheme was developed to efficiently
characterize, a priori, potentially important impacts of the power shortage
and to serve as a guide--for subsequent data collection activities. In
general, the classification approach has proved a useful prescriptive
tool and can be disaggregated further to whatever level of detail is\.
appropriate.

4.2.1 Definitions_

Direct Impacts. These impacts relate to the interruption of an
activity or service which requires direct input of electrical energy, and
the immediate consequences of that interruption. Examples of this would
include the following:.-

0 Food spoilage
0 Manufacturing plant shutdown
0 Damage to electronic data and loss of computer services
0 Loss of life support systems in hospitals, nursing homes

and households
l Suspension of electrified transport
l Traffic congestion due to the failure of traffic control

devices.
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Indirect Impacts. These are effects whichresu1t-from one or

more direct impacts and reflect social responses made to blackout condi-
tions. Virtually all previous studies have dealt only with direct impacts.
They can be further disaggregated into short, medium and long-term impacts.
Examples of each are as follows:

0 Short term
property losses resulting from looting and arson
overtime payments to police and fire personnel
cancellation of social activities due to impaired
transportation system

0 Medium term

0 ung

cost of recovery from looting
overtime wages for correctional institution personnel
lost tax revenues during recovery period
term
'.potential increase in insurance rates
litigation costs
probability of disease and contamination-increased due
to sewage disposal problems
incarceration of looters.

The distinction between direct and indirect impacts is important because it
provides input to the determination of the most cost-effective strategy for
dealing with possible electricity shortages in the future. Direct impacts,

by definition, can only be avoided through increase of end-user reliability
(implemented either/by  the utility and/or customer). Indirect impacts, on
the other hand, may be partially mitigated through contingency planning,
improved communications, customer education and other planning approaches.
This distinction is thus convenient for assessing the relative benefits of
alternative strategies for dealing with electricity shortages, e.g., up-
grading reliability versus planning for more frequent failures.

Iocal Impacts. Any impact which takes place within the affected
area is considered to be a local impact. The Consolidated Edison service

territory covers all of the five boroughs of New York City and the major
portion of Westchester County. The local impacts for the New York City

blackout, therefore, are all the indirect and direct impacts 'within the
Consolidated Edison service territory.
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Neighborhood Impacts. These are impacts which take place in
areas outside the affected area. This includes neighboring counties, states
and countries. For example, in the New York City 1977 blackout, the New York
Stock Exchange was closed. This affected business transactions in the rest

of the country and the world.

Economic Impacts. These are impacts which can be measured in
terms of lost wages, production, profits, revenues and property and equip-
ment damage. Any impact (direct or indirect) which can be assigned a
dollar value is an economic impact.

Social Impacts. The cessation or interruption of a human activity
whether it be conducted for leisure or occupational purposes is a social
impact. The changes and adaptations made in response to these disruptions
which are of a social and physical nature are also social impacts. It is

difficult to assign,objectively,dollar  values to these activities and
adaptations.

\

Organizational Impacts. These refer to those procedural, organi-
zational and other changes and recommendations made by qrganizations in
response to blackout conditions. maples might include new emergency plans
adopted by the police and fire departments, and changes in a public hehlth

facility's back-up power system, Most organizational impacts are of an
indirect nature and reflect social as well as economic costs.

4.2.2 Impact Categories

In dealing with economic impacts, the following major categories
were identified as important:

0 Business
0 Government
0 Utilities (Consolidated Edison)
0 Insurance hdustry
0 Public Health Services
0 Other Public Services
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These categories include most of the major economic sectors of a metro-
politan region and should capture the majority of economic impacts (both
direct and indirect) although there may be problems of double counting.
In nearly all cases, the categories also align fairly closely with avail-
able sources of data. Table 4-l shows the type of costs postulated a
priori which affects each category. This table was subsequently used to

aid in data collection.

In examining the economic impacts of a blackout, one must also

be concerned with the interdependence of economic activities. These
linkages can become significant in the case of a prolonged power interruption.

The inclusion of social impacts into our framework is a much more
complicated problem. There are difficulties in both defining and measuring
a social cost. In general, a social impact associated with a power outage

refers to the changes in social activities which are ordinarily facilitated
by electricity-dependent technology, and the social adaptations, short and

long term, which are made in response to these changes. Impacts may be

classified according to the type of activity either directly or indirectly
involved. The best way to document social impacts would be to monitor
social behavior by individuals and groups of individuals during the event.
Long-range impacts may be assessed by interviewing the population after the
event.

The collection of such primary data was outside the scope of
this study. Indicators of 'key activities, however, can offer an alternative

method of observation. Here, too, time and budget constraints can become
significant. The approach taken here was to limit ourselves to data that was
aggregated by avrious administrative agencies involved in monitoring the flow
of people, goods and services in and around New York City, It is recognized
however, that this is only a rough approximation to the real social impacts
that occurred. The remainder of this section deals with the economic, social
and organizational impacts and adaptations that actually occurred during and
after the blackout.
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TABLE 4-1

‘ ECONOMIC IMPACT CATEGORIES !

1.

2.

/

I

Direct Impacts

Business Losses
- production time loss

(duration of blackout)
- damages to plant equipment
- inventory loss (food,spoilage,  etc.)

Government Losses
.

City
- transit revenue loss
- city tax revenue loss

State
- state tax revenue

Federal
- state tax revenue loss

3. Consolidated Edison- -
- revenue loss
- overtime costs /for recovery)
- capital expenses for recovery

Indirect impacts

production time loss
(results of the looting, etc.)

damages to equipment
inventory loss
security equipment installation expense
backup power system costs

tax and transit revenues
emergency aid
overtime payments
investigation and research costs

emergency aid
tax revenues
investigation and research costs

emergency aid
investigation and research costs

capital expenses mandated
legal fees
investigation and research costs
potential effects on rates



TABLE 4-l (Continued)

Direct Impacts Indirect Impacts

4. Insurance

5. Public Health and Safety
- food and medical specimen spoilage
- hospital costs (supplies, operation

of generators, etc.)
- overtime costs
- revenue costs

6. .Public Services
F i r e

- unemployment
- private property
- business property and inventory

' - health..'

- increased patient load (results of the looting, etc.)
- backup power system costs
- new contingency plan costs

- overtime costs
Criminal
Justice

- police overtime costs (state, local)
- correction costs (short and long term)
- court-related costs

- revenue loss
- equipment damage

Transit

- revenue loss

Utilities
(non-electric)

- revenue loss
- new equipment
- backup power system costs

- overtime (sanitation, water)



4.3 SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC IMPACTS: THE NEW YORK CITY EXPERIENCE

In this section we discuss the economic impacts of the New
York City blackout. The economic costs documented here are neither
comprehensive nor exhaustive. For the most part, these costs are based

on'secondary data sources, provided by numerous public and governmental
agencies. Thus, the costs listed in each category in Table 4-2 should
be regarded as a broad sampling of the total economic losses which are
directly and inderectly  associated with the power outage. Many of the
potential costs identified in Table 4-l have not been included in Table 4-2
because of our inability to determine them with any accuracy within the
scope of this study. Examples of costs which fall in this category in-
clude the following:

0 Losses in retail business
l City, State and Federal tax revenue losses
l Production time loss
0 Computer industry losses
l Total loss interest for the banking industry

4.3.1 Impacts on Business

The direct costs due to a power interruption that may be incurred
by businesses generally can be attributed to the following:

l Lost production time
l Damaged plant equipment
0 "Spoiled" product
0 Additional maintenance costs

The relative magnitudes of these costs vary according to the nature of the
affected business activities (industrial processes, commercial activity, etc.).
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TABLE 4-2
SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC IMPACTS1

Impact Areas Direct ($N)

Businesses Food Spoilage $ 1.0
Wages Lost 5.0
Securities Industry 15.0
Banking Industry 13.0

Government
(Non-public services)

Consolidated Edison

Insurance2

Public Health
Services

Other Public
Services

Restoration Costs 10.0
Overtime Payments 2.0

Indirect ($M)

Small Businesses ' $155.4
Emergency Aid

(private sector)

Federal Assistance _-
Programs

New York State
Assistance Program

New Capital Equipment
(program andd
installation)

Federal Crime Insurance
Fire Insurance
Private Property

Insurance

Public Hospitals--
__.~ overtime, emergency

room charges

Metropolitan Trans- MTA Vandalism
portation Authority MTA New Capital Equip-

(MTA) Revenue ment Required
Losses 2.6. Red Cross
MTA Overtime and Fire Department
Unearned Wages 6.5 overtime and damaged

equipment
Police Department

overtime
State Courts

overtime
Prosecution and

Correction

Westchester County Food Spoilage 0.253
Public Services

equipment damage,
overtime payments 0.19

TOTALS $55.54 $290.16

'Estimate based on aggregate data collected as of May 1, 1978. See
previous page for discussion of limitation of these costs.
20verlap with business losses might occur since some are recovered by
insurance.

3Looting was included in this estimate but reported to be minimal.

5.0

11.5

1.0

65.0

3.5
19.5

10.5 ‘j

1.5

.2

11.0
.Ol
.5

4.4

.05

1.1
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In the NYC experience only about 20% of the total losses to busi-
nesses (as cataloged in the present study) can be attributed directly
to the blackout; the balance was related primarily to looting and arson of
small business establishments. The major business losses (direct) increased
include the following:

0 Losses due to the closing of the securities industry
l Wages lost
0 Food spoilage-

@ Banking losses
H. Wellisch (13) of E. F. Hutton Corporation used the following rationale
in estimating the losses to the securities industry. The industry annually
yields approximately $7 billion in gross revenue, which translates roughly
to about $28 million per working day. Wellisch estimates that approximately
half the losses due to the blackout can be made up, which leaves about $15
million lost. To date, no detailed analysis of the impacts on the securities
industry has been carried out. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (14) roughly
estimated approximately $5 million lost in wages and salaries during the
week, i.e., wages not paid.

The New York State Clearing House Association< which represents
eleven of NYC's largest clearing banks, indicated (15) that the banking
industry experienced grave difficulties during the blackout. Problems en-
countered included:

0 Computer services were terminated from 9:00 p.m., July 13
through 4~00 p.m., July 14. As a result, international
banking business came to a standstill, domestic banking
halted, government securities could not be recorded, checks
could not be cleared, and there was a loss of interest
payments

. . l No electrical lighting
0 Electrically-timed vaults were inoperative
0 Elevators did not function
0 Security systems became inoperative,

On one system in the Clearinghouse Association which processes $80 billion
per day, lost interest for that one system was approximately $13 million.
Total losses wer- presumably in excess of this figure. Hence the total
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direct business losses estimated here ($34 million) represent only a
lower bound on the total losses. The remaining direct business losses

due to the power failure are probably obtainable only through an exten-
sive survey.

The balance of the total estimated business losses, about
$155.4 million and approximately 80 percent of the total business losses,
is attributed to looting and arson losses affecting small merchants in
certain areas of the city. We refer to this as an indirect impact. A
preliminary figure for the total number of businesses affected to vary-
ing degrees was 1383 according to the NYC Department of City Planning (16),
although the New York City Emergency Aid Commission(17)  received 2339
applications for assistance grants earmarked for blackout recovery. The
final tally to date, according to the NYC Office of Economic Development,
is nearly 2500. The Small Business Administration (18) performed a sur-

.
vey of those businesses affected by looting, vandalism, arson, etc., and,
based on that survey, reported a total estimated damage of $155.4 mil-
lion. A more complete discussion of impacts of thdah%out;--on small
businesses is given in Section 6.

An important factor in estimating business losses is the sensi-
tivity of business impacts to the duration of a power interruption. In
many industrial processes only a one to ten cycle interruption will cause
a several-hour outage of plant equipment (Gannon (19)) . Several IEEE
surveys (IEEE (20)) have dealt with the definition of a minimum or "critical"
service loss duration time for various commercial and industrial activities.
The results of one of these surveys suggest that many commercial activities
(15% of those surveyed) considered a period of less than one second a
critical interruption. This is primarily due to on-site computer facilities
which did not have emergency power systems. 100% of those surveyed con-
sidered a 12 hour interruption "ciritcal".

In particular, the effects of a power failure on computers is
of interest considering the ever increasing dependence of business on
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computer-based systems. In general, the first things that come to

mind as potential computer related costs due to a loss of power include:

l Possible damage to the computer and peripheral equipment
l Loss of data
0 Costs associated with the inability of the computer to per-

form important functions or applications.

Most computer systems are designed to shutdown 'gracefully' on
detecting a loss of power so that damage to the computer equipment itself
is avoided. When power returns, the computer can restart itself automatically.
These power automatic fail/restart features are most useful for short duration
power outages but would not serve to protect the equipment in an extended
blackout situation.

i
I

:
;!,

i

There is generally little danger of equipment damage or loss of
data so long,as the outage is of short duration. In a prolonged blackout,
concerns of the operating environment begin to come into play. This is es-
pecially true for storage media where loss of data can result from a degrada-
tion of the medium if environmental conditions stray too far from the norm.
In fact, there is even some danger of permanent equipment damage. It should
be noted that computer systems used for critical applichtions are almost ,
invariably supplied from an uninterruptible power source (UPS), although such
a UPS is not normally designed for an extended blackout. No intensive survey
was undertaken to-assess-the  severity of computer-related losses in NYC.

4.3.2 Impacts on Government

City, state, and federal agencies all faced considerable expense

_ .--
in dealing with the blackout. The major expenses were, of course, those

related to controlling and recovering from the looting, but, due to the
duration of the power interruption, other expenses such as lost tax and
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public transportation revenue became significati asiwelli-- However, in some
cases, such as the lost transit revenue, the distinction between .direct

and indirect expense is not clear. For instance, commuters who could not
use the subway but could use buses may not have because the reports of
violence kept them away from their places of work.

The major indirect expenses collected to date are
0 Overtime payments to fire, police, and other personnel
a Emergency aid payments not covered by insurance.

Government losses not related to,public  or transportation ser-

vices, generally center around special programs initiated to aid in the
blackout recovery. At the federal level, this assistance package came
from five different agencies, a summary of which is given in Table 4-3.\

TABLE 4-3
FEDERAL BLACKOUT ASSISTANCE PRQC-

Agency
Department of Labor
Department of Commerce
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of Justice
Department of Health, Education and Weifare
Special Projects

Total

Millions
of Dollars

$ 2.0
3.1
5.0
1.0
.3
.l

$11.5

The Department of Labor program was administered through the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act (CETA) for additional jobs to assist in cleanup
and economic development activities. The Economic Development Administration
disbursed the Department of Commerce funds for demolition of destroyed
buildings ($2 million), technical assistance to impacted areas ($.6'million),
administrative support to the City Rescue Fund ($.2 million) and long-range
economic development and recovery planning ($.2 million). The Department of
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Housing and Urban Development provides its funds in the form of low interest
(3%) commercial redevelopment loans. The Department of Justice provided
assistance to the NYC criminal justice system through the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration. Finally, the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare provided community based economic assistance through the Community
Services Administration.

The New York State government implemented a $1 million emergency
employment program through the Division of Youth Office (21). Youth workers
were made available at no cost to small merchants to aid in business recovery.
The major impacts on state and local government were not through provision
of necessary assistance programs, but primarily through suspension of re-
venue producing public services and increased loads placed on other public
facilities, e.g., criminal justice and hospitals. We deal with each of
these as separate categories shortly. One impact on the NYC government
that has not 'yet been resolved is the $200 million worth of pending legal
claims against the City for personal damages stemming from the blackout.
The Corporation Council for New York City (22) expects the NYC Comptroller
to declare the city free from liability*

i -\

4.3.3 Impacts on Consolidated Edison

__ A large financial burden was experienced by Consolidated Edison
itself in recovering from the blackout. In the Consolidated Edison review
of the blackout ( l), revenue losses and other restoration costs were re-
ported to be nearly $10 million in addition to overtime payments during
the recovery period which were nearly $2 million. New capital equipment

_
and installation costs for prevention of future incidents currently total
nearly $65 million. Consolidated Edison also indicates that additional
costs will be incurred as a result of significant changes in their long-
term generation and transmission expansion plans. The bulk of these-costs
are considered unestimable at this time. Finally, 118 legal suits pending
against Consolidated Edison total over $10 billion. None of the suits have

yet been resolved. The costs to Consolidated Edison are discussed in more
detail in Section 5.3.
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4.3.4 Insurance Payments

The combined insurance payments of the New York City Property
Insurance Underwriting Association (231, New York Board of Fire Under-
writers (241, and the Federal Insurance Administration (HUD) (251, po-

tentially total about $33.5 million. It is important to note that these

are potential payments. The actual funds disbursed as of February 1978, .-
amounted to only 40 to 50% of this total. The long-term effects of the

blackout on insurance rates are unestimable at this point but insurance
executives expect sizable increases, perhaps even to the point where they

will be cost prohibitive for many small businesses.

4.3.5 Public Health Services

Both publicand private hospitals were affected by the blackout.

It appears that many backup power systems were inadequate for many hospital

activities. To date the only available cost data is that concerning the

increased cost to public hospitals as a result of dealing with the blackout;
this figure is currently given to be $1.5 million. (The New York Health

and Hospitals Corporation (261.1 The inadequacy of many hospital emergency

power systems has also prompted the initiation of significant upgrading
of these facilities in many hospitals. The direct effects of the power

interruption include overtime paynients, some of which, however, may turn
out to be indirectly related to increased emergency room activity. In

specimen spoilage due to lack of refrigeration
compared to other costs. The indirect expenses
charges most of which were generated by victims

addition, food and medical
appear to be insignificant
were mainly emergency room
of street violence.
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4.3.6 Other Public Services

Criminal Justice System

The NYC police department (27) reports overtime payments of about
$4.4 million over the period of the blackout. Seventy percent (17,000) of
the NYC police force was on duty throughout the blackout;

The costs associated with blackout-related arrest, incarceration,
and subsequent prosecution are estimated at around $1.15 million (NY State
Office of Court Administration (28)).

Public Transportation

Suspension of electrified mass transit facilities as well as gaso-
line pumps for buses virtually halted much of the public transportation
network in NYC. Revenue losses are estimated by the Metropolitan Transpor-
tation Authority-(2_9).-&about  $2.6 million. Vandalism damages and over-
time payments amounted to an additional $6.5 million. Since the blackout,
MTA has initiated an $11 million program to install new equipment to insure\
against massive disruption of the mass transit system in the event of a-
future blackout.

Fire Department

The NYC Fire Department (30 estimated approximately $.5 million
in overtime expenses and damaged equipment during the blackout. There were
1037 fires reported, 60,of which were regarded as serious (requiring five
companies). New fire stations had emergency power systems, but older sta-
tions did not.

Red Cross

The Red Cross (34 in New York City estimated expenditures of
$7000 classified as"emergency mass-care" during the blackout.
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Miscellaneous

Most other impacts identified to date in the course of this study
were either regarded as minimal,or in the case of some potentially signifi-

cant impacts, data was unavailable. These impacts include civil losses to

individuals, costs to private and public health care clinics, and private
transportation such as air, and tax revenue losses (city, state, federal).__-.

4.3.7 Westchester County

The economic impacts of the blackout on Westchester County were
collected by the Small Business Administration. The following is a general
breakdown of the costs recorded:

0 Protective services $ 75,000

0 Physical damage to utilities
(sewage, water treatment plants,
equipment damage) 13,000

0 Public facilities 3,000
0 Program administration costs 46,000

0 Overtime costs and fringe benefits 35,000

0 Miscellaneous expenditures 16,000
Total

According to the SBA, damages due to looting and food spoilage .in the
private sector were roughly estimated at $.25 million. Although the looting
did not reach severe proportions, a total of 20 arrests were made.

The reason we have not isolated Westchester County as a major eco-
nomic impact category is two-fold. First, power was restored early Thursday
morning (July 14) and though people were prohibited from commuting into the
metropolitan area, they wereable to resume normal household activitias.
Industries and manufacturing plants were also able to maintain operations.
Second, the demographic and geographic characteristics in Westchester County
are on the average very different from New York City. In general, the
impacts in Westchester County were relatively small compared to NYC.
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4.4 SOCIAL IMPACTS

The social impacts associated with a power outage refer to all
the changes in social activkties  (ordinarily facilitated by electricity-
dependent technology), and the social adaptations, which are made in response
to these changes. A power‘outage, much like a natural disaster, is associated
with a sudden disruption in a community. It differs from natural disasters

(e.g., an earthquake) in that little physical destruction and few physical
injuries are visited on the community. The people and institutions affected
are those usually more dependent upon a technological economy--living in high
rise buildings, electric space heating, computerized information system, etc.

In addition to the above mentioned effects, a more drastic adapta-
tion may take place depending upon the circumstances and duration of the
blackout. The interruption of usual community activities may be accompanied
by a suspension of certain social norms--particularly those relating to
legitimate cqmmunity leadership and authority, legitimacy of the agencies of

7-.law and order, and indrvidual  rights and private property. Part of the
reason for the helpless ness of police in such situations is that they are
trained to enforce generally acceptable rules and are ‘able to do so when they
have at least acit community support. When these social norms and community
support are in abeyance, they have to resort to force, as in a military
situation, to reimpose order. .The appearance of what disaster researchers
call the "emergency social system,ll (the many individuals and groups who
provide assistance and relief to victims), is a community's attempt to
reinstitute the rules to reclaim legitimacy for its organization.

_. In this section, we describe some of the indicators of social
change as a measure of social impacts. We also look at the various end-
uses of electricity in different sectors and suggest some approximate
estimates for levels of inconvenience.

4.4.1 Social Impact Indicators

The following are some indicators that are useful in charac-
terizing a variety of social impacts.
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Movement of People and Goods. This indicator hoks.at-changes

in the flow of people and goods within and outside the blackout area. The

information tells us little about the types of activities, however.

The Flow of Information. This is useful in getting an impres-

sion of public activity in and outside of the impacted area.

.-.
Economic Impacts. Indicators of economic activity, particularly

market activity, are most likely to be recorded and accessible. This is

useful since in some cases social events are paralled by economic events.

Impacts on Health Organizations. Information on health impacts,

particularly mortality and morbidity, are available from hospital and city

statistics. Health impacts on individuals due to social strains may be
difficult to address if at all.

Credibility of the Electric Utility. The effects on Consolidated
Edison are primarily economic but may be strongly influenced by emotional
and political considerations.

Civil Disorder. Here we consider the acts of civil disorder
that were carried out, the geographic, economic, racial and other var-
iables associated with the disorders, and the response of the criminal
justice system.

4.4.2 Levels of Inconvenience

In order to arrive at some estimate of the social impacts assp-
ciated with a power failure, we first identify some of the most significant
end-uses of electricity in New York City. These are (in no particular
order) :

0 Elevators
0 Space heating
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Space cooling
Ventilation
Water heating
Cooking
Lighting
Refrigeration
Water pumps
Sewage disposal
Electric tools and machines
Office appliances
Fuel pumps.

Data on percent consumption for each of these categories is generally not '
available with the exception of some residential space heating, cooling and
water heating data. In Tables 4-4 and 4-5, we show these uses of electricity
together with occupational classifications in New York City. We fur-
ther postulate (without supporting data) possible levels of inconvenience_*
that might be encountered by each of these sectors for the various uses of
electricity identified above. Figure 4.1 displays a possible approach for
representing an inconvenience index for different critical uses of electri-
city as a function of duration of the power failure. The duration is
a key variable in attempting to estimate the costs of a blackout.

Of particular interest when considering the social impacts of a
-powerfailure-are  the-inconveniences suffered by residential customers.

The dependence on electricity can vary widely from residence to residence
depending upon the unique circumstances surrounding that household. In
general, detailed information on these inconveniences can only be obtained
3hrough surveys of selected residential customers. An approach for. doing
this is discussed in Section 6. In Table 4-6 we show a classification of
residential customers and their possible levels of inconvenience to a'
prolonged blackout for different uses of electricity. Presumably these
inconveniences can be weighted and summed to develop a total inconvenience
level for each class of customer.
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muiwm tuct I ~YU~.X t-ok clil I I LI\L Usts_’
OF ELECTRICITY DURING p.
PROLO!!GED POHER OUTAGE

OUTAGE DURATION IN HOURS

High - The consumer feels great inconvenience and is forced to make adaptations.

Medium - The consumer feels inconvenience and may choose to make adaptations. :,

Lo - The consumer feels onlyslightinconvenience and will not make adaptations.

Figure 4.1



TABLE 4-6

USES OF ELECTRICITY 111 NE'd YORK CITY
A,"ID LEVELS OF INCO!!VEiUEXE  FOR

RESIDEMTIAL CUSTOMERS'

I L\ GH-rr NC !M

WATER  ?vW% M
S EU ~4 E PISQOSAL M
HOHE APPU ANCES L I
Fun PUN’S4 M

HIHIMIHIHIH

l- During a prolonged power failure.
2 - Source: Classifications, U.S. Dept. of Labor, “Current Population SurveyrM  Census Bureau

Key: H - High level of inconvenience, performance and productivity l~vcls  are near zero.
M- Medium level of inconvenience, performance and productivfty  ICVelS are lower than

normal.
L 2 Low level of inconvenience, performance and productivity  levels  Are war  normal .

NA - Xot appl icable ,

t-t H t-4 1-i H- I-4
M M M M M -M

NA H NA NA NA NA
HHHMMM
b-l H t-i M M M
M,t+M,L,L,~
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4.4.3 Summary of Social Impacts

The identification of social impacts in this study is dependent
largely upon determining the changes in activities and adaptations made
by individuals and organizations to the power failure. Aggregate social
indicators were used to characterize these impacts. It is still possible
within this framework to summarize the key social impacts that occurred as a
result of the blackout. A detailed discussion and analysis of these indicators
and supporting data for the New York City power failure is contained in

Appendix A. The key impacts follow below.

In examining changes in transportafion patterns, it became clear
that the blackout affected transportation significant distances from New
York City. Disturbance in air travel was minor in comparison to train
and motor traffic. During the night of the blackout some 15,000 people
were stranded at Kennedy Airport after 10 p.m. Furthermore, the number
of taxis at the airport declined as the blackout progressed.

The need for increased information flow (and presumably the
strain and concern felt by many) was evidenced by the additional number
of emergency news telephone messages requested,from an average ten thou-
sand calls to over eight hundred thousand calls during the blackout.

;
I'

Telephone company estimates were that traffic through residential exchanges :;
I:

was up by three hundred percent during the blackout. Furthermore, police
emergency calls were up by over five hundred percent reflecting the Strain

on civil order and critical services.

Most of the data on health effects came from hospital and city
statistics. The number of known deaths resulting from the blackout is two.
However, an examination of the mortality data suggests that the number of
deaths around the time of the blackout increased, particularly for those
65 years or older. The categories of respiratory failure and cardio-
vascular were predominant. In addition to mortality, it is believed that
the blackout led to a number of personal injuries (resulting e.g., from
the melee of the looting or accidents in the dark).
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The most "visible" aspect of blackout-related social impacts
was, of course, the looting, arson and other acts of wanton violence and
destruction. The looters tended to come from all segments of the community,
cutting across age, sex, and income class lines. Like many other institu-
tions, the criminal justice system found itself severely strained by the
aftermath of the looting. There were approximately 3000 arrests reported
for blackout-related looting , an extremely -large number of individuals
even for New York City (compared to approximately 600 arrests for a normal
24-hour period). The questions most asked about the blackout were "why?,
and could it happen elsewhere?" While it is impossible to answer these
questions with any certainty, it is clear that other cities in the U.S.
based on historical experience have a similar potential for social upheavals.

There are many other social impacts beyond the ones cataloged
here. In particular, long-term trends can only be postulated at this
point. Shifts in population centers, movement of industry, etc., take
place over longer periods of time and tend to reflect complex economic
and/or social factors.

Finally, it is worth noting that the social.,+npacts  and activities
associated with the 1977 blackout may reflect a possible emotional condi-
tioning from the 1965 blackout. S&h conditioning could be partially
responsible for the civil disorders, but might also have benefits such as
increased preparedness to-deal with blackout-related disruptions.
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4.5 ORGANIZATIONS

In any large metropolitan area such as New York City, organ-
izations play a key role in the content of their response to emergency
situations. Organizations have been isolated as a major impact category for
several reasons. First, they all have certain responsibilities that insure --
the economic functioning of the community and safety and well-being of in-.. -..-
dividuals who perform various social activities in that community. In a
region like New York City, the services provided by these organizations
become even more heavily depended upon. Second, many organizations contain
charters or mandateswhichdirect their functions during and after an emer-

gency or crisis situation. Some organizations are directed from within
(i.e., Board of Directors) while others are mechanisms or tools by which
elected officials implement authority and change (e.g., the New York State
Division of Criminal,Justice  Services is controlled by the Governor). These ‘\,

regulated institutions are often directed to review their activities and '/ :t'
recommend procedural changes after the crisis, based on difficulties en-
countered during the crisis. Third, organizations as an aggregate component
in the economic market place, may be more sensitive to economic losses (in-
directly or directly) incurred by a prolonged power outage. Finally, or-
ganizations are a focal point for data collection because of their respon-
sibilities.

AS a first task, we therefore identified as many Organizations
as possible that would have been directly or indirectly affected by the
blackout. Directors of these agencies were then contacted and interviews
were arranged. The level of analysis was dependent on the nature of the
data these organizations had collected. Some, as mentioned earlier, were.
required to submit formal and comprehensive studies on the specific problems
faced during the blackout (i.e., New York Power Pool, Greater New York iiospital

Association). The following questions were asked during each interview:
0 What were the primary responsibilities of the organization?
0 What were the major problems encountered by each (direct and

indirect) during and after the blackout? I
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a What studies were conducted in response to the blackout?
l What recommendations and permanent changes were proposed or

implemented after the blackout?

The last question is particularly necessary because procedural
changes made within the institution reflect indirect and long-term economic

and social costs implemented to avoid future blackouts (e.g., personnel
must be trained and this requires time and money). It is interesting to

note how many agencies have either developed new emergency "blackout plans"
or updated old ones. Several agencies did develop emergency plans and
backup systems after the 1965 blackout but deficiencies were revealed during
the 1977 blackout. For example, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) developed emergency power
systems for their critical facilities after the 1965 Northeast power outage.
These systems were implemented during the 1977 outage but problems were re-
vealed. Wire services were hindered because of inadequate auxiliary power ac-
cordingtothe FCC, and sufficient emergency serviceswerenot available according

to the FAA. -The level of response (whether it be new planning measures or
investments in auxiliary power systems) are a significant indicator of
sensitivities to value of reliability.

-\

It should be noted that though Consolidated Edison is not included
in.the tables which follow, this is not to imply that they were not impacted
as an organization. They suffired  losses also as a result of the blackout
and their specific responses to these losses are examined in detail as a
case study in Section 5.3.

---~-. .
The following table (4-7) summarizes the data collected from

the major organizations in New York City which relate to recommendations
and procedures implemented or under implementation as a result (direct
or indirect) of the 1977 power failure.
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. .
,’

ORGANIZATION PRIMRY RESPCHIRILITIES PRDDLENS ENCDUNTERED SlUDlES C O N D U C T E D RECOMMEt4DAlICIttS  A N D  C H A N G E S  M A D E,______- --__--

hrlca”  Ged  Cross 1 .  frrgmcy  plm”in9 I .  Prorlded  first-ald  to cemutors  detelned at Penn cod hm None
or9r”l2rtloo Grand Central StatIons

2 .  bordlnated  thetr  e f f o r t s 2.  Relocated 2.500  clvll~ms  displaced by Fire
u l t h  WC’s  myor’s  wr~ncy 3 .  Total  axpendltums:  $?.OGO
task force 4 .  T o t a l  nwber  o f  YOluntCers:  I20 -.  _-.-- --....-

Gew  Tort  City 1 .  fwr9a”cy  responsr
Pollee  lkpartment orga”lzAtlon

I.  Woo  respond to L total of 70.6GO l 911”-evW9e”Cy Go”e I. ltodlflcatlons  I” procedures for off  .duty  members
reportlng  to duty

2 .  kIntat”  law Md  o r d e r 2. #lade 2 .931  a r res ts 2. The proccrslng  of large numbers of prlsonws  needs
3.  Total  nut&r  of police  f o r c e  o n - d u t y :  1 7 . 4 1 1 to be wevaluated
4. Ovartlme  p a y m e n t s :  I4.M
5 .  4 3 6  I”jur1as /

__-_ ___.~__

Nw York City
Ftm  Geprrtment

New York City
‘ihpartmt  o f
lkrl  th

I. fmergeocy nspoese I.  Ilad  t o  r e s p o n d  t o  3 . 9 0 0  requests  for rid 1.  Studies  of  present emer- 1. Red Cross ust supply food to flreme”  at central
orgenizrtio” 2 .  lhere were 1 . 0 3 7  f i r e s  t o  crtirgulsh gtwcy  procedures l d l o c a t i o n s  d u r i n g  maJor  energencter.  lhis  new

2 .  Response  t o  flre  rletms 3 .  Coordlnrtlon  o f  returnlng  FIremen  t o  tbrtr  strtloos their rdN,uJCy  We bei” plan  has been approved
3.  Response  to eleveter  e n d 4 .  Lack o f  utllltlar.  r e s t  .r..s  and nourlShant a s s e s s e d  at this tlr 2 .  A l l  emeryency plrns  (wst  h a v e  f l e x i b i l i t y ,

subuay  fa i lu res 5 .  80 I n j u r i e s 2 .  QlMstlo”“4lre  on  actlv- ability  and control to make optivw  use of
4 .  Provide  emrgmcy  pewr  t o 6 .  Total  ntir  o f  firm  a n d  offtcers:  7 . 4 2 1 ltles  during  emergency 1 lnl ted resources

crltlcel  users;  health  ewe 7. Emeryency  pawer s;s;r l rlst only In new  stetlons and  types of  relponses
fecllitlcs  and hrndlcrpped 0. Single  JhW!S:
prlvrte  clttze”s Multlple  rlrm: ’ I4

s e n t  t o  411 stattons  b y
department connlssloner

5. Control and ertlngutshrrt 9 .  Gocall  of firemen  o f f - d u t y 3. Report issued October
o f  fires 10. Telephone coeaunlcatlons  were hrpcmd 31. 1977

6. Hal”tri”  public herltb  and II. Overtime costs l d equipment damage: f.5M 4 .  Co”tl”9e”cy  p1ens  f o r  *
safety 12.  Provided portable generators to horpltrls  end  prlvrte I-day  power  fallure  we

citizens  wlth l i fe-support  systems being  developed
13. Fuel shortages due to electrlcrl  pump frllures
14. fqulpnent  shortages
I S .  I l l e g a l l y  opened  hydr8”ts  had  t o  b e  c l o s e d
1 6 .  Chaotic  t r r f f l c  condltlons
17. Hat.sr supply ----.-  -._-.-  --..-__-__ - -

1.  Publ ic  Health  and  Safety I. )(cdlc;l  frclllt1cs  were forced to s h u t  dowe  due to I .  Routine  evaluation  dr 1. Improvements made  In the Doll  master emergency
2 .  Halntaln  s a f e t y  o f  pwlshabla the lack of auxllirry  power GOH’s  a c t i v i t i e s  during plan.  focused on catwunicatlon  wilhL”  the agency

foods 2. Helntalned  survelllence  over effected l rees to Insure my  emer9ency
3 .  Yaste  dlsposrl  e n d  senltrtloo adequate and safe food and weter  supplles 2. Go spwlflc  blackout
4 .  Maintain  uncontrlnated  water 3.  Snnltrry  patrols were organized  for one uqk  af ter study was  conducted

supplies the blackout
5 .  Haintaln  rdlcrl  feclllties. 4. large  amounts of  garbwe.  refuse and  spoil

preventive medlclly had  to be disposed  of . 4
d foods

krvlccs  o f  200 n 9hborboed
peld  workers were used for the c l e a n - u p  ~ratlon

5. Since  untreated sewage was duq8ed  Into the ,818~
roundIn  bay.  notices were posted on recreatIona
beaches prohlbltlng.use

6. Uater  supply was only a slight problem since  ast
a p a r t m e n t  bulldlnps  have roof tenks  rlth  24-48 hour
storqge  capacl  ty

federal
tanu”lc~tlons
~ISSIOII

I .  III  major  c-~crtlms 1. For the networks.  air  tIr  loss rwged  frm  25 seconds 1 .  ‘E f f e c t  o f  t h e  J u l y  I3- 1 .  N e t w o r k s  will  review thdlr  e~:rrwncy  nperatlng
services to 7 rdnutes 1 4 .  1971  New York  C l ty p r o c e d u r e s ,  c o n v e r t  their  I ens~‘,~tors  frwn forsll

2. Emergency broadcrst  servlcrs- 2 .  Auxlllary r systems were used rod proved adoqurte Area  Powcr  f a i l u r e  o n fuel to nautunl  gas and  I,11 I Ir!l~)rade  emergency
warnIn  lnforwtlon for networ  ‘8  and  rrdlo  statlo”r CoMou”lcatio”r”. power  systems .

.3 .  Overseo  the  functions  o f : 3 .  lwplaented  the euwgency  power  systm  ( T V  a n d  radio) Novedter  1977 2. lmprovelve”ts  WI11 b e  md& i n  a l l  a r e a s
a. urJor natworks nhlch  was develeped  a f t e r  t h e  I%5 WL  bleckout @estlo”“aires  sent to 3 .  Gefense Line  loo0  s h o u l d  b e  nctiv.lted  in~edl-
b .  redlo stations 4 .  F o r  the  radio  s t a t i o n s .  *Inor  l o s s  o f  air  tlw rc- the fol lowing stat ions ately with appropriate personnel  on hand to
c .  c- c a r r i e r s sultn.1  +lle  wltckln9  t o  eewqency  &errtors and networks: AGC.  CDS. dlsseulnate  accurate inforu~atlau
d .  ulrs  urvlceS 5 .  ltiro swvlces  hlndered  becruse  o f  inadeuuate  rurllluy NUC. UMC,  KOS.  WNUC. 4 .  Ablllty  of  the wire  s e r v i c e s  t o  funrtion  dde-

po41’. LOSS of power: 12-19 beurs. Could not  send lmfl.  AP.  WI quately  durlny  d” emer9w~cy  must be  i m p r o v e d .
actlwtlon  nutlces  to broadwst  s t a t i o n Servlces  Involved In They  we nun Paklng  plans  l o  nwrdy  tlwlr

6. Ile?r  York Clty emergency Inforutlon  systw--Gefensc gstherlnq  arslmllatlo” 5 I tu.3 iloft
Line  IGGO--rctlvatlo”  w.s dolryed rod dlltr  butlo”  o fi 5 .  G r e a t e r  e f f o r t  needs  t o  De wde  In Infnrwinp

7 .  T e l e p h o n e  conwunlcatlon  bervlly  used.  GG  mllllon elleryency  information l o c a l  and stale  offlcidlr  o f  t h e  dvallabillty
c e i l s  w e r e  wade during  the bleckout were analv~ed. of f0S  lor l o c a l  use

.  - - - - - - - - T - - - - - - - - - - - - _  .L-  ___-



ORGAH I ZAT ION

state Office’
of court
A&“l”lstratlo”

New York Clty
Crlnlnal  Justice
AOc”CY

NW York State
Dlvislon  o f
CrMnal  Justice
SaWiCeS

NW lot-k Power
PO01

CABLE 4-7  (CONT. )

PRII1I\RY

I.  T h e  prc&  rrrrlgnaent  of  a11
defendants In the city after
cases have been flied

I. Prlvatc  n o n - p r o f i t
corporatlan

2. Assumed the functions for-
merly carried  out by the pre-
t r i a l  servlccs  rgency  o f  t h e
V e r a  inrtltute  of Justice

3. Intervlewlng  defendants after
arrests

4 .  Hake rslearr  recaNlandatlo”s
to the courts before
rrra1g”ment

5. Notlfy released defendants
o f  t h e i r  c o u r t - r e l a t e d
obl igat ions

6. Crlmlnal  Justice system
research

1. State agency controlled by
the Covernor

2. Oversee the state  crtmlnal
Justice  system

3. Emergency response a
r

ncy
4 .  ProtectIon  o f  cMl  Ibcr-

tier  of those charged wlth
criminal offenses

5 .  Provide  swift  a n d  certain  Jus
tlce  to those found gui l ty  of
ChltZS

1 .  Colyrlrad  o f  1 prlvrl*  utll-
itlar  and the Pwer  Authority
of  the State  of ~eu Y o r k

2 .  CoordLnrtes  operatIM  o f
electric  syrteas  s o  that ra-
llrblllly  o f  servlcc  IS t o -
creased and capltrl  COILS me
reduced

3. ffonltorr  f lows over trmsalr-
sloolines

4 .  Coordinates  t h e  purckse  and
sale  of power  rltble  t h e_ .1C.U

6. 7he NVPP  generat\on  reserve schedules and pick-up
times  were not  strictly  adhered  lo

6 .  flalntdlns  direct  cwler  tie
wltb  errh  utlllty_ _ . .

b. uurdmdtes  transstssssoe  Psm-  ’
nlng  and constructleo

1. N u t  .” r”furce*u”t  rgency

I. Overtlee  payuents:  $ 5 0 . 0 0 0
2 .  Addltlenal  rrrelgment  parts bad to be organized  to

handle the  workload
3. Crlrlnrl  case hlstorics  and  f ingerprints could not

be transmitted  from Albany
4. Total  cases docketed in the  crldnel  court  between

9:30 ..m.,  J u l y  14-6:OO  1.1..  J u l y  1 9 :  4 , 6 9 4

1. ~;cawntervlew  over 3.000 people l rrested during

2. Dade  ball reccundrtlons  on ~11  defendants based
o n  comwnlty  ties

3 .  I n a d e q u a t e  Ilghtlng  ude  lntervleus  dlfflcult
4. lhere  was no systematic infoor;Mtlon  on the nature of

each wrest

I .  T o t a l  crlrlnrl  c a s e  l o a d  c o s t s :  SlM
2. Lacked emrgency  plan
3.  Cwnlcatlon  and  coordfnatlon  of sewlces  b e t w e e n

cfty a n d  slate  rgencles
4 .  frcslmlle  machlnes d l d  n o t  function .
5. Serious  overcrowding 1st pn-rrralgnmt  detention

facllltles
6 .  Llelays I n  arrrlgnaent
7. Court and  correct ion frcilltles  were without  power
6. Custody and movement of prisoners
9. Detentlon  facllllles  lacked adequate food,  sanltatton

and health services
IO. 625 of all defendants arrested during blackout waited

3 or more  days to be rrrelgned

1. The terminology used to c-lcrte  cr1tlcrl  Informa-
tion between operators wes subJcct  lo l islnterpretatla

2 .  R e s e r v e  plck:up  porgrrwonld  only respone  to loss of
generatlon  and could not evaluate transmlssla  limits
rapldly

3. Respo”ser  of nedcr  sysisms t o  e m e r g e n c y  sltuatfons
needed coordinrllon

4. Senlor  Pool Olsprtcher’s  concentrat ion ubs  diverted
bv rcauesls  f o r  s t a t u s  lnformatlon  bv rdlacent  p o o l s

5.  &la ioncernlng  s y s t e m  s t a t u s  “1s afien  unclearwand
u”oblrl”ablc

-_ __-- !

S T U D I E S  C O N D U C T E D

. Lress  Release concerning
cwrtsrerctT0”  to the
added caseload caused by
the blackout,  July 21.
1971

. ‘A Demogrrphlc  P r o f i l e
of Defendants wrested
I n  t h e  New.Vork City
Blackout: A Prel ininary
Report”, August, 1977

-
‘The Report of the Se-

’ lect  Convnlttee o n  Crlm-
l n a l  Justlce  Earwaencv
Preparedness’. OctobG
3 1 .  1 9 7 7

“Grant  Appllcatlo”  f o r
Slfl  to Cover Crlninal
Care  Load’.  submllted  by
;;I$ Control  Planning

‘Emergency Cornml”lcatl0”
and Coordlnatlon  Center’
grb”t  IPptiCat\O”.
NYSUCJS

“The Electric System
Dlrturbatlce  of July 13,
1977”. April.  1976

---

RECCWlENDATIONS A N D  CHAIIGES MADE

1. NMsed  wergency  plans bared on experiences

1. Future plan for mass arrests 1s needed
2. Sub-borough breakdown of the defendants arrested

Is needed

-
I.  Emergency preparedness comlunlcatlon  center

should be developed
2. O l r e c t  t e l e p h o n e  l i n k s  with  city  agenclcs.  state

offlclals  and  news medlr  are needed
3.  Aualllary  power  for evwgencles  o f  severa l  days

duration  Is needed 1” crltlcal  areas (detentlon.
correction and courthouse areas)

4. An  emergency plan for every city  tn New York
State Is “ceded (special  attention to mass
arrests)

I.  System Protectlon  Subcmlttee has been estab-
llshed  to make rules and reconnendallons  for
future emergencies

2. Audit Splnnlng-Reserve  Policy has been revdsed
3. Updating of dlstrlbutlon factors has bee”

shortened front  10 minutes to 2 minutes
4. Autanatlc  economic  dfrpatch  wlil  be suspended

If  a system loses a tranrnfrsfon  l ine.  unti l
new dirtrfbutlan  factors are assessed

5. Audible  alarms have been Instal led at  the &w
York Power  Pool (NVPP)  Control Center to indl-
cste  changes in breaker status

6. Comwnlcatlon  procedures have born Improved
7.  Form1  trrlnlng  p r o g r a m  f o r  syrtru  dispatches

should be l rlabllshcd



ORGANIZATION PRIIIARY RESPOt6IBILITIES PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED S T U D I E S  C O N D U C T E D RtCOfWNDAl I O N S  A N D  CIIANGkS MAUk_---

w York Ctty I .  R e p r e s e n t s  I7 city  owed  or I. Emerge"cy goncrators  u s e d  unlll  ponsr  w a s  r.stor.d I. 'Blrckwt  R e p o r t ' .  Sub- I.  Pretestlng  prograws lor auxlliwy  wwr~  4~1  b e
aalth  and Horpttrl rffll1.t.d  public  h o s p i t a l s 2 .  kltcblng  problms  which I n h l b l t a d  t h .  dlstrlbullo. mllted  l o  Corporallo" made  Hot-c  rlgurom
Ol-pWltiO” of rvrllable  power Pr.ride"t.  July 27. 1917 2. X - r a y  equlpmmt.  ldborrtorv  rervlres.  rleVatorS.

3 .  F a i l u r e  t o  s u p p o r t  lworlant  r.rvlc.s.  (x-ray. air-condltlonlng  all n e e d  bdckwp  puwel'  Sy‘-Le*S
Irboratory 3. Need for power to operate life  ~iulr~tenance  eWfP-

4 .  L a c k  o f  refrlgerrlion  I": m.nt  a n d  dwlcer  uf penplu w h o  aw not  hnspital
l food slorag.  areas prllcntr
e blood banks 4. Education  prograw  f o r  handlcawYl  c~t(rew  nrcdcd
l mo r gue a r ea s 5.  Corporat ion Cowdnd Post Is needed to ~W~'nve
. speclma"  storag.  a r e a s coawnlcation  between facllitles

5. Clevalors  dld not have back-up wwr e links with e m e r g e n c y  nedlcal  sc~vl~e
6 .  Air-condltlonln

0
I n  crltical  a r e a s  (ICU's.  06's.  e t c . ) . llnks  with  m a y o r ' s  offlce

7. Wall  o u t l e t s fr led / 6. Up-to-date lists  of key p e r s o n n e l
6 .  Microscopes.  centr1fug.s  Inoperable 7. Revlrloe  of Disaster Plans needed
9. Lack of power for an Internal rlrrr syste

I O .  Telephon.  c a l l  dlr.ctor  l i g h t s  d l d  rot fvnctlon
11. Shortages:

l flarhllghts e e&.nslon  cords
l balterles e dry Ice
, llnenr e f r e s h  milk
. dlsposables l water
a s t e r i l e  supplles

12. kcurlty
13. Emergency ~001s wer.  overbur&ned--

total  vlrlts:  5 . 2 4 4
ad*lrrlonr:

II.  Evrgency  c a l l s : ::
15. Staff ing shortages
1 6 .  Conunlcatlon  probla
1 7 .  T o t a l  c o s t s :  S 1 . W --.-___.-..  - - -

Port  Authority  of I. Agency which Wlds  and @.I-- I.  A l l  transportation  f r c l l l t l e s  wre forced  t o  s w i t c h I. llwiw  session on events 1.  No rlgniflcmt  reconoendallo”s  or Ch”(JeS w e r e
prk md NW l tos tranrportrtlocl  frcll1t1.s to emrg.ncy  power  which had been Instal led after which tnok p l a c e  during ud.

betaen  NW V o r k  and  N.w the 1965 blackout pwer  outage 2.  Changes mad.  after the 1965 NE Olal.kout  provnd
Jersey 2.  Al l  New York airports were 0rdcr.d  closed at 9:57 p.m. 2. 'The  Port  Authority and to be l d.quate

2.  Operates regional airports ln 3 .  A t  Uennedy: lne  6Iackwt  o f  1977 ' . l new on-site  yeoeratlon  faclllLles
New Vork wd  NW J e r s e y .  1 5 . 0 0 0  passcngarr  were dclalwd issued January 25. 1916 ..r.-wlrlng  of trmsportatinn  centers

3 .  Lar  enforceurnt  dlrlslm l parking lot gales would not op.n
4 .  Haaintalns  safet

T
o f  all l field  lights ard  emw cy

1"
Iandlng  lnstrwants

patrons and ew oyees were  powered by ruxll l ry paw
5 .  Seewity  o f  propwty . operations  postponed u n t i l  5:34  ..D..  J u l y  I4
6 .  &wr 2 6  transportrllon 4 .  Larwrrdla:

f r c l l l t l e s l 200 passengers were dctrl..d I
5. 32 rlrcraft  d i v e r t e d  f r o m  New  York alrports  to Nwark

aIrport
6 .  tlarin.  temlnals:

.  at  Brooklyn pters.  constant  survelllanc.  was
*alntrlned

. pasrcnyer  s h l p  t e n l n d l  u s e d  emerg~uy  gewwrtors
7 .  P o r t  Anthorlty  Tranr-Hudson:

l operated  on kw Jersey powr
l traffic dropped fra,  146.000 to 37,ooO

8 .  Terwloals:
l weratIons  conducted on a nonul  basls  via NW-

gency  power
l ma41y  sought rcfugc  In bus terwlnals
l NW York truck  terrlnal  was closed.

9. Tunnels and br1dg.s:
l operated nn  power  supplled  by Ilaw Jeruy

IO. 200 addItIonal  police  officers  were  used



TADLE 4-7 (CWT. )

ORGANIZATION PRIMRY R E S P O N S I B I L I T I E S I
PROBLEttS ENCOUNTERED S T U D I E S  C O N D U C T E D REkUMEllDATlONS AND CHANGES LADE

Federal  Aviat ion
A&lnlstrrthn.

I. AIrports
2 .  Ahay  f~cilltles

I.  Alrwey  facllitjes I. only press sela~ses  fra I. Airuay  frcilities

Eastern Region 3 .  F l i g h t  strndrrds
* 28 standby en

Y
Ma  ge"errtor  facllltles  becus

oPerationa tb mInIan  delrys  and were ful ly
l rch division  were issued. . after the 1965 NE Blackout.  which left  the

4 .  A i r  trrfflc  s e r v i c e s
w Ilo  overal l  studies were NYC airports "stwled",  major precautionary

5. Air  transport security
maintained

l all carrier  ttrrtiulr  were without  llghtlny
conducted measures hrd been taken to l"Sur.  C4"tl"WuS

.  ' d a r k  areas"  surrwnded  t h e  rlrports
airport  opwrtlon  during  a  P o w e r  f a i l u r e .

. baggage  hadllng  apparatus  a n d  t e l e s c o p i n g
These measures Included the purchase of 22

raws  were  inoperatIve
ner standby engine  generators located at

l OperatbnS  It Kumedy ad LaGuardi.  were a f f e c t e d
strategic  airport facllilier  a n d  f r e q u e n t

e SUffiCi4"t  emergency Servkes  were "4t  wrilabl.
test ing and  maintenance of the equlpmt.

2. Air  t r a f f i c  services
T h e s e  amzas4r.S  resulted in the proper  func-

. aPPrWheat.lY  30 aircraft  d i v e r t e d  t o  Newrk
t ioning of  etnergency  power for  radar.  tom-

Airport
wnications  and navigational  a i d s  In c r i t i c a l

l total  Nwrk  alrltna  4perrtlons  incrarsed  fr4m
faclllties  dt  LaCuwdia  and Kennedy during

51 to 106 between 9:00 p.m. and 12:00  r.i.,
t h e  e n t i r e  blackout  period

J u l y  I3
l requested the Port Authority  to upgrade their

. Westchester  Ai(rport  .irll"e  operattons  d e c r e a s e d
standby pout:.  frci1ltl.S

frm  IO-15  to 7 between IO:00  p . m .  a n d  12:00  a.m.,
July 13. AIrport  was closad  for I6 l I"ut.&

Uestchester  County
Offlce  o f

I .  Protect health and safety of 1 .  0.mw.s  due t o  lootI"9  and  food spollrg.;  $.25H I. O"ly  internal assessment 1. ~eu  trrlalng  p r o g r a m s  4" how  10 4per.t.  backup

otsaster  and
cltlzenry

Emergency Services
2 .  Provide  disaster  r e l i e f  and

2.  Other costs gtnerated  by blackout:  $leS.ooO studies have been p4w.r  systems have been establlshed

emergency servtces  to 18
(PrOtectfv.  s e r v i c e s .  p u b l i c  frcllltfes.  ov.+tlme.  etc . )

3 .  A r r e s t s :  2 0
condw  ted 2. Updating  of  al l  a lert  procedures a n d  t h e  Ember-

towns. 22 vlllrpes,  a n d
S t o r e s  144ted:  4 3

6 c i t i e s
4. E.@W"CY  9ewWOrS  did  Mt  fuctio"  imvtedl;t.ly

gency Operrtlng  Center
3. New Disaster  Task Force procedures instituted

3. Control of the Emergency
5 .  Oiff~culties  In alertlng  t h e  p u b l i c 4 . Emergency  generators in the County Office

tberatlng  C e n t e r  which Is
6. Doors  t o  f i r e  t~uses  were electrlcri~y  run.  h~c.

would not operate because of Insufficient clprpcncy
Building,  County Joll  .wd  Parkway Police have

used by the follwlng
been modwnlzed

agencies:
p-r 5. Agreeelent  has been mad.  with Consolidated Edls4n

. Parkway Police
t h a t  notiflcatlo"  o f  t h e  CauSCS  Of dll  power

. Owwtment  o f  P u b l i c  Uorks
fallwes  w i l l  b e  wde  t o  t h e  Enwrgmcy  Owratlng

. Health  Oepartaent
C e n t e r .  P r i o r  dgrremrnt  s t a t e d  that  notlflcation

. Department o f
"as  to  be tide  011ly i f  t h e r e  wds  d n u c l e a r  ac-

Transportation
ctdent  a t  t h e  yenerdtl"9  Plant.

. Oepartcnt  o f  Envlrun-
wntrl  Facllltles

. Department of Social
Services

- - -  .- _



ORGANIZATIM PRIHARY RESPOfISIBILITIES PROBLERS ENCOUNTERED S T U D I E S  C O N D U C T E D RECOtWNDATlONS A N D  CMNGES MAUL

en York Strt. I. P u b l i c  overslpht  of  the rali- cwscs  o f  systa  coll.ps.: 1.  ‘Events Lerding  to the I. A u t o m a t i c  c a l l - u p  o f  i n - c i t y  generation  foIlowIng
ubllc  Service a b i l i t y .  plraning  utd  ade- 1. frcllitlrs  w e r e  o u t  o f  servlc. :y~ :;dt;lackout  o f  Ju ly loss of trrnr*lsslon  or generation
almlssl4" qurcy  of  the state  b u l k  Pam 2. plrn"ln9  and design d.flci."ci.s *, Reports I and 2 .  M a i n t e n a n c e  o f  in-city  gc"erdtlrlg  rcwwcs  avril-

trmsmlssl4e  system 3 .  equipment  f a i l u r e 11: 10 1114  Covern4r able to respond to transmission losses
2. Reyulrtory  agency tilch  e"- 4. operation WIthoUt  a" adequate sefetu  Nr9ie 2 .  " S t a t .  4f Ner Y o r k  In- 3 .  Llmltrtl4"  of rutoevtlc  r e d u c t i o n s  I "  ill-city

forces tiw  Public Service Law. 5 .  lack  o f  coordlnatlon  and dlrectia,  I n  meeting vcstlcatlo"  of  the lieu
*hlch 9lv.s  ti Canlsslon t!

generation  wder  econon~lc  dlsi~stch
wrcqenci4s York I ty Blackout-July 4 .  Prompt  r e t u r n  o f  k e y  facllitles  to scrvlw

broad. general power Over the 6 .  i n a b i l i t y  t o  ulntrln  Ii@ I s o l a t e d  systm 13-14.  1917'.  Nonurn 5 .  ilore  rigorous  d e s i g n  c r i t e r i a  f o r  Cw fd's  trws-
l ctivltles of all prlvrl. C l r p p .  R e p o r t  I I I mlssi4"  frcllltles
utlllt1.s 3 .  Case 27302-'Proceeding 6. Stricter safety margins on Imports In NW York

3. Revkw of all transmlss~m 4 "  Notlo"  of  the Cole- c i t y
pla"s mission Concerning the 1. Strcngthoned  protective equipment ~~l~~lenance

4. Rcgul.trs  erch utlllty's kllablllty  of  the Poww and testing pwcedurrs
opcrrtlons  ad trmalsslm .' S u p p l y  i n  t h e  S e r v i c e 8. llpmved  lranurl  reclorlny  rdynblllty
system Terr i tory of  Con Ld'. 9 .  I m p r o v e d  coopcratlon  In neeti"y  syslen~  r~nergenclrr

5 .  O r d e r s  macuqement  .nd  opwr- February 1978 IO.  Standards for  right-of-way  matntenance
tlons  audits 11.  Standards for  opcrrlor  tralniny  and qurllflcatlonr

6 .  Investlgatlv.  agency 12. Continuing public review and lnspcctlorl  of proce-
dures and practicer of the New York utllltl~~r

13. Slnglc  entity be established Lo oversee the oper-
ations of the b"lk  powr  system in New York.
independent of the utllitles

1 4 .  R e q u e s t  f o r  rddltlotlrl  ~uanp4wer  to lalprove r e g u -
lat ion over ut i l i t ies has bee" wade hy the
CoPnissi4" ---____

Oreater New York I. Represents 66 voluntrry. I.  Overhertlng  of  gmerrtor  u n i t s
lospltrl

1 .  %por.t  t o  G r e a t e r  itow I.  "fall  Safe*  w r i t t e n  b l a c k o u t  enrrg."cy  p l a n  is
c - 1 1  t y  mad  prlvrt.

lss4clatllJn
2.  Oelrys in pultlng  u n i t s  I n t o  s e r v i c e York Hospital Assocla-

h4spltrls
needed for  indiv idual  hospital  we

3 .  T r a n s f e r  swltcbes  and rutcutlc  s ta r t -up ti4”  On the BlJCkout  Of 2 .  P r e p a r e  c4ntI"uing  eclucatlo"  proymn  for
2.  Represents 19 nmn-profit 4 .  Lmrgcncy  rams ww.  overiwrdcmd J u l y  13-14.  1977 as Pre-

nursing homes 5 .  ibny  kospltels  d l d  n o t  h r v .  a b l e c k w t  plrn
a d m i n i s t r a t o r s  a"d engineers IO that  latest

pared by a SubGnwlttee
6 .  lnsufflcimt  extmslon  c o r d s  a d  f l a s h l i g h t s

emergency powr  code requireme~~ts  ulll  he
Of t h e  Hosi~ltal  Cngl- understood

7.  Not oncugh  battery p4wer.d  IIphts neerlng  Society  of 3. Emergency generators must be tested 01,  n rr~~ul~t

8. T.lephxw  c a l l  dlrector  l i g h t s  d i d  "4t fvnrtlan Greater New York,. and rystewtlc  basis
Wovember 1. 1011 4 .  llprovements  i n  yefltrator  roow  ve"tllatlwl  "rwled

2 .  'Sheddlny  light  o n  ibs- 5 .  A u t o m a t i c  t r a n s f e r  b a t t e r y  liqhtlng  sy=,~ewr  are
pita1  Blackout Proce- n e e d e d  f o r  a l l  crltlc~l  areas I" the hospital
dures;  A Special Report”, 6. Review wrllrblIIty  of eatonrIo"  cords and
oecmber  9 .  1977 flashlights

1. Yrltten elevator enrrgwcy  evacuation procedure
1s meded

8. Iuulr;w;;ncy  electrlcel  o u t l e t s  s h o u l d  be  ~'lwtly

9. bergency  ge"eratorr  s h o u l d  II.  on a wltt.".
formal.  preventive nlaintendnce progrw

IO. All emergency gewrstor  systeuls  should have a"
adjustable timer with a bypass to delay retransfer
from lhe generator back to ~~orwsl  supply--.---



TAZLE d-7 (CO:?‘.)

ORGANIZATION PRlFblRY RESPONSlBlLlTlES PROBLEHS E N C O U N T E R E D S T U D I E S  CONDUCIED RECObkfti~~Tio~s ArlD CIIANGES ~V\DE-~
New York  City
Hayor's  Of f ice

1 .  E~rgancy  rasp~lrc  organtza-
organlzatlon

1.  A total  of  2.123 appllcatlo"r  for eawge"cy'aId  h a d 1 .  ' T h e  Special  Comisslo" 1. Recannendatlons  I" the fol lowing areas were made

2. Organized a special cornis-
to be processed

2. Qual~flcatlons  for aid had to be assessed
of Inquiry Into Energy

3. Emergency lark Force was orpmlzed  by the Mayor to
F a i l u r e s ' .  Oacee&r  1.

t o  tha agcnclcs  responsible  for InprovIng  s y s t e m

slon  to conduct a" Indepen- 1977
rallablllty

d e n t  lnvestlgation  of the cooidlnate  raltaf  e f f o r t s
e 3 new members to Con Ed's Board  of Trustees.

causes of the NYC power
should  be appointed by the Govc~nor,  Mayor

fallura
and County Executive  of Yestchester

3. Conducted m exulnatlon  of
l New  York Stave  Public  Service Cam~lsslon

t h e  faderal.  state and l o c a l
should establish performance standards and

regulatory frarewrk  under
eCOnmic SanctiorlS which a f f e c t  stockholders

which Consolidated Edison
l NW York State Public  Service Canlsslon

operates
should  have Jurlsdictlon  over the Power Pool

4. Organized the Emergency Aid
l New York State Public  Servlce  Cmnlsslon

ConmIssIon t o  facllltate  the /
should order Co" Ed to implement specific

Intake and processing  of ap-
necessary recannendrtlons

pltcatlons  for  a id by mer-
l FERC should exercise Its ruthorlty  to the

chants whose stores had been
fullest  extent so that  rcllsble  In te rs ta te

burnad or looted during the
e l e c t r i c  rervlcc  I s  i n s u r e d

blackout
5. Organized  a public meeting to .

raise funds for crrgency  aid
from tbe prlvatc  sector .
T o t a l  raised: S3H

--___--
t4etropo11tan 1. lkw York State agency which 1.  Total  losses dua to outage: $9.3I4-revenue  loss , 1.
Transportation
Authority'

i s  responslbla  f o r  t h e  opara-
"Report of the New York

dwges  and overtime
tlo"  of New  York cwter  rail  2. Waw  capital  equipment costs to Insure against massive

City Transit  Authority
1. All emergency procedures were reviewad

relating  to the NYC
2. Addltlonal  energency  p o w e r  equlpwnt  and pwpr

and bus lines dlsruptlons:  SllM-(estimate)
wre recomnended

2. Trlborough Brldga  and Tunnel 3 .  T o t a l  t r a i n s  operating:  2 1 3
Electric  Power Blackout,
J u l y  13-14,  1977" .  d ra f t

3. Emergency lighting and fuel handling facilitlar

Authority--connects  varlwr Ttalnr  which dld not  arr ive at  rtatlms  or crrgancy report. August 16. 1977
for the bus depots (total.20)

parts of  the city
4. Requested a separate feed from Consolldrled

3. Power Is supplied  by Con Ed
e x i s t s  b e f o r e  p o w e r  f a i l e d :  7

4. Emergency exit  evacuation problems were most severe
Edison, Inc.

and LILCO for train stuck oe Manhattan Bridge
5. kxillary  power Is needed to inprove

4. Long Island Railroad 5.  Drainage pwnps  lost power. thus when  rerrlte  was re-
L llghtlng
. colmu"lcrtlo"s

5. Each operating  l go"cy has floodlng and short-ctrcultlng  resulted a batteries
their  arm police  f o r c e 6. Foe1 pumps-bus

7. Not enough emergewy  lighting  and power
~_____._

Human Resources I.  largest ctty l ga"cy 1. Problem areas:
Admlntstratlonz 2. Operates on Federal tlaaltb. l what servlces  were delayed because of tha  pcwer

1. 'Assessing lhe impact of None, specific problems are being defined and assessed
the July, 1977 Blackout at this t ime

Education and Ualfare  Oe- fallurc? o n  NRA's  Clientele:
partment  funds l wblch servlces  ware lrretrlevably  lost? Prellmlnary  Ideas and

3. Coordinates and ulntalns  all a what ware the blackout genarated  sarvlce  needs?
major  social  servlcas  I n  New /

~;tlons*.  Harch  1 0 .

York Clty
4. Emergency awlstance  program

' S o u r c e :  Cunversatlon  w l t h  O r .  Raskln  (Englncerlng  Dapartmant)  o f
WA o n  Nay 1.  1978.

%e Section  5.3 for a more  canplete  analyrls  of this a g e n c y  a n d
p r o b l e m s  encountered  durlng  rnd after the blackout.



5. CA& STUDIES

The characterization of a blackout and its effects is useful in
helping to better understand the intrinsic value of electricity to the
customer, i.e., what the realworthof electricity is as measured by the
costs and inconveniences incurred due to interruptions of critical activi-
ties and seAlices. A key difficulty in assessing the worth of electricity
to different end-use customers in the past has been the absence of data to
support theoretical socioeconomic constructs. A number of existing studies
attempt to derive a cost per kW or kWh unserved, but the resulting figures
vary widely. The case studies reported in this chapter-provide an addi--~
tional data point on how sune key services and activities were affected by
the 25-hour power failure. The case studies were chosen to reflect both
the importance of the interrupted service, and to illustrate the nature of
the impact data avail+ble. We consider in this chapter the impacts on
public services, small businesses and Consolidated Edison:

5.1 PUBLIC SERVICES

5.1.1 Public Health

Some of the most critical activities affected by the July 1977
New York City blackout, were those in hospitals and other health care
facilities in particular, the effects of a prolonged power failure on
patient care and emergency room activities.

The majority of the New York City hospitals fall into two funda-
mental categories: (1) private hospitals and health care facilities or
(2) public hospitals and clinics. The former category is composed of 66
hospitals and 19 non-profit nursing homes. These facilities are collec-
tively represented by the Greater New York Hospital Association (GNYHA).
The latter group, composed of 17 large public hospitals, is represented by
the NYC Health
here are based

and Hospital Corporation (NYCHHC). The impacts discussed
largely on surveys (32,26) undertaken by these two organizations.
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Virtually all municipal and private hospitals have some form of
power interruption contingency plans, as well as emergency back-up systems
that are designed to operate in case of a power failure. Whereas all
hospitals had emergency power systems for the most critical activities
such as operating rooms, intensive care facilities, and emergency rooms,
only slightlymore than half of the GNYHA (private) member facilities had
formal contingency plans for dealing with a power crisis.' Difficulties
with the back-up power systems coupled with the inability of many hospital
staff to report to work emphasized the inadequacies of the hospital con-
tingency plans in many cases.

Direct Impacts

Throughout the course of the 1977 blackout, all hospital emer-
gency power systems operated.2 The GNYHA survey indicates that in
most hospitals,, these emergency power systems were sufficient for.at least
24 hours. However, the survey indicated several fundamental technical
problems with these systems:

a- Delays in bringing emergency generating units on line
0 Overheating of emergency generators '\
l Transfer switches for connecting loads to emergency circuits

were sometimes inoperable.

The reccmmendations  subsequently issued by the GNYHA and the NYCHHC
concerning upgrading of hospital emergency power systems were made in response
to these problems. Perhaps more important than the operation of the emergency
power system itself, however, are the activities that these emergency power
systems are designed to maintain. The health care activities generally
supplied by emergency power are listed in Table S-l. Particularly important
are the activities that were not maintained by emergency power in some facili-
ties. Most notable were x-ray rooms, elevators, nurse call systems, air con-
ditioning in emergency and operating rooms , medical gas and fire alarms, and

premature nurseries. In one facility, some important areas such as x-ray
rooms were not supported by emergency power, while some low priority areas
such as a coffee shop or offices were supported.

lActually this one-half figure is based on a survey of GHNYHA member hos-
hitals to which fifty-five of the total eighty-five members responded-.
2The only exception was Bellevue Hospital.

--



ACTIVITIES SUPPORTED BY EMERGENCY POWER

Item '

Operating rooms

Delivery rooms

Intensive care units

Emergency rooms

X-ray room2 ,.

Elevator'

Nurse call system

Air conditioning
for items 1 and 2

Medical gas alarms

Fire alarm

Bloodbank

Boiler plant

Premature nursery

TABLE 5-l

Percentage of Total Facilities1

Supported

a3

63

al

a4

77

96

88

Supgzted App%%able

0

0

0

0

7

4

10

30

4

4

0

0

3

17

37

19

16

2

54

82

96

86

81

58

'Based on a sample of 52 facilities surveyed by GNYHA.
2At least one facility.

;i

16 !If
:

14 :.
I’

0
ir

14

19

39
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Several important hospital operations were hampered as a result
of key activities not supported by emergency power. The NYCHHC survey
cited the following significant inadequacies:

0 Lack of refrigeration in food storage areas, blood bynks
pharmacies, morgue areas, and specimen storage areas

0 Lab areas (microscopes and centrifuges) .

0 Multi-unit telephone (key sets) were useless for incoming
calls since call director lights were inoperable. This
hampered communication within, to and from hospitals.

Finally, the NYCHHC survey found that only 13 of those hospitals
responding to their questionnaire maintained battery powered units for
emergency operations in critical areas of the hospital. The areas consi-
dered most critical for battery powered back-up systems were the following:

0 Catheterization units
0 Pacemaker implant areas
0 Special procedure rooms
a EZnergency rooms?
0 Main power panelboard.-
0 Boiler room
0 Generator spaces.

' '.
Only one hospital, Bellevue, was required to operate using battery dowered
units since its main emergency power system was inoperable.

Indirect Impacts

A number of inconvenience& and disruptions of important services
occurred in the hospitals because of 'staffing shortages and the inadequacy
of the implementation of contingency plans. The contingency plans actually
implemented at most hospitals were formulated ad hoc'and not in accordance- -
with previously developed plans. This can be generally attributed to one of

'Particularly sensitive to the duration of the power failure.2
Most emergency rooms were equipped with battery units.
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the following: (1) non-existence of a "blackout" contingency plan,
(2) staff unfamiliarity with the emergency plan, even if one did exist,
or (3) inability to carry out the developed plan because it assumed circum-
stances that were not appropriate, (availability of staff, etc.).

The GNYHA blackout report indicated that 28 of those institutions
surveyed had a blackout contingency plan, 25 did not. Only 22 of the re-
spondents tested their emergency power system under actual blackout con- _-
ditions (i.e., tripping the main power switch), although almost all respon-
dents did test their emergency generating equipment regularly.

The shortage of hospital staff was a fundamental reason-whymany
hospitals that had blackout plans could not.effectively implement them.
The staffing shortage problem turned out to be a major problem for many
hospitals, during the midnight to 8 a.m. shift. A number of specific cir-
cumstances are worth mentioning. The NYCBBC report cited significant
shortages of supplies at many hospitals. Whereas some of these shortages
can be attributed to increased patient load (the looting victims), another
important source of shortages can be traced back to the staff shortage.
In particular, the NYCBBC reported that in some instances only department
heads possessed keys to supply rooms or storage closets. If these depart-
ment heads were absent, supplies were unavailable until they reported to
work. As a result, the shortages cited the most were the following:

0 Flashlights and other battery powered lights
0 Batteries
0 Extension cords for access to emergency power circuits
l Sterile supplies
0 Disposables.

These shortages could have become critical had the blackout been of longer
duration.
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- _--.L- - ----__-

The patient loads in emergency and delivery rooms were much higher
than normal but the NYCHHC reported that at no time during the emer-
gency was there a significarit backlog. However, communications presented
severe problems. One of the problems was mentioned earlier--the unlighted
telephone key sets. Another was that in hospitals where radio bases were
located, radio equipment did not have easy access to emergency power cir-
cuits. Radio mechanics were able to make appropriate adjustments in equip-
ment configuration and through ad hoc switching arrangements, gained access- -
to emergency circuits within one hour.

Security in hospitals appeared not to be a major problem during ,
the blackout according to the NYCHHC report. The standard procedure to
close all entrances to the hospital except the emergency rooms was enforced.
Several minor breaches were reported in the large public hospitals.

The
center around
some of which

long-term impacts of the 1977
recommendations issued by the

blackout on hospitals in NYC
NYCHHC and GNYHA organizations,

are currently being carried out.' The following areas were
addressed by both organizations:

Formalized Maintenance and Testing Programs: It was recommended

that a regular formal testing program be established for all hospital emer-
gency power systems. The tests should be made under full emergency load

_ ~-and-where possible-under actual blackout conditions. However, the NYCHHC
identified a tradeoff between patient
cases.

risk and blackout testing in some

Maintenance programs should be written, formal and supervised.
They should also include regular assessment of emergency load requirements.

Emergency power circuits and transfer switches should be carefully
designed to provide power to all critical hospital activities. The require-
ments for emergency power systems in New York City hospitals are established
by five separate agencies: (1) Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals,

1See Table 4-7.
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(2) New York State Department of Health, (3) New York City Bureau of Gas
and Electricity, (4) National Fire Protection Agency, and (5) the U.S. De-
partment of Health, Education and Welfare. Some hospitals in the GNYHA
survey were not certain whether their emergency systems were in compliance
with these established standards. It was recommended that these power system
requirements be standardized and adhered to by all hospital establishments.

Formal Established Blackout Plans: It was recommended that stan-
dardized blackout plans be adopted by all institutions, personnel be familiar
with these plans, and that the plans be regularly exercised.

Economic Costs

The dollar costs to hospital and health care facilities appear to
be significant. At this time only the estimated total cost to public hos-.

A more detailedpitals was available. This is summar ized in the next table.
-account is given in the NYCHHC report.

Bst+.mated Excess Costs Due to the 1977 Blackout:
Health and Hospitals Corporation

Overtime to Eospital Staff s 431,550
Overtime to Affiliated Staff 129,600
Net Compensatory The Equivalent Costs 431,550
Supplies, Operation of Generators, etc. 134,246
Lost Revenue (Closed Clinics) 365,000

ToTAt $1,491,946

The long-term economic costs to hospitals will be those incurred
by upgrading existing emergency power systems, modifying them where necessary

so that they can service the most important loads, constructing and imple-
menting carefully planned blackout emergency procedures for all hospital
facilities, and finally, emergency power system maintenance programs recom-
mended by the NXHHC and the GNYHA. All of these costs are at this point

unestimable.
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5.1.2 Fire Protection

The role of the fire department is always critical during periods
of crisis and disaster. The blackout was no exception. In addition to
fire protection activities, the fire department is responsible for the
evacuation of subways and elevators, alarms and emergency calls, and sup-
plying back-up power to health care facilities and handicapped citizens.
During the period of the blackout, there were a total of 1037 fires which
were primarily a result of arson. These were located in commercial buildings,
supermarkets, appliance and clothing stores. They were started by looters
and arsonists on lower floors and due to the age, height and density of the
buildings spread quickly. The number of alarms totaled 2780 compared to
a normal average of1274 during the 25-hour period. This rapid increase in
the number of alarms coupled with an abnormal number of large-scale fires,
had to be handled by a fire force substantially reduced in strength be-
cause of limited overall resources (See Figure 5.1).

In a-report submitted to the New York State Public Service Com-
mission in 1971 (331, in. response to procedures of electric corporations

\'\
for load shedding in times of emergency, the following qtatement was issued:

There are high rise buildings in virtually every
sector of Consolidated Edison's service area.
These present a number of special problems. Prob-
ably the most serious is failure of a building
elevator. This has two possible adverse conse-
quences--First, the elevator may be in use at
the time of the power failure, in which case pas-
sengers would be trapped until power is restored
or a rescue team with auxiliary power equipment
arrives. Second, the unavailability of the ele-
vator may impede evacuation of the building,
particularly with regard to very tall buildings-and/.-..
or inform occupants. A related problem is failure
of corridor and stairwell lights. Even during
daylight hours this could pose a problem in the
case of corridors or stairwells lacking windows.
Obvious safety problems are presented if occu-
pants must stumble around darkened corridors and
stairwells during evacuation. (See Table 5-2)
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Mai shows wh?ra  fires were bcavlcrt during the Mrkout’s lootinK  and arm I

rpree: On Jamaln Av. and along Llndm  Blvd. In Queens;  on Utica Av., P%tbusb
Av., Eaatam  P k w y .  and Itroadway  b Rrooklyu; on Tblrd Av. l a  Huiemr m
Seventh and Eighth Avs. near Ud St. and OII the Upper WA Side la Man- u&d

oq (hs Gruyi. Cyyyv d ~@---~ + + TIW Bronx.-

Source : The New York Post, July 15, 1977, pg. 17.

FIGURE 5.1 MAJOR FIRES DURING BLACKOUT
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TABLE 5-2

RESIDENTIAL STRUCTUREX  IN NEW YORK CITY

Stories Number of Residential Units

4-6 1,107,854
7-12 235,488

13 and up 357,904

Structures
With
Stories Passenger Elevators'\
4 and up 1,090,085

Source: 1970 Census, SMSA, New York City Housing
Characteristics.-

-..
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The most serious problem, according to the Mew York City Fire
Department, was the need to respond to over 3900 emergency calls. People
trapped in elevators, senior citizens who could not find their way in
the darkened stairwells, and individuals dependent on life support eguip-
ment (there are over 1100 such people according to Consolidated Edison)

all needed immediate attention.

The increase in alarms was briefly mentioned above. It is neces-
sary to explain the implications of this in greater detail. In 1971 the
New York City Fire Department issued standardized procedures for operation

According to this report, the following-- ~-~----~
system in the event of an outage.

during electrical power failures.'
would operate on an emergency power

0 Voice alarm system
0 Department telephone system
0 Department radio system
0 Primary bell circuit
l Street boxes
0 Public telephone system
a Emergency power in hospitals and nursing homes.

It was stressed that all private fire alarm and fire protection systems
would probably be out of service. The reason for this is that water flow

private firm alarm companies in the ab-
buildings; Property protected by automatic
and heat actuated) would be without that

service. It was stated that delayed alarms and severe fire conditions should
be anticipated. Finally, buildings dependent on fire pumps to maintain
pressure on the upper floors, would be without protection on those floors
if auxiliary power was unavailable.

signals would not be sent to the
sence of power in the customer's
fire alarm systems (rate of rise

The following four items were discussed with respect to water
supply:

0 Standpipe and sprinkler systems in buildings up to six
stories high would remain operable because of their direct
connection to city water mains.

l"~ll Units Circular #213, Procedures for Electrical Power Failure", New
York City Fire Department, February 18, 1971.

- -
.- _-. _
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0 Standpipe and sprinkler systems in taller buildings would
remain operable as long as water remained in the pressure
or gravity tanks. This would be quickly depleted under
fire conditions.

0 Booster pumps would not function (except in hospitals, and
in nursing homes where auxiliary power is maintained).

l The Coney Island high pressure pump would be out of service.
However, fire boats could be used to augment the system.

As the blackout continued, and the situation began to stabilize,
there were other problems which the fire fighting forces were faced with.
First, a pattern offrepeated incendiary fires occurred in the same buildings
despite extinguishment and this continued until the structure was com-
pletely demolished. There were many injuries due to the abnormal fire
activity and exhaustion was common due to the extreme temperature and
humidity. In addition, food supplies and rest areas were not readily
available. Equipment was also in short supply due to the great demand
for service. Fuel supplieswere quickly depleted because of electrical
pump failures.

When the power-returned, thousands of buildings, especially those
used for commercial activity, presented fire hazards and structural hazards
due to rubbish, debris and partial structural collapse. These had to be
inspected by units, and either destroyed or boarded up to prevent injuries
and deaths.

The Fire Department regard problems such as the lack of utilities
(i.e., water), the prevision of portable generators for lung respirators
in homes, and fatigue, to be of paramount importance in the event of future
.blackouts  of longer duration. Emergency and pre-fire plans are presently
being reviewed for adequacy and contingency plans for a 4 day power failure
are being developed.'

'See Table 4-7 for an analysis of the changes and recommendations made in
the NYC Fire Department.
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5.1.3 Police Protection

During the July 13-14 power failure, the Police Department was
in great demand throughout New York City. Calls to the police emergency
number V911n, which indicate efforts by individuals and households to seek
help, totaled 70,680. Normal traffic in a 24-hour period is usually about

18,500. There was also the looting and property damage which intensified _.--
-

the police response. A total of 1809 incidents of property damage as a
result of looting and vandalism was reported. The police force in New
York City, which is the largest in the United States, totals 24,960;
18,858 were considered available for emergency duty. Excluded from that
available contingent were 6102 members on vacation, sick or military leave.
Hence, 17,411 reported for duty compared to a normal tour of duty of about
4700. Arrests totaled 2931 and injuries sustained by the police force
totaled 436. The Assistant Chief of Operations, however, made this state-
ment dated April 6, 1979:

"The impact of the 1977 Blackout upon the Police
Department was basically one of a financial nature...
The impact on its services was greatly diminished by
the preparation of contingency plans formulated after
the 1965 Blackout. These plans are continually updated
and coordinated with other city services by our Office
of Civil Preparedness. It is anticipated that certain
modifications will be made in our procedures for off-
duty members reporting to duty and for processing of
large numbers of prisoners."

of all the emergency calls received, the Police Department esti-
mate that only lo-20% required a radio car run. Thus, the additional calls
were for accident and non-emergency services. The non-emergency calls in-
volved blackout-related needs. People in high rise buildings were trapped
in elevators or could not get down the stairs, handicapped and elderly
needed assistance , and ambulances were called for people who depend on
life maintenance equipment. Early in the blackout, an enormous number of
people called to find out what was happening or simply for information about
public transport. During the power failure, the role of the police expanded
considerably--their non-criminal related senrices becoming relatively more
significant.
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5.1.4 Sewage Disposal

"Electric power is required in two aspects of sewage disposal:
treatment and pumping. If there is a lack of power at a treatment plant,
raw sewage will by-pass the treatment process and flow into the waterways
as unprocessed sewage. If there is a lack of power at a pumping station,
sewage will not flow and ultimately will back up at the lowest points of
input (usually basements in low-lying areas). Both consequences must be
avoided for reasons of public health and environmental protection."(33)

This assessment was presented to the State of New York Public
Service Commission in order that procedures for load shedding by electric
utilities be thoroughly investigated. According to this study which was
done in 1971, many of the sewage treatment plants and pumping stations in
Westchester County and New York City, had standby power supplies to accom-
modate electrical interruptions of short durations. There were a total of
12 sewage treatment plants and 33 sewage pumping stations in Westchester
County and a total of 25 pumping stations located in Brooklyn, Queens and
Staten Island,-~which  had been reviewed by Consolidated Edison at that time
(1971). The basic conclusion was that raw sewage would have to be dumped
into the surrounding waters if power interruptions were of long duration.

This conclusion was supported by the events which took place
during the 1977 power outage. According to the New York City Department
of Health, untreated sewage flowed continuously into the harbors. The en-
vironmental, health and ecological impacts indeed are significant. Signs
were posted on all neighboring beaches prohibiting use to bathers and
swimmers . But to date, no studies investigating these impacts have been
conducted. It is not known how many people were affected and what the real
impacts were.

5.1.5 Water Supply

The New York City water supply system relies primarily on gravity
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t-3 move water from its reservoirs, through the City's mains and to maintain

pressure throughout Lne system. Some gwer is required, however, at pumping

stations and reservoirs. In addition to the importance of adequate water

supply for fire-fighting purposes, loss of pressure in water mains may
permit contaminants to seep into the water supply. Hospitals also cannot
perform csrtain vital services without water. During the recent power
failure, the lack of water was not a significant problem for several reasons.
xost apartment buildings have roof tanks with a storage capacity of 24-48
hours. Since New York City maintains gravity pressure of 60 feet, water
will flow naturally up 5 or 6 stories. High-rise buildings must use electric
pumps.to provide adequate pressure on upper floors. Residents were forced
to retrieve water from neighbors if they lived above the -7thfloor. mr
senior citizens this was of course more difficult and hazardous than for
others. If the power failure had occurred during working hours, more people
would have been subjected to such inconveniences. This would especially
be the case in downtown Manhattan.

5.1.6 Transportation

According to the New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority
(MTA) there are on the average, 7.5 million transit trips taken during each

weekday. The Authority is responsible for all commuter trains, subways and
public buses which operate in and out of the City. This represents about
80% of all public transit operations. According to the MTA, a total of

5.8 million transit trips were directly affected because of the power
failure. This does not include the millions of automobile trips which
were indirectly hampered bacause  of the failure of traffic control devices,
and inoperable gasoline pumps. Sixty percent of all trips taken in New
York city involve the use of private vehicles, thus without the use of a

questionnaire or interview directed at these riders it is impossible to
calculate the true extent of inconvenience. It is possible, however, to
give a brief analysis of changes in transportation patterns due to the
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power failure. The table below provides a base line for understanding
normal transportation patterns in the New York City area.

1975

ANNUAL. RAPID TRFiNSIT RIDES*
(in thousands)

NYCTA~ PATH2 SIRT0A3
1.053.933 38,340 4 . 4 0 0

Newark" TOtal
2 .409 1 .099 .082

1New York City Transit Authority
2Port Authority Trans-Hudson Corporation
3Staten Island Rapid Transit Operating Authority
4Newark  Subway
*Source : Regional Plan Association, "The State of the Region 1977",
November 1977.

F&Did Transit

The subway system constitutes a principal form of transportation
within the Metropolitan area. It is used by people engaged in work, family
and leisure-related activities. It is integrated into the bus and auto-
mobile systems* especi&ly  for those entering and leaving the inner city.
The majority of passengers who arrive in New York Cityiby bus, commuter
train or automobile, transfer to the city subway system for the completion
of their trip. The dependence of New Yorkers commuting to work on these

.
II various modes is shown below.

MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION TO WORK'
(in percents, in thousands)

New York Counties Suburban Counties
New Staten West- Rock-

Bronx Rings York Queens Island Nassau Suffolk chaster land
Auto (S) 25 15 10 25 52 72 84 63 83

Bus orhain (~)  65 74 65 65 33 19 8 23 6

Xher (t) 10 11 25 9 15 9 4 14 11
Total ($s) ( 5 1 2 )  (939) (686) ( 8 5 9 ) (110) (559) (383) (366) (83)

*Source : 1970 Census Tract of Population and
Housing Characteristics, N. Y. SMSA.
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Approximately 74% of the trips to work are fa=Etated by bus
or train in Brooklyn and 65% among Lvlanhattan, Queens, and Bronx households.
These forms of transport are less significant in the suburban counties
where the automobile accounts for some three-quarters of the home to work
connections. Hence, during the power outage, the immediate response to
shift to automobiles was most likely made by the suburban commuters. The
next table shows the proportion of households having at least one automobile .
available.

AL!!i30BILES AVAILABLE BY HOUSEHOLD'
(in percents, in thousands)

New York Counties Suburban Counties
New Staten West- Rock-

Bronx Kings York Queens Island Nassau Suffolk Chester land
1 orNore (2) 62 59 21 64 80 92 93 83 90

None (W 38 41 79 17 20 8 7 17 10
T o t a l  ($8) (4963876)  (686) (691) (85) (401) (296) (281) (61)

*Source : 1970 Census Tract of Population and
Housing Characteristics, N. Y. SUSA. _--_~ _

The proportion of automobiles available by household is as low as
21% in Manhattan and as high as 80% in Staten Island. In the suburban

counties, almost all households have cars. The exceptions would tend to
be for the elderly and handicapped.

.I

.

dn a typical workday, the Long Island Railroad brings 101,300
passengers into the City, 79,100 of whom arrive at Pennsylvania Station.
Conrail carries 72,000 from the suburban counties in northern New Jersey
and New York into the central business district. All of these trains de-
pend on electricity within New York City, hence , were inoperable during the
blackout. Motor transport was the only means of travelling in the city and
into the city beyond walking distance. An examination of the motor trans-
port passing selected crossings into and out of New York City suggest a
trend to shift the center of activity away from the affected area.
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CD'IPARISON OF TR&FIC FOR JULY 7 AND JCLY 14
AT SIX PORT zUJTHORITY  CROSSINGS

East Bound Traffic
Crossu-iqs Julv 7A- July 1-l 9; Differencf

Holland Tunnel 31;780 24.213 -23.8
Lincoln Tunnel 49,717 28,371 -32.9
George Washington Bridge 114,560 95.676 -15.4
Hudson River Subtotal
Sayonne  Bridge

196,057 1481250 -24.4
5,625 6.237 +11.9

Gothals Bridge
Outerbridge Crossing

24,344 is,338
14,817 17.012

+ 6.1
+14.8

Staten Island Subtotal 44,786 49;147 + 3.7

ALL CROSSINGS 240,843 197,397
-19.0. -

1

All motor approaches from New Jersey directly into New York City
(Holland, Lincoln and George Washington Crossings) experienced a decrease
in traffic on the day of the blackout. In fact, the drop was as high as
43% for the Lincoln Tunnel leading into mid-town Manhattan. In contrast,
movement between New Jersey and Staten Island increased. These would be
mostly Staten Island residents who work in New Jersey but they do not com-
promise a significant component dependent upon transfer to trains. Traffic
volume, however, doesnot reflect the social activity which these commuters
are engaged in. We do not know whether these people were engaged in work,
pleasure or family,related  activities on the day of the blackout. We can
get some sense of that by partitioning the traffic according to the various
means of transport. This is shown below for the Lincoln and Goethals
crossings.

COMPARISON OF BUS, TRUCK AND CAR TRAFFIC
AT TWO CROSSINGS ON JULY 7 AND 14

East Bound Traffic

LINCOW TUNNEL

July 7
July 14

GOETBALS BRIDGE

July 7
July 14

Buses Trucks

3,957 4,645
3,204 1,815

139 1,445
84 1,158

cars Total

41,115 49,717
23,352 28,371

22,760 24,344
24,596 25,838

The significant decrease was in passenger traffic going to Van-
hattan. The number of buses decreased onlyslightly, as the Port Authority
reports that these buses had fewer passengers. With business activity at
a virtual standstill, the trips to work must have been minimal. The number
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of trucks declined even more. Thus, the delivery of goods to and from
.Yanhattan was sharply curtailed. This includes foisa supplies, merchandise

and materials used for the various manufacturing and retail industries in
the city. The lack of refrigeration for foods, elevators to assist in

deliveries, and workers, rendered mercantile activities virtually useless.
One can begin to picture the chain of events which takes place when elec-
tricity is not available. Though trucks, cars and buses were able to
function other factors like the loss of refrigeration and elevators in-
hibited their usefulness. It is important to keep in mind, however, the
fact that fuel would have been a problem if the power outage was of suffi-
cient duration due to the inoperation of fuel pumps.

The impacts were less at Goethals Bridge between New Jersey and
Staten Island. Bus and truck traffic declined somewhat, but there was
an increase in cars. At the Staten Island bridges, emergency generators
automatically provided sufficient power to operate essential services.
The switchover at the Outerbridge Crossing failed ate the onset of the emer-
gency but was repaired within a half hour.

The Port Authority Trans-Hudson operations (which automatically
draw full power from one side of the Hudson in the event of a power failure
on the other) were normal, except for the fact that the decision was made
to increase the headway between trains from 3 to 6 minutes because of the
decline in passengers. On a normal day, 148,000 people enter Manhattan
on these trains. On the 14th, traffic was reduced to 37,000 people. This

was not a result of a transit failure, though the lack of a subway con-
nection would have discouraged many riders. Basically, there was no place
for people to go when they arrived in Manhattan unless they were met by
a car, taxi or bus.

The following report on operations at terminals was provided by
the New York City Port Authority.

Operations at the Port Authority Bus Terminal
were conducted on a normal basis, though the use
of emergency generators and additional temporary
lighting was provided where necessary, particularly
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in the ticketing areas. Hundreds of visitors and
theatergoers, unable to get home, and community
residents afraid of crime in dark areas stayed
through the night of July 13th under Port Authority
police protection. All tours of duty were ex-
tended, enabling the police, operations, mainte-
nance and sanitation units to function at normal
efficiency.

At the George Washington Bridge Bus Station,
emergency power available from New Jersey provided
sufficient illumination. After the last bus de-
parture, just before 2:00 a.m., July 14, all en-
trances but one were closed. The Fort Washington
Avenue end of the building was kept open as a
public service to shelter distressed area resi-
dents. Traffic was light on July 14th. The sta-
tions's consumer service tenants, closed when the
blackout occurred, began reopening after noon on
Thursday. All services were restored at 4:15 p.m.

At the New York Truck Terminal, maintenance
personnel arranged emergency lighting and fire
protection. Tenants, closed down and released all
employees except security personnel. Normal opera-
tions were resumed Friday, July 15th.

Marine Terminals

The Brooklyn piers and Passenger Ship Terminal were affected by
the blackout. Constant surveillance had to be maintained by the Port
Authority security personnel to protect the facilities. At the Passenger
Ship Terminal, the ocean liner, Queen Elizabeth 2,.was scheduled to arrive
with 1400 passengers early in.tbe morning of July 14th. mergency power
generators were- borrowed from the Lincoln Tunnel and Port Newark and alter-
nate means of discharging the passengers were arranged. Passengers with
hand luggage began leaving the ship at 9:30 a.m. and baggage and automo-
biles from the hold were unloaded by 12:00 p.m. People were forced to
use taxis for
2:00 p.m. and
at that time.

any travel beyond the terminalb premises. Power returned at
normal embarkation procedures were put back into operation

Aviation

Disturbance in air travel was minor in comparison with that of
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the rail transit and motor traffic systems. The power failed at Kennedy
International Aiport at the end of the peak departure hours, with many
aircraft loaded with passengers and prepared for takeoff. Some carriers
discharged their passengers immediately into the terminals. Others kept
passengers temporarily in the relative comfort of their aircraft. During
the night, some 15,000 people were stranded after service was terminated
at 9:57 p.m. Mostly, these were arrivals awaiting transportation from the
airport or departures awaiting scheduled flights which were forced to be can-
celled. A total of 108 airline operations were scheduled between 9:00 p.m.
and midnight on July 13, and of those, 37 operated before the airport was
closed.

Emergency generators automatically supplied the terminals with
light and power. Other generators powered field lights and landing in-
strument lights to enable an aircraft to land in an emergency. Although
some power returned temporarily
were postponed until daybreak.

At LaGuardia Airport,

at 3:30 a.m. on July 14, full operations
The first authorized takeoff was at 5:34 a.m.

the impacts of the power failure were re-
latively minor. This was primarily because the airport had been scheduled
to be closed from 12:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m., July 14tb, for nighttime repair
and construction work on the runways. Therefore, a total of 60 airline
operations were scheduled between 9:00 p.m. and midnight, July 13th, and
of those, 39 had operated before the airport was closed. When the blackout
occurred, only three aircraft were loaded and ready for takeoff. They were
guided back to the ramp by surface vehicles. Two-hundred passengers were
detailed at the airport. Departure from the parking lots was a major problem
since the gates and ticketing were electrically operated. As at Kennedy,
parking area employees computed parking fees manually. This resulted in
severe traffic jams and long delays.

Newark International Airport readily handled 32 diverted aircraft
from Kennedy and LaGuardia Airports. Three departure aircraft were delayed
for 15 minutes because of severe weather conditions. There were no reported
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arrival delays. There were a total of 51 airline operations scheduled
between 9:00 p.m. and midnight, July 13. The total number of airport
operations during this period came to 106.l (See table below)

*Trips to and from the Port
Authority airports represents
total revenue passenger trafficon domestic and overseas flights
at J. F. Kennedy, La Guardia,
and Newark Airports only.

Source : Regional Plan Associa-
tion, "The State of the Region
1977", November 1977.

Taxis were available for most of those commuters terminating at
Kennedy, LaGuardia and Newark Airports, as they were throughout the city,
at least during the early hours of the blackout. When the blackout occurr
most of the fleet cabs were' already fully gassed and in repair, though
maneuvering through the crowded streets without traffic signals was a prob
The number of available taxis declined, however, as the blackout progresse
because most of the gasoline pumps were electrically activated.'

5.2 SMALL BUSINESSES

5.2.1 Introduction

The most visible impact of the blackout was the looting and dam-
aging of small businesses in New York City. Much has been specu&,ated and
theorized about the causes of the looting and its relationship to the blat
out. Not unnoticed was the fact that the 1965 blackout in.the northeast
had little or no criminal activity associated with it, although much has
changed in the intervening years. Without attempting to forecast the pas
sibility of future criminal activity given a similar set of circumstances
it is important to note that society and its economic and social activiti

lSee Table 4-7 for a mj&%plete %i%%ysi& of the $~oblems associated wi
the Federal Aviation Administration and Westchester Airport.
2~is-info~-pro;v~ded-by-the  Taxi News Service in New York City.
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have become increasingly dependent upon a reliable supply of electricity.
Unanticipated future power shortages of significant duration will undoubtedly
provide the opportunity for some members of society to vent their anger at
the social system. Of even greater interest will be the responses of indi-
viduals and organizations to electricity shortages that occur more frequently
whether of short or lengthy duration.

5.2.2 Damages

The Small Business Administration (SBA) performed a survey of
those businesses damaged and/or looted during the blackout. According to
this survey, damages totaled approximately 155 million dollars (See Table
below). This loss is close to 50% of the known economic costs associated
with the blackout.

‘Major damage was defined in terms of structural
-9e and inventory losses by retailers and whole-
salers as a result of the looting and riots. Ninor
damage was defined as the losses directly associated

1 with no electrical power, (e.g., food spoilage).

I
8ourcs : Small Business Administration, correspondence

file.

ESTIMATED TOTAL DAMAGE

sYEd Amount
Major Damage $ 75,000,000
Minor Damage 80,400,OOO

TOTAL $155,400,000

Other NYC agencies such as the City Office of Economic Development, Emer-
gency Aid Commission, and the Department of City Planning also surveyed
the aftermath of the looting and played a part in the loan and other recon-
struction programs designed to assist small businesses to reopen as soon
as possible. taken from these
surveys.

The material in this section is largely

5.2.3 Aid Programs

During the week of July 18th, meetings were held at the request
of the Mayor to determine the appropriate response to the victims of the
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looting and severe destruction. It was decided that a special emergency
relief fund would be established to aid the many small businesses and the
aid would be administered by a special task force called the "Emergency
Aid Commission (EAC)." The EAC was organized by the Mayor and its members
were chosen from various city agencies. The city contributed a total of
$1 million of public money to the emergency aid program. From the private
sector, a total of $2,028,286 was pledged. More than 2600 individuals,
corporations or foundations contributed to this fund. The Emergency Aid

Commission received a total of 2339 applications for aid from the total
of approximately 2500 businesses damaged.' Of those, 419 did not meet
the necessary criteria and 1920 were approved by the Commission. The next
table provides a breakdown by borough of the applications received and
dollar values of the assistance package.

BoRouGEi SUMMARYOF SMALLBusINEsSES  DAMAGED
DURINGTHE  BLKlCOUT1

Borough

Manhattan
BrOlUC
Brooklyn
Queens
Staten Island

!wrAL

Applications Dollar Value
Approved of Grants

373 $ 539,177
487 739,721
941 1,425,822
96 149,225
23 34,905

1,920 $2,888,8SO

On-the basis of a completed application, site and bank verifications, a
recommendation was made to the members of the EAC for approval or disapprc
Each merchant, if .approved, was entitled to a $300 personal assistance grE
and a $1,500 reestablishment grant. By November, 1977, $382,890 had been
approved for the cash assistance grant and $2,505,960  for the business re-
establishment grant. A total of 1771 businesses were eligible for the re-
establishment grant based on the type of damages reported to the Commissic
It is noteworthy that the number of businesses that suffered losses greatt
than $100,000 totaled 129. (See following tables)

.__.--.  --
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DAMAGES REPORTED BY BUSINESSES APPROVED
FOR REESTABLISHMENT  GRANTS

Lass than $1,000
Sl,OOO to $2,999
s3.000 to $4,999
$5,000 to $9,999
s10,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $99,999
Greater than $100,000
No _information

ToTN.4

Number of Businesses
71

233
159
262
361
289
215
129
46

1,771.

TOTAL COLLAR DAMAGE BY BOROUGH

Borough Dollar Value of
Damages Reported

Manhattan $10,833,979
Bronx 15,146,772
Brooklyn 34,625,534
Queens 987,613
Staten Island 161,165

TOTAL $61,755,063

Businesses were also asked during the application process how long it would
take for them to open if they received the grants. The merchants who qual-
ified for the reestablishment grant were optimistic at the time they filed
the application; 1125 businesses stated that they would reopen immediately.
The Commission accepted applications over the course of one month and esti-
mates were tabulated throughout that period. The next table lists these
responses provided by the 1771 businesses.

 .
ESTIMATED  PLANS FOR REOPENING

Time Span Number of
Businesses I

Open as of date of filinq 1,125
Plan to reopen in 2 weeks or less 368
Plan to reopen in 3 to 6 weeks 94
Plan to reopen in more than 6 weeks 2
No information 182

TOTAL 1,771*

Applicants for the reestablishment grant were also asked if their losses
were covered by insurance. The 1069 businesses listed on the final line
in the next table, indicated that insurance did not cover their immediate
needs, but did not specify whether they expected to receive compensation
some time in the future.

1Thi.s total of 2500 businesses damaged differs from the Planning Commission
estimate because the latter survey did not attempt to calculate inventory
loss, only exterior physical damage. It was estimated that 80% of the
stores that were looted or burned during the blackout applied for aid.
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INSURANCE COVERAGE

Number of
Businesses

Damage covered by insurance 103
Damage  partially  covered 146
Losses not covered 317
Extent of coverage not yet determined 136
Immediate business expenses not

covered by insurance, insurance
coveraqe unknown 1,069
TOTAL 1,771*

The number of merchants‘who reported that none of their damages were covered
totaled 317. There were many different types of businesses which received
reconstruction grants from the EAC. The next table lists the major com-
mercial activities that were assisted.

TYPES OF BUSINESSES  ASSISTED

Apparel ' 254
Grocery  . 278
Liquor  store 96
Purnfture  store 112
Pharclnacy 57
Jewelry 83
Bar and restaurant 117
Appliance 41
Florist 8
Hardware 35
Auto senrice  stations 69
Personal services (e.g.,  dry

cleaners  and barber shop) 105
TV, records and stereos 77
Other (pawn shops, accounting

offices, etc.) 436
No information 3

mTAL 1,771*

The Small Business Administration played an active role in as-
sisting the small businesses that were affected by the blackout by providing
loans. As of December 31, 1977, the SBA accepted 1941 applications for
loans totaling approximately $78 million. 1905 were received from busi-
nesses ($77.5M) and 36 from homes ($.3M). The next table sumxrarizes the
type and amount of loans that have been disbursed to date.



LOANS WHICH HAVE BEEN DISBURSED

Type of Loan Applicants Dollar Amount
Fully Disbursed Loans Businesses 830 $15,516,100

Homes 12 30,400
Partially Disbursed Loans Businesses 1,296 23,338,400

Homes 12 30,400
TOTAL 2,150 S38.915.700

Source : Small Business Administration,  correspondence  file.

The combined responses of the Federal, State and Local agencies
and private sector played a key role in reconstructing the destroyed small
businesses and their owner's morale. The fact that nearly 80% of those
businesses affected have indeed reopened should not suggest, however, that
shere are no long-term impacts. According to the New York City Property
Insurance Underwriting Association, many shopkeepers may not be able to
buy adequate amounts of property insurance coverage in the future because
of rate increases. In a New York Post article, dated February 15, 1978,
the following account was recorded:

"Brooklyn's Bushwick business district is one
blackout victim that never recovered. Business in
other areas hit by the looters and arsonists have
been recovered, but not in Bushwick, where as many
as 90% of the stores hit have not reopened. The
reason is that landlords and storekeepers feel
police protection is inadequate and insurance rates
too high."

5.3 ELECTRIC UTILITY IMPACTS -- CONSOLIDATED EDISON

Consolidated Edison was affected by the events on July 13-14
perhaps as seriously as any other economic sector in New York City. In
addition to significant economic costs, the utility suffered further ero-
sion of credibility in the community at large. Direct impacts to the
utility included costs associated with lost revenue and personnel overtime,
restoration investments, and changes in planning and operating procedures.
The following sections provide a brief overview of each of these areas.
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5.3.1 Economic Costs

In this section, we make no distinction between direct and indirect
costs because of the unique position of the utility as supplier of the elec-
tricity, however, the costs incurred by the utility directly related to the
event included revenue losses, personnel overtime, system restoration and
equipment damage. These and other actions taken to prevent another occur-
rence were estimated by Consolidated Edison to have cost the company approx-
imately $10 million.(34) A breakdown of this cost is as follows:

Revenue lost as a direct result of the blackout
Electric
Steam

Personnel overtime costs for system
restoration
Subsystem maintenance costs (substation
equipment damage)
System operations (Storm Watch Program
and increased staffing of Energy Control
Center)
Gas turbines (around-the-clock staffing .
and improved black-start capability)
Other substation costs (communication
changes and temporary emergency generators)
Miscellaneous expenditures
TOTAL

$5,470,000
230,000

375,000

$1,285,000

120,000

555,000

365,000
1,000,000

$9,400,000

This estimate does not include the cost of increasing in-city
generation as now required by the Public Service Commission (35) during
extreme weather conditions which is estimated to cost approximately $Zmil-
lion per year.

5.3.2 Potential Losses

In addition to the economic costs incurred as a result of the
blackout, Consolidated Edison is potentially liable for damage suits brought
against it as a result of the blackout. These include:
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0 Three class action suits: $10 billion filed by the Manhattan
borough President. $10 million, filed by a private citizen;
and one for an unspecified amount. - \

0 Twenty-four Supreme Court suits totaling $19,800,000 for
perishable merchandise, injury and loss of business.

l Thirteen Civil Court suits totaling $58,600 for perishable -
merchandise, injury and loss of wages.

0 Seventy-eight Small Claims Court suits totaling $26,300.

According to Consolidated Edison, their liability is limited to
proof of "gross negligence, willful and wanton acts." These suits have not
been settled hence the actual loss to Consolidated Edison cannot be evalu-
ated at this time. It does not appear that the magnitude of these claims
is related to the actual costs incurred by different sectors as determined
in this study.

5.3.3 New Capital Investments

As a direct result of the blackout, Consolidated Edison plans to
invest $65 million in permanent capital improvements for the prevention of
other system failures. The majority of these new investments are for trans-
mission facilities. The items comprising this investment program are listed
below.(l)

0

0

0

0

0

A new 345kv transmission circuit between Buchanan
and Millwood substations
Separate the transmission facilities in the
proximity of Millwood substation
Separate the transmission facilities south of
Millwood substation by obtaining and building
upon a new right-of-way
Improve transmission tower grounding inhere tests
reveal inadequate lightning protection
Improve the load shedding equipment on the Consoli-
dated Edison system. This includes improvements
to the existing equipment and controls as well as
the installation of a new tie line
Improve the protective relaying system. These
changes will permit better generating unit opera-
tion during system disturbances and also will
permit faster restoration of substation equipment
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a Install new control equipment in the Energy Control
Center. This includes better indicators, metering
and supervisory control equipment 0.8M

0 Install all diesel generators at major substations
to provide emergency power for critical facilities
(e.g., hospitals) 8.OM

0 Install a new Operator Training Simulator for
training system operators. 5.OM
Total Capital Expenditures $64.7~

Consolidated Edison has also given high-priority to the establish
ment of increased interconnections with neighboring utilities to improve
the integrity of its transmission system.

5.3.4 Procedural Changes

In addition to the capital investment program, Consolidated Ediso
has instituted a number of ,procedural  changes in order to decrease the pos-
sibility of a system disturbance. The following is a summary of the proce-
dural changes that have been or are being implemented. In general, the
costs of these changes have not been reported.

Increase the number of periodic simulations of black-start
at major generating stations
Perform
ability
Improve
of area

tests on all generating units to assure their avail-
for fast load pick-up
the reporting of problems affecting the capability
generators

Improve communications among New York Power Pool member syst
Conduct measurements of transmission tower grounding every
five years
Modify system operating procedures for improved system volta
control during emergency conditions
Increase the extent and frequency of power system dynamic
performance studies
Perform generator field tests to assure that the data used
in system studies is correct
Modify operating procedures for loading gas turbine generate
in the 'event of system emergency conditions
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0 Increase staffing of the Energy Control Center
0 Improve the training and testing of system operators
0 Test emergency generators monthly
l Implement new procedures for system restoration.
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6. APPROACHES TO DETERMINING THE VALUE OF RELIABILITY

INTRODUCTION

One motivation for examining the costs and other impacts that
resulted from the New York City blackout was to see if it was possible to
extrapolate from this information base to a more general characterization
of the "value of reliability", i.e., the value of uninterrupted se&ice
to the customers. We have examined three basic components of this real
cost--economic, social, and organizational. This section of the report
now considers how to relate these components to an overall value of reli-
ability. Simple integration of these different components is obviously
not possible because of the inability to quantify social costs in any
meaningful way.‘ Furthermore, in many instances data is not available or
would be very time-consuming to gather. Yet the New York City blackout
demonstrates the importance of incorporating both economic and non-economic
costs into a framework for determining the value of reliability.

Further complications arise in trying to develop a suitable mea-
sure of the value of reliability because the cost to a particular sector
might vary considerably depending upon such circumstances as blackout
duration, time of day, week, and season.

Therefore, any methodology used to assess the value of reliability
should exhibit at least the following characteristics:

0 It should disaggregate end-use sectors
0 It should be sensitive to time and seasonal considerations
0 It should explicitly include the duration of the blackout
0 It should be capable of representing both economic and social

costs.
Before considering an outline of a methodology which has all the desirable
characteristics,we first briefly examine and compare several other approaches
found in the literature which attempt to estimate the economic costs of an
outage. For purposes of comparison, we have also included the present re-
sults for economic losses. It should be noted that none of the approaches
reviewed exhibit all the characteristics cited above.
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6.2 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

All past and current approaches to assessment of economic impacts
of power failures (reviewed in the course of this study) focus on direct
impacts. In general, neither indirect nor social costs are taken into
account. The result is generally a cost per unavailable kwh for each class
of customers, e.g., industrial, commercial, or residential.

Most of the theoretical approaches to the cost assessment problem
fall into the following four basic categories:

l GNP/Kwh ratio measures (Telson (361, Shipley et al (37)
0 Wages paid measures (NY EDA (381, Hauugard (39))
l Cost-benefit analysis (NEKA (40))
0 Models of blackout recovery (Myers et al (41)).

Telson and Shipley et al examine marginal changes in overall
system reliability; in both approaches a measure of the value of power
system*reliability  is developed as the ratio of gross product to total
electrical energy consumption (although neither approach includes residential
consumption in the value of regional production). The basic assumption is
that a reduction in electricity consumption will result in a proportionate
drop in the value of goods and services produced in the region. Hence the
unit cost figure ($/l&h) is multiplied by the total amount of electrical
energy not delivered during the blackout to yield an overall cost figure.
The problem is, of course, that in most cases production is only delayed
during a blackout, unless the blackout is of extended duration. Hence the
costs are overestimated. This overestimate, however, may be offset some-
what by the fact that damages to equipment or materials ("off-specification!'
products) are not included in the assessment. Finally, this approach also
has the limitation of not being industry or region specific,l  i.e., it ignores
the wide variation of the GNP/kwh ratios among geographic regions.

Several variants of this approach have been proposed (Gannon (191,

IMyers et al (41) discuss this problem in more detail.
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Hersing (421, Dickenson (431, Patton (44). The general modification is
to divide the ratio of GNP (again non-residential) to non-coincident peak
load by an interest rate, which, in effect, measures the cost of the
outage as if it were a loss of an investment in a productive capital good
that would earn a rate of return over the life of the good. The obvious
limitation is assuming the economy is producing only investment goods,
no consumer goods. The approach is also not industry specific.

The New York Economic Development Administration and Hauugard
both attempt to measure costs in terms of wages paid but not earned
during a blackout. This would provide a relative approximation of costs
during interruptions of short enough duration not to damage equipment or
materials. The problem of delayed production (increased activity following
the blackout) is present here as in the GNP/kwh ratio. Myers et al discusses
other limitations as well.

A
Another common procedure (NERA) has been to employ concepts of

economic cost-benefit analysis; another is to use the notion of economic
opportunity cost. All these methods are not industry specific and, as
a result, are only approximations, at best, of the total economic cost of
a blackout. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, they address only direct costs.

Perhaps the most comprehensive theoretical approach to economic
impact assessment of blackouts to date (again, only direct impacts) in terms
of prolonged blackouts, is the formulation presented by Myers et al. In
this approach an attempt is made to account for the recovery period fol-
lowing a blackout. The basic model is formulated as follows:

t2
c. =
I A aj Kj Fj [l - (Dj + Sj)] / rj (t) d t,

ti

where j = 1,2, . . . . m customer classes

a. = sensitivity to outages of customer class j
3

K. = economic loss function for customer class j
3

F. 5 fraction of total customers in affected area that are in class j
3

.~---
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A = fraction of total geographic area without power
D.3

= total number of customers in class j affected by the blackout

s. =
J

number of customers in class j with emergency power supplies

5 = time power interruption commences

t2 = time when 100% power is restored

rj(t) = system recovery function for customer class j.

.The original model was developed for examining the impacts of a blackout re-
sulting from an earthquake. The unique feature of the model is the recovery
function rj(t), which allows one to characterize the recovery of the power
system over time. Myers notes that derivation of a suitable rj(t) is a
very complex matter. Indeed this function, as well as many of the other
parameters, are difficult to develop under specific blackout conditions.
However, the method warrants further study in the application to specific
cases, particularly to the problem of effectively estimating costs to areas
of limited geographic scope.

. 6.2.1 Results of Theoretical Approaches

As mentioned earlier, most theoretical model results are expressed
in terms of a cost per unavailable kilowatt or kilowatt hour. In addition,
these costs are usually only estimated for "generalized" industrial or com-
mercial customers. Table 6-l compares these estimated costs for various
approaches, including the results of the present study for the New York
City blackout.

The estimated costs, regardless of the differences of methodologies,
exhibits-e similarity. The cost per kwh based on the present study is
similar to that of Shipley if only the direct impacts are considered.
Gannon's cost per kwh for industrial activity is less than our total
cost estimate, but his commercial cost per kwh is roughly double our estimate.
Cur estimates also fall below the Ontario Hydro study. It must be restated
that all of the estimated cost figures exclusive of the present work do
not deal with prolonged blackouts as-was the case for New York City.
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Hauugardl New York State
NYEDAl NYC
Shipley' U.S.
Telson' New York State
NERAl U.S.
Gannon3 U.S.

TABLE 6-l
COMPARATIVE COST ESTIMATES OF POWER OUTAGES

Ontario Hydra' Canada

Present Study4 New York City, 1977

Geographic Scope
Estimated

cost

$2.17 million/hr
$2.5 million/hr
$.6O/kwh
$.33/kwh

Wkwh
$2.68/kwh(ind),
$7.2l/kwh(comm)
$lS/kwh(lSmin),
$91/kw(l hr)
$4.ll/kwh

Date

1971
1971
1971
1973
1976
1976

1977

1978

'As reported in Myers
%ntario Hydro, "Ontario Hydro Survey on Power System Reliability:
Viewpoint of Large Users", April, 1977.

3P. E. Gannon, "Cost of Interruptions: Economic Evaluation of
Reliability", May, 1976.
'Direct plus indirect costs divided by estimated kwh sales lost due
to the blackout (see Section 4). Disaggregated, direct was $.66/kwh
and indirect was $3.45/kwh.

_.__ .-.--
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6.3 .PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING THE VALUE OF RELIABILITY

In this section we attempt to outline a conceptual methodology
for relating the expected costs of a power failure to the value of reli-
ability. .thWe hypothesize a generic loss function, Li for the i end-use
sector as follows:

Li = Li (T, D, S, I, W, A) i = 1,2, . ..N (1)

where
-.

Li = an aggregate loss function for the ith sector

T =time of day
D = duration of the blackout
S = season of the year
I = a level of inconvenience associated with blackout conditions
W = A "portmanteau" variable reflecting weather and other envi-

ronmental conditions
A = the value placed on activities disrupted.

The function Li is not the value of reliability. It only indicates the
magnitude of the total loss when a blackout occurs given values for the
arguments of the function. Reliability deals with the likelihood of a
power outage, and the value of reliability is the combination of the ex-
pected level of Li (since the arguments of Li may take on a wide range of
values) with the likelihood of a power failure. Hence, a probability dis-
tribution for each sector which can assign weights to all possible outcomes
of Li is necessary. That is to say, one must look at the expected loss
which can be represented as follows:

Li ' 'i (Li/ei) i = 1,2, . ..N (2)
.

where
.thPiis the probability distribution for each 1 sector for the

outcome of Li o< Li<=;

ei is a vector of parameters describing the shape of Pi

The parameter vector Bi is expected to be dependent on the sector considered.
This may reflect the fact the a power disruption has a greater chance of
causing more serious consequences in the public health sector than, say, in
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the industrial sector. However, as mentioned above, reliability deals with
the uncertainty of a power outage (hence the term "loss-of-load probability"
by electric utilities to reflect the design reliability of a system). There-
fore, Equation 2 must be multiplied by the independent probability of an
outage, pt (LOL), where pt (LOL) is the probability at any time, t, that
the system will suffer a loss of load (LOL). We include the possibility
that reliability of a system may deteriorate or improve over time by making
pt (LOL) time-dependent.

The equation is not yet complete. One must take into account
the fact that losses and gains in the future are discounted over time.
To measure the actuarial value of an expected loss of a blackout, and
ultimately the value of reliability, a discount factor e'rit is applied
to each expected loss at time t and the values are sununed over the entire
range :
-- I

1: eBrit L. (T, D, S, I, W, A) Pi (Li/'i) p, (LOL) dt1
where

(3)

r. = the discount rate for sector i, i = 1,2, . ..N.1

It is claimed that Equation 3 is the value of reliability (VOR) equation
for the ith sector. Stated otherwise, I

The value of reliability equals the
present value of the expected loss
from all future blackouts.

We now consider some of the implications of this equation using
three examples. The first case involves an outage at a known time in the
future, say t =.t*. For a given sector,

VORi = e--rit* CLi (') 'i (O)] (4)

br the present value of the expected loss since pt* (LOI,) = 1. For all
sectors the value of reliability would be,

N
VOR- c VORi (5)

i=l
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Hence, the expected loss from an unanticipated blackout must exceed the
expected loss from an anticipated one since for all sectors the value of
Equation 5 must exceed that for Equation 4. Now, let us suppose that a
major unanticipated blackout occurs, and, for the first time, with vandalism,
rioting and looting. We would expect that the probability distribution,
Pi (*), would shift to the right by placing larger weights on higher L.'s1
and lower weights for the low L.'s.1 The overall impact would be an increase
in the value of reliability. Finally, let us look at a residential customer
who is transient and expects to leave the territory at time t". Then,
for that customer,

VOR. = ItwJ o ewrjt Lj (*) Pj (*) pt (*) dt, (6)

implies that the j th customer might place less emphasis or devote fewer
resources on things which might mitigate the impacts of a blackout, rela-
tive to another person who expects to spend the rest of his life in the
service territory, i.e., he would integrate his expected loss over an in-
finite time horizon. (This assumes that for the two customers being com-
pared their discount rate and expected loss are roughly equivalent.)

6.4 ESTIMATING THE VALUE OF RELIABILITY

The equation for value of reliability derived iq Section 7.3 is
useful in characterizing the relationship between observable events and
the value of reliability (VOR). In principle, the values of reliability
could be estimated by evaluating the components of Equation 3 in Section 7.3.
However, these components are difficult to evaluate and not well defined.
It might be possible to estimate the value of reliability by looking instead
at activities and transactions which would be undertaken to mitigate or
offset the effects of a power outage. This will help approximate the value
of reliability.

We posit that the net value of all equipment, fuel, and procedures
must be a lower bound of the VOR for any given sector. The "lower bound"

is due to a) the sum of the market prices for equipment, fuel and time for
creating emergency procedures might exceed the customer's VOR and, assuming
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rational customer behavior, no expenditure of time or other resources would
be made under these conditions. The fact that no expenditure is made does
not imply a zero VOR. Thus, the sum of all expenditures might necessarily
be less than the VOR for a given sector of end users; b) equipment to sup-
ply power during emergency blackouts might not be commercially available
to all consumers in all sectors. Indivisibilities exist in commercial
equipment such that the optimal or desired equipment, such as a 1-kw gen-
erator, is not an available item.

For each sector then, the following data might be valuable for
estimating VOR:

0 The net value (in current dollars) of all emergency gener-
ating equipment inclusive of installation and maintenance costs

0 The value of all fuel in stock to run the existing emergency
generators at current market prices

0 The value of time to create special procedures which go in
effect'when a blackout occurs, at current wage rates

0 The market value of all insurance policies which cover
damage due directly or indirectly to blackout conditions

0 The current net value of all special equipment to shutdown
computer machinery or industrial processes during a power
interruption.

The sum of these items in current dollars, then, gives a lower bound for
the VOR.

Another approach for estimating VOR might be to survey different
customer classes to see what they might be willing to spend on equipment,
etc. to avoid a future power interruption of some specified duration. For
example, Ontario Hydro conducted a survey on the value of power system
reliability to large users (45). In that survey, companies were asked to
identify the type of electrical standby equipment to replace electrical
supply, its capacity, duration of emergency supply, estimated cost for
depreciation and maintenance , and estimated running cost per kwh. S i m i l a r
questions were posed for emergency non-electrical standby equipment.

A general suLvey for different types of customers and end-users
similar to the Ontario Hydra experiment could be designed and submitted

____.--
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to a randomly selected group within a service territory. For relatively
small users such as residential customers, a survey might pose the question:
.what would you be willing to pay for a device which would generate all your
electrical needs during a power interruption? The amount may go from $0
to $100, say, in convenient increments to estimate the value of reliability.
These dollar figures could then be compared to personal disposable income
in order to measure the share of income that the household is willing to
allocate to electrical reliability.

In regard to this study, data are available to estimate the VOR
for some sectors, notably the organizations in NYC which devised new pro-
cedures to take effect if a blackout should occur. Based on the premise
that the value of time is the major cost in developing new procedures,
the number of man-hours times the appropriate wage rate (before taxes)
for each organization would yield a lower bound to the VOR. If any special
equipment was in place or was recently purchased, the cost of those com-
ponents would be added on to the wage bill.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Regarding General Impact Characteristics:

l

a

0

0 The impacts of a power failure are in large part determined
by the size of the area's population, ethnic diversity, in-
come, housing characteristics, density, economic activities,
and employment statistics. New York City, which is unique
in terms of both demographic features and its position as
the financial capital of the world, experienced substantial
costs that are not easily extrapolatable to other regions
of the country. Nonetheless, our examination of the NYC
power failure has revealed important elements central to any
future analysis of the consequences of energy shortages.

l The costs associated with a blackout are also sensitive to
the geographic characteristics of the affected area. Areas
such as NYC which are characterized by extreme weather con-
ditions (hot, humid summers and cold winters) will be heav-
ily impacted by the loss of electricity for air conditioners
and heating systems.

l In high-density areas, like New York City, most travel per
capita is done via the public transportation system. A  h i g h
level of dependence on electrified transport systems results
in greater economic and social costs during an extended power
failure. Most people during the blackout were unable to re-
port to work and perform productive activities because of the
lack of an adequate transportation mode.

Regarding  the Impact Classification Scheme:

a
0 The development of an impact classification scheme highlighted

an important distinction with respect to impacts resulting
from a blackout. Direct impacts, i.e., those impacts result-
ing from the cessation of electricity such as refrigeration.
and transportation, are often accompanied by another class
of potential costs referred to as indirect. These indirect
impacts are unpredictable and reflect adaptations or responses
to blackout conditions. The looting and arson is an example
of an indirect impact. This distinction is useful because
it provides further insight into the determination of the
most cost-effective strategy for dealing with electricity
shortages and interruptions in the future. It is possible
that indirect impacts can be mitigated through improved com-
munications and contingency plans while direct impacts can
only be avoided through improvements in reliability standards.
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Regarding Econ'omic  Impacts:
l Our survey indicated that economic costs attributable to the

the blackout either directly or indirectly were in excess of
$350 million. This figure, however, is ba$ed on a selective
and stratified impact assessment and should be regarded as
no more than a reasonable lower bound to total costs. The
actual cost of the blackout taking into accound both short
and long term impacts might substantially exceed our estimate.

0 The looting and arson (defined as an indirect impact) accounted
for almost one-half of the total economic costs associated with
the blackout. This fact supports a basic premise of this re-
port, that the indirect impacts as well as the direct impacts
must be considered if a realistic economic and social‘cost
estimate of power outages is to be measured.

0 The costs to Consolidated Edison were significant, both in
terms of lost revenue, restoration costs and, most importantly,

4

new capital investment programs to upgrade system security.
What has not been ascertained is whether other utilities in
the country, either voluntarily or involuntarily, are initiating
or plan to initiate similar programs.

Regarding  Social Impacts:

0 The social costs of the blackout, as defined in this study,
are difficult to measure. Adaptations to the blackout by
people and organizations were significant, particularly in
light of the extended duration of the power failure. Levels
of inconvenience to individuals as evidenced by changes in
macro-indicators of social activities appeared to be sub-
stantial. A structured survey of affected individuals will
be necessary to accurately document these'impacts in any
detail.

Regarding Organizational  Impacts:

0 A number of organizations in New York City have implemented
(or are in the process of implementing) new contingency plans
and procedures as a result of the blackout. In some cases,
new back-up generation systems have been added to facilities.
Hospitals, in particular, had difficulty in starting and
operating emergency back-up systems and have implemented new
testing and maintenance schedules.

0 In many cases, of equal or even greater importance than
actual economic losses was the loss of credibility suffered
by major industrial firms in NYC such as the banking and
securities industries. (As an example of this concern, the
NYC banking community is now planning to relocate certain
computer facilities in New Jersey outside the Con Edison
service territory.)
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Regarding the Value of Reliability:

a

*

0 Characterizing the New York City blackout has helped to idcn-
tify important components, both quantifiable and non-quanti-
fiable, that determine the value of electrical reliability.
In previous studies which have attempted to assess the cost
of power outages to customers, key factors (e.g., duration of
blackout, indirect impacts and time of day) which were sig-
nificant determinants in the New York City experience, were
not taken into account.

0 ,A lower bound on the value of reliability for end-users can
be established by estimating the :
--net-value of all equipment and materials for emergency back-up

systems
--value of time used to develop emergency procedures
.--value of insurance policies purchased to cover damage incurred

(directly or indirectly) by power failures.

l A comprehensive methodology for determining the value of
reliability is not presently available because of the dif-
ficulties in representing the complex losses that result from
an extended power failure. A conceptual framework for char-
acterizing these losses has been presented in this study (see
Chapter 61. No attempt has been made to estimate the value
‘of reliability using this framework. One approach for demon-
strating its appropriateness and validity might be through the
use of a survey designed to estimate what different classes
of customers would be willing to pay for uninterrupted service.
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APPENDIX A

DOCUMENTATION OF SOCIETAL IMPACTS

E
This appendix documents a preliminary investigation of the

societal impacts and adaptations to the New York City Blackout. The
approach taken was to examine available gross data on some key macro-
social indicators such as transportation flows, information flows, eco-
nomic indices, and other important indicators of changes in social ac-
tivities. A more detailed analysis via primary data collection would be
required to document these impacts at the individual level.

The Movement of People and Goods

In examining the flow of people and goods within the affected
area, the interruption of subway service is the most significant event.
The city subway, the principal form of transportation within the Metropol-
itan area, moves people from home to work and back and on work, family,
and leisure trips. It is integrated into the bus and train and automobile
systems, especially for those entering and leaving the city. The majority
of passengers arriving by bus and train depots ordinarily transfer to the
city subway system for the completion of the trip. The dependence of
New Yorkers on these various modes is shown in Table 1.

Table 1

HEANS OF-TRANSPOR+ATION  TO WOF.X*
(ia percerits. in thousands)

8 ,.
New York Counties Suburban Counties

l

New Staten West-
SHSA Bronx Kings Nassau Suffolk Chester Rockland-7 Queens Island

l
c

Auto 40 25 15 10 25 52 72 84 63 a3
Bue or Train 48 65 74 65 - 65 33 19 08 23 06

*Other 12 10 11 25 09 15 09 04 14 11

TOTAL N- (4497) (512) (939) (686) (859) ,mO) A (559) (383) (366) (83)

*Source: 1970 Census Tract of Population and Housing Characteristics, N.Y. SHSA. .
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About half of the trips to work In the SEA are ordinarily made by bus or

train. This reaches seventy four percent among Manhattan and sixty-five percent

among Brooklyn and Queens households. These forms of transport are less signifi-

cant in the suburban counties where the automobile accounts for some three-quarters

of the home-work connections. The option of shifting to autobobiles was most

available to the suburban population. Table 2 shows the proportion of households

having at least one automobile available.

- .
. . -..

Table 2. . - - . . . .
AUTONOBILES AVAILABLE BY HOUSEHOLD*

(in percents, in thousands)
New York Counties

c

Suburban Counties
New. Staten

SMSA Bronx Kings York Queens Island West-
Nassau Suffolk Chester Rockland

1 or N 55 62 59 21 64 80 92 93 a3. 90
. None 45 38 41 79 17 20 08 07 17 10/

TOTAL N- (3886) (497) (876) (686) (691) (85) (401) (296) (281) (61).

*Source: 1970 Census Tract of Population and HouSing Characteristics, N.Y. SEISA.

The proportion is as low as twenty one percent in Manhattan but eighty percent

in Staten Island. In the suburban counties, almost all households have cars. The

exceptions would tend to be the households of the elderly or in'which there is no

ablebodied adult. On a typical workday, the Long Island Railroad brings 101,300.

passengers into the city, 79,100 of whom arrive at Pennsylvania'Station, Conrail

carries 72,000 from the suburban counties in northern New Jersey and north of the

c;ity . All of these trains rely on electricity within New YOrk City and none ran

during the blackout. Motor transport was the only means of moving in the city and

into the city beyond walking distance. An examination of the motor transport

.
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passing selected crossings into and out of New York City suggests a trend to shift
;

the loci of movement away from the affected area. fi

Table 3_. .- . .
COMPARISON OF TRAFFIC FOR JULY 7 AND-.JULY 14 AT

SIX PORT AUTHORITY CROSSINGS

Holland Tunnel
Lincoln Tunnel
George Washington Bridge
HUDSON RIVER SUBTOTAL,
Bayonne Bridge
Gothals Bridge
Outerbridge Crossing
STATEN ISLAND SUBTOTAL

ALL CROSSINGS 240,843

July 7
31,780
49,717

114,560
196,057

5,625
24,344
14,817

' 44,.786

East Bound Traffic
July 14 X Difference
24,203 -23.8
28,371 -42.9
95,676 -16.4

148,250 -24.4

6,297 / +11.9
25,838 + 6.1
17,012 +14.8
49,147 + 9.7

197,397 -18.0

All motor approaches from New Jersey directly into New York City, the Holland

and Lincoln Tunnels and the George Washington Bridge, had a decrease in traffic on

the day following the blackout. In fact, the drop'was as high as forty three per-

cent for the Lincoln Tunnel leading into midtown-Manhattan. On the other hand,

rmvement between New Jersey and Staten Island increased. These would be largely'

Staten Islanders, and others transit&g  Staten Island, to work in New Jersey. This

latter traffic does not have-a significant component dependent upon transfer to f

tGaim3. Xnowing only traffic volume, however, we:.do not know the socially important,,

fact of trip purpose, whether for work, family visit, or-produce delivery. We can get

someL:sense  of that by partitioning the traffic according to the various means of I

transport. This is ahown in Table 4 for one Staten Island and one Manhattan

, crossing.
. . e I

-- ___
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Table 4 L

COMPARISON OF BUS, TRUCK AND CAR TRAFFIC AT
TWO CROSSINGS FOR JULY 7 AND 14 .

I
0

a

0

. *

l
.

i

0

0

0

e

East Bound Traffic
LINCOLN TUNNEL

Buses Trucks Cars Total '
July 7 3,957 4,645 41,115 49,717.
July14 3,204 1,815 23,352 28,371

t;OETl3ALS BRIDGE
Buses Trucks Cars Total

July 7 139 1,445 22,760 24,344
July 14 84 1,158 24,596 25,838

The major drop was in passenger traffic..coming  into Manhattan. The number

of buses decreased slightly; as the Port Authority reports that these buses hcd

fewer passengers. With business activity at: a virtual standstill, the trips to

work must have been quite small. The number of trucks declined even more. Thus, '

the delivery of goods in Manhattan and shipment from them was sharply curtailed.

This includes
.
materials for

refrigeration

of it all, no

foodstuffs, merchandise being delivered to and from stores and

and from the various manufacturing industries in the city. Lack of

for.food, the lack of elevators to help with deliveries and, on tap

workers in many plants and stores made the mercantile activity use-

less. This is not a failure of transportation but of the activities at the trans-

port termini. The impact is less at Goethals Bridge between Stat& Island and

New Jersey. Bus and truck traffic declined, but more cars moved through. The Path
-
trains, traveling from Hoboken, New Jersey into Manhattan rely on electricity from

New Jersey and, therefore, were running, but they, too, experienced a decline in

passengers. On a normal day, 148,000 people enter Manhattan on those trains. On

the first day of the blackout, traffic was reduced to 37,000 people. Here, again,

it is not a transit failure, though for some the lack of a subway connection would
. ._

.-
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. throughout the city, at least during the early hours of the blackout. Because of

,

discourage people. Basically, there was no place for people to go when they.
arrived in Manhattan unless they were met by a car or took a taxi or bus.

Disturbance in air travel was minor in comparison with that of the trains and

motor traffic. During the night of the blackout, some 15,000 people were stranded

at Kennedy Airport after service terminated at 10:00 P.M. Mostly, these were

arrivals awaiting transportation from the airport or were due to depart on canceled
-

flights which had been scheduled later than this hour.

Taxis were available for most of those terminating at Kennedy, as they were

the time a,t which the blackout occurred, most of the fleet cabs were already fully

gassed and in repair, though maneuvering without traffic lights was somewhat of a '

problem. However, since most gasoline pumps are electrically activated, the number

of taxis declined as the blackoutprogressed (information from Taxi News Service).

Changes in transportation patterns away from the center of impact indicate .

more distance effects of the blackout. People from New York failed to arrive at

destinations out of New York City when they depended upon trains originating in the

city. The main inter-urban line stopped outside the city, AMTRAK, ran some shuttle

traiti to Newark, but they estimate that not more than a thousand people used the

service. Most of the trains terminated at Newark. Going north, AMTRAK provided

buses to New Haven where trains from Boston turned around. Conrail tra%ns. serving

Trenton, New Brunswick and South Amboy were also denied the New York terminal; Most

trains moving on these routes outside of New York City experienced delays up to

several hours.

The Flow of.InformatAon

Operational Knowledge in the Affected Area

Transportation flow not only indicates the interruption of passengers and

, goods movement, but of information as well. The New York newspapers were sparse
I

.

.
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as was the information ordinarily brought personally by travelers. With respect

to general information on the blackout conditions, there were, of course, radios.

The radio stations were, by and large, able to continue broadcasting on emergency

generators. Their transmitters were often outside of the city. Transistor and

automobile radios became an important source of information. In this was, people

could make judgments about the advisability of trying to get into the city in the

morning. The radio information flow on civil disorders in scattered parts of town

may have helped trigger disorders in other areas. While no measure is available

on the use of these information channels, a record of telephone service is available.

The New York Bell Telephone Company provides a taped message containing infor-

mation about current news in the city. This is the "New York Report," available by '

dialing 999-1234. Cn a normal twenty-four hour day, some eight to ten thousand calls'

are received. During the twenty four hours ending Thursday morning, July 15, 859,589

calls were received on this number. In the next twenty four hours, 201,672 calls .

were received. This is an example of an immediate adaptation to the interruption

of the usual information flow and the special information needs generated by the

disruption.- The increase by about one-third between the first and second days of

the blackout may represent a learning curve--more and more‘people becoming aware

of the service. It is also an aspect of the generally increased significance of

the telephone under the circumstances. With normal activities interrupted, it

becomes importanb to communicate with those with whom one would ordinarily be .in

interaction to ascertain the changes in the rules of action. It is also a way of

retaixhg the role relationships in latency when they could not be enacted. Communi-s
cation between individual households and between households and places of work relied

primarily on the telephone. The social role of telephone communication in the situ-

ation of action in abeyance is suggested by the volume of telephone traffic. The

central office buildings, of which there are seventy four housing the exchanges,

c



were on emergency power. The total telephone traffic of exchanges within New York

City is thirty six million calls per day. During the first full day "of the black- t
out, eighty million calls were made. On Friday, with most of the lights back on,

forty one million calls were recorded, about thirteen-fourteen percent above a

. ,

normal day. Since businesses were closed on those days, the greater volume of calls 4

originated in residential offices. Telephone company estimates were that traffic
-

through residential exchanges was up by about three hundred percent most of the

first day. 4
. While excess telephone calls, in general, reflect an adapatation to the non-

fulfillment,of ordinary roles, police emergency calls reflect deviant role behavior

and disabilities'to which individuals are subject due to the failure of others to e4

function. Calls to the police emergency number, 911, indicate efforts by individuals

and households to seek help. Cnly,a small portion of these calls relate to what is

ordinarily considered criminal activity. The police are, and are more so in an 1

emergency, a general public service, providing rescue in case of accident, transpor-.

tation to hospitals and first aid. They often respond as intermediaries between the

public and hospitals, the sanitation department , street maintenance, water and

sewage services, and the fire department. The log of 911 calls does not differen-

tiate by the social activity for which police are called but by the operational

.activity in which the police were asked to engage.
t

Generally, normal traffic in the

twenty four hour period is 17,700 calls. During the first eight,hours  after the

blackout, 45,000 calls were received. Some impressionistic evidence is available on
1

the action requested by the callers. Supervisors at 911; estimte that normally about

forty five-percent of the calls requ?.re radio car runs. That is, direct police inter-

vention and fifty five percent require transmission of information to other city

agencies, calling ambulances, fire fighters and non-emergency services. No exact

figures have been tabulated, and we do not know whether the distribution held when



the total number of calls increased by over three hundred percent. The police

estimate is that only ten to twenty percent of these calls required ;r radio car run.

l Thus, the absolute number of police radio car runs remained about constant, and this

1 despite a large force of men on duty during that period. Thus, the additional calls

0

were for accident service and non-emergency. The non-emergency calls involved

blackout related events? People in high rise buildings were trapped in elevators or

could not get down the stairs, handicapped and elderly needed assistance, ambulances

were called for people with kidney problems needing emergency transport to dialysis

l centers..
Early in tlhe blackout, an enormous number of people, by police estimate, called

,

l

to find out what.was happening or simply for information about public transport, such ,

as people in Staten Island complaining about loss of water pressure and a nursing

home asking for a police car to use its battery to start its electric generator.

0
Thus, in the blackout, the role of the police expanded considerably-their non-

c&inal related services becoming relatively more significant.

The Blackout As Drama in the Affected Area

0 Information flow assists in the cultural interpretation of the event. Thus, the

information given by the radio or by the police and the response of the police are

dramatic evidence of the meaning of the-event--meanings which individuals take’ into

account in their own actions. The newspapers suggest the ways of interpreting what

is happening to a variety of publics; Here, again, the impact is not limited to

New York City, but viewed as a morality play by people in other localities. News-

paper coverage followed a pattern. Because-of the nature of the event, the first

information provided was technical, an explanation of the event in terms of techno-

logical malfunction. Interest. moved rapidly to the behavior of people responsible
m . for the technology, the individuals high in the corporate structure who set the

decision conditions and the operating personnel who make and implement decisions.
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The impacts on the city of the blackout then becomes a fascinating tale--the dis-

rupted activities and the adaptations to the disruption. .
r\

Victimization by technical and technically related social factors is the first

feature. The issue of law and order and the ability of society to maintain order

under stress, the role of the political system and of political leaders then come

under scrutiny; The unfolding of the drama and the search for antagonists and pro-

tagonists, villains and heroes, proceeds. The newspapers used the occasion for

advancing whatever cultural analyses of social problems they favored. The interpre-
tations offered at this stage are consistent withthe diagnosis that the editorial

staff is predisposed toward for any social ills., At an early point, local utility

officials in each of the locations declared that the event would not occur there.
'1

. In assuring the residents that they,indeed, merely are audience to a drama taking .
place elsewhere. The populations ,do not accept the dramatic image In its totality

but see it as a precursor to events in their own areas. As such, their witnessing (
through their newspapers develops attitudes toward the utilities and other social

actors involved in their own communities. Press reports appearing at the impact

center itself provide a frame of reference- the drama as it was constructed by the 1
participants. The July 14th Daily News did not have wide circulation. The story

.
is picked up on the 15th with a series,-of articles detailing the impact; ten million

people without electricity, the looting, the economic costs, the essential services 4

interrupted, and the police and fire departments overwhelmed. The articles shift

quite quickly from the technical analysis of the causes of the blackout to article

seeking to blame. An article-on page 4 reports that four days before the blackout, 4-
Consolidated Edison's chairman, Charles Lute, had' said, "I can guarantee that the

chances of a brownout or a blackout are less than they have been in the last fif-
1

teen years, and that the chances are less here than most other cities of the United (

States."
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. After this comment, the paper begins to relate social events around the

blackout. Mayor Beame is reported trying to use the blackout as an occasion to

demonstrate leadership in an election year. An analytic article on the insurance

* protection for those damaged notes that state law allows that the utility can be,

sued for only interruption of service as a result of gross negligence of willful

misconduct. Service regulations state that when the lights are out for twelve or

more hours because of the malfunction of that company's distribution system, resi-

dents may claim up to $100 and businesses up to $2000 for losses, but limit the

utility's liability to $l,OOO,OOO.

The July 16th paper continues the discussion of the economic costs. Serious
.

analyses of the reasons for the social disorder appear, calling for investigations I

of the looting. Demographic descriptions of the looters are given which supplement

the already implied communication that they are black and Hispanic, with the notion

that some are on welfare. The political activity of Mayor Beame receives further

coverage. The Small Business Administration declares parts of New York a disaster

area on the basis of riots or civil disturbances. An editorial questions the com-

petence of Consolidated Edison both in preventing the crisis and keeping the outage

limited. By the 17th, Consolidated Edison is reporting plans to prevent future

blackouts. The local utility is saying it is unlikely to happen again. Cne article

suggested that privately owned small generators would reduce dependency on Consolidated

.Edison. The police response is discussed. Officer Codd had ordered that no looters

be shot and, thus, bloodshed was avoided. Another editorial complains that the

looting ruined what progress the city had made in improving its image as a city of
-

national conventions and tourism. The July 19th edition describes some of the

financial aid programs for businesses, such as the Small Business Administration's

.Emergency Aid Commission, a matter that came in for praise in the next day's edi-

torial.' Other articles deal with court backlogs of alleged looters. The July 20th

e



edition describes Carter's plan for aid. The next day's paper wrote'critically

of the Carter Administration for not providing an aciequate plan of relief. Con-

solidate Edison is subjected to further scrutiny. By the 21st, the Daily News

turns to an aualysis'of the political and economic implications of the blackout.

Consolidated Edison would have gone bankrupt had this blackout taken place in 1974

before the purchase of two new power plants and their investment in new equipment.

The blackout's implication for the mayoral election was surfacing. Beame and the

other candidates scrambled to give an impression of providing leadership. By July

. 22nd, Carter was reported to have related looting to the unemployment situation.

Thus, the local picture was one of blame of utility as a villain, the minorities.
for having broken ranks and tarnishing the city's image, and the political exploi- ,

tation of the situation, the local leadership with the exception of the SBA, the

federal government was treated as too distant from the problem.
.

The Blackout As Drama Away From the Affected Area

Newspapers in five cities in various parts of the country were selected. These

included the Chicago Tribune;'in  a midwestem city, but otherwise a large metropolis,

much like New York City; the Boston Globe, in another .large metropolis, but this

time in New England; the Washington Post, in the city most concerned with federal

governments; the Des Moines Register, to provide an example of a midwest agricul-

tural center; and the Houston Post, to reflect the mood of a city closely bound to

the energy industry. A pattern emerges in all five cities. The news is immediately'

The July 14th Chicago Tribune carried a page one headline report on the black-

alit referring.to the breakdowns in communication and transportation problems in

hospitals and airports, and presents some technical reasons for the blackout. The

report of the social response to the event begins with information on the activities

of Mayor Beame and Governor Carey as they try to mobilize for the emergency. While

mentioning looting in some areas, this issue of the Chicago Tribune generally reports
,. -



a festive and cooperative atmosphere. The report includes a comment from Common-

*

0

wealth Edison officials in Chicago saying that a comparable blackout'was unlikely

in Chicago.

The July 15th edition, while reporting the reestablishment of some transpor-

tation and some reopenings of business, elaborates on the social conflicts which

begin to swirl around the blackout. President Carter, Mayor Beame and Governor

Carey are calling for investigations into the reasons for the blackout. Reports

of arrests for the looting and the costs to business are carried along with the
0

. note that looting was restricted to particular areas. They report that otherwise

there was po panic in the city. The locational restriction is a code for telling

0

0

0

the public that~"minorities" are involved. At the same time, they play down the

possibility of similar disorders in Chicago. With emergency generators in hospitals

and prisons, Chicago is prepared to handle the problem at its inception at the

'technical level. By July 16, more detailed information on the technical causes was/
available, assessments of the economic cost E of the blackout and of the looting

were offered. The business section of the paper recorded shock wave effects on the

midwest stock exchange. Since the midwest exchange is a dependent of the national

brokerage houses headquartered in New York, loss of sales‘in that exchange were

inevitable with the closing of the New-York exchange. The editorial dwelt on the

looting, comparing the present to the 1965 blackout. Permissive society was the

culprit. By July 17, the blackout report was on page 34. The breakdown of public

order was interpreted as a function of the nature of the nature and, thus, something

peculiar to New York. It reported in some detail about costs of closings to restau-

rants a&d retail stores and recorded Mayor Beame's attack on the New York Edison

company for gross negligence.

The Boston Globe of July 14th ran headlines on the technical reasons for the

blackout and its effect transportation and entertainment. Reports of minor looting

were carried. By July 15th, more analyses of the technical reasons for the outage



were received, but the emphasis began to shift to assessing blame. The antagonists

. t

in the drama began to take shape. They reported calls for investigati.ons  of the ,

causes, Consolidated Edison was blamed, the looters were blamed, why were some

areas peaceful while others were areas of looting. On page 36, they wrote anyarticle

'critical of ConEd for only having partially followed the recommendations for t

avoiding blackouts after 1965. They had placed some generators in hospitals and
-

train stations and two-way radios on trains but had not enabled the airports to

operate at night. The business section of the paper drew Chicago into the drama, 1
. reporting the attempt of the large brokerage houses in New York to force the

Chicago board to close on Thursday by court action. They ran another article on

the tax 1osses;advertising  and insurance. , J

At this point, they examined the likelihood of a similar event in Boston, noting

that larger cities are only Goss$ble with electricity and that blackouts are probable

The Boston Globe quotes Boston Edison officials as saying that such blackouts are '

unlikely in Boston because the city is served by diverse power lines--despite the

fact that this flexibility did not help New York. The editorial launches a general

critique of New York society. The vast majority of New, Yorkers, they write, seemed

able to adjust to and cope with the crisis. Yet, instead of paying utilities to
.

improve or redesign the system, they would apparently rather pay as they did on

Wednesday night. I

On July 16th, a power line came down, producing a five hour power interruption

on the outer Cape which affected some 17,.000 customers. A rather routine event,
- I

which might ordinarily have gone unreported in the Boston Globe, merited page one

attention. It, too, was drawn into the drama. Mayor Becme was reported visiting

the site of fires and looting and ordering an investigation into the blackout-but

otherwise,:-.the  adaptation of the municipal government or its engagement with the

state and federal authorities was not of central interest In Boston. An editorial

interpreted looting in terms of the paper's social philosophy, attributing it to
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poverty and pointing out the need for better distribution of income.. By July

17th, a staff article, on page 15 contemplates the prospect for Boiton. The

possibility of looting is accepted and dealt with in economic.insurance  terms.

Boston merchants would not have coverage, particularly those in the poor areas,

and Federal Crime Insurance programs are not well publicized.

The Washington Post, like the papers in the other cities opened its July

. . 14th morning edition with a page 1 staff report referring to the technical

causes of the blackout and the immediate impacts on transportation and enter-

tainment. This paper carried the response of the police to disorder, the com-

ments of#the mayor on public order, but added that New Yorkers seem to be taking

the blackout with good humor. On July 15th the page 1 story on the blackout

concentrated on the issue of public order. The looting had occurred. The pub-

lic order in in New York depended on where you were. Parts of the city had a.
, holiday air, while others had the look of a war. They turned to the social econ- .

omit effects and the government responses. The orders for an investigation by

Carter and Beame were reported. Potomac Electric and Power Company assured

Washingtonians that the possibility of a blackout in Washington was "very remote"

because of power reserves and pooling and communication, 'but that if it were to

occur, the police and fire departments have emergency generators. On July l6th,

an editorial reflected on our dependence on electricity and what they called the

love-hate relationship between New York City and Consolidated Edison. It can

happen in Washington, they wrote, regardless of what Potomac Electric says.-
'Their social interpretation involved an article on poor areas where the looting

occured, Interviews with poverty workers, police, and sociologists. The outcome

was a general critique of New York City. The Washington Post wrote that New York

revealed to the world Wednesday night that it is something less than a "wonderful

town”. The July 17th issue reported Mayor Beame's call for harsh penalties



against looters. In a syndicated column, Kraft interpreted the looting as a. 1
sign that the poor areas in the cities cannot be ignored. By July 18th they

were concentrating on the repressive activities of government, reporting that

Mayor Beame and borough President Sutton were calling again for severe treat-

ment of the looters. Thus while Boston builds a picture of economic disaster,

Washington, as a government city and one that has had its share of civil dis-

turbances, sees the blackout as a problem in social order.
. ,

The Des Moines Register , on July 14th, opened a front page story with the
. technical details of the causes and the effects on transportation and city ser-

vices. #They noted, though, that most residents remained calm in the darkness.

More details on the technical problems appeared the next day, and then they be- '

gan to report on the social conflict: reactions of outrage expressed by Federal '

Power Commission and by Mayor Reame, a rising tide of public indignation over the

performance of the utility and individuals, business and government agencies .

that have suffered losses are bombarding the company with damage suits. They

stress the paralyzing effects of loss of electricity on transportation, business

and home activities. They published reassurances as they recalled that in 1962

and 1965 a blackout in the Midwest had resulted from failure of Fort Randall.
Dam Power Station on the Missouri Riber. Since then improvements in the power

grid system have kept local power failures from spreading, so that no area-wide

blackouts have occurred in the tidwest. On July 16th the blackout story appeared

on page 8. Articles analyzed blame and cost and the looting. Inquiries insti-

- tuted by the Federal Power Commission  into the cause of the blackout were repor-. .
ted. The July 17th paper recorded the arrest and detention in the courts of

several thousand looters. On July 18th in a page 4 article they asked what

would happen in Iowa if citizens demanded more electricity than utility companies

could come up with. Their conclusion was that the company would switch off

c



customers. On July 19th they ran a story on page 28 as to whether'Carter will
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declare New York City a disaster area -- a choice he later re'jected.

The Houston Post reported on the public order issue in its first headline

story on July 14th. They noted that Governor Carey had put the National Guard

on'the alert. They reported the conflict between Mayor Beame and Consolidated

Edison. The public order issue remained central on July lSth, noting that most

New Yorkers took it in stride while there was mass looting and that Consolidated

Edison was criticized by the politicians. They quoted the Iiouston Lighting and
1

Power Company spokesman to the effect that a blackout was unlikely in Houston

since they have power reserve, have never had one, and have a smaller system.
,

Power blackouts, they say, are more likely from hurricane than from power failure

in Houston. On page 3 they quote a Houston psychologist who was in New York and

said that people rose to the occasion because there was precedent for it. Every-

one made an equal sacrifice. People acted decently. The Houston Post blamed the
1

'media for the high coverage of crime. This followed in a number of Associated

Press stories about crime and the way New Yorkers were coping with it. On July

16th a short interruption of power in the Houston area, leaving 8,000 in

Houston without electricity as lightning hit the lines and poles in the sub-

station, merited page 1 preaentationt They noted, though, that it was unlike

the New York City blackout, since only a minor area was affected. On July 17th

they ran an Associated Press story on page 2 about crowded jails of New York

City, and on July 18th they ran a United Press International story on page 1,

noting that 30,000 people in New York and New Jersey were affected by another-
power outage. They noted that the politicians responded to the blackout --Sutton,

Javits, Beame --all condemning the looters.
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Economic Impacts
;

A
Effects on certain aspects of the economy are indicated by stock exchange

figures. We had hoped to obtain data on the clearing of bank checks payable

to New York banks as a measure of business flow through New York, but that was

not possible. The consolidated trading reports, however, for New York Stock

Exchange issues and for the exchanges in Boston, Philadelphia, and the Pacific

and the Midwest show the trend in securities. The exchanges out of New York

.
are dependent on New York ones .and therefore suffer shock wave type effect.

Table 5 shows the level of trading in these various exchanges.

Table 5 shows the level of trading in these various exchanges.
.

TABLE 5

NEW YOElC STOClC EXCXANGE  ISSUES
. . Consolidated Trading

(in thousands)

New Phlla-
m Boston delphia Pacific M i d w e s tTotal

July 11, Monday 19,790. 128. 422. 824. 854. 23,098.
July 12, Tuesday 22,470 118. 372. 1,452 1,352 27,584

13, Wednesday 23,160 238. . 215. 966. 1,303 27,370_ July
July 14, Thursday Closed Closed Closed 569. 410. N.I.
July 15, Friday 29,120. 386. . 360. 1,212. 1,609. '34,494.

.

Sales on Friday, July 15th seem to compensate a bit for those lost during

the closing of the exchange on July 14th, but not nearly to the expected level.k
Were Friday sales completely to include deferred Thursday sales, the total figure

would have been some 20 million shares higher than it is. A technical reason for

*business not being handled by other exchanges on July 14th was that the largest,

brokers and national corporations used computers based in Manhatten and could

not handle trading without that equipment. Also, since most trading occurs

through the New York exchange, the proper opening prices for stock could not be

fixed 'when it closed on the 14th. Brokers went to federal court to keep the
I

I



Pacific and Midwest branches from opening, but late in the day the court ruled

they could be opened --in effect, leaving some trading time for the Pacific and

0

0
. e

Midwest exchanges. The Boston and Philadelphia never did open. Doubtless, rami-

fying effects on the overseas exchanges were also experienced, but data on their

trading is not available.

I
Impacts on Health Organizations

Some of the effects on health, particularly mortality and morbidity, are
0 . available from hospital and city statistics. Interruption of health maintaining

equipment for those not in hospital settings, such as those on renal dialysis

units where there was no auxilliary generator, would be the most serious. Only '

a few people could have been caught in the circumstances and we have no records

of them. There could have been deaths attributable to the difficulty of bringing

aid to victims, but we have no figures on that either. The social strain of sud-

denly losing social support as the role system is suspended, the physical strains

incurred by people who waliced up many stairs or people with respiratory problems

0
finding themselves in closed buildings without adequate air conditioning, are all

increasingly exposed to mortal danger. Daily mortality.rate figures are given in

Table 6 along with temperature data -- generally positively associated with mor-

e tality.

-
m ‘- . .

.



TABLE 6

NEW YdRR CITY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

July 1977
Date
1, Friday
2, Saturday
3, Sunday
4, Monday
5, Tuesday
6, Wednesday
7,.Thursday
8, Friday
9, Saturday

10, Sunday
11, Monday
12, Tuesday
13, Wednesday
14, Thursday
15, Friday
16, Saturday
17, Sunday
18, Monday
19, Tuesday
20, Wednesday
21, Thursday
22, Friday
23, Saturday
24, Sunday
25, Monday
26, Tuesday
27, Wednesday
28, Thursday
29, Friday
30, Saturday
31; Sunday

Mortality
Rate
193
204
188
202
228
223
222
190
187
184

L" 161
212
180
257
210
202
197
243 .
273 -
2 8 3
298
291
208

- 198
227
185 ,
173
197
179
182
219 _

Day's HigS
Temperature

87
86
84
88
95
85
76
88
8 9
85
8i
76

92
96
98

97
100
102
92

104
. .

88
87
90
78
82
81
80
82
82
88

I
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Then the blackout period from the 14th to the 16th of July, mortality
.

was a bit higher than during the period immediately preceding it. . Temperatures

were in the 90’s throughout those days. On the other hand, other periods, for

example the 5th through the 7th of July, also had moderately high temperatures

and high mortality, And the period of the 18th to the 22nd of July was one of

very high temperature and an even higher mortality. Now, given the drop in

industrial activity and the use of transportation, mortality should have dropped

during the blackout period. Deaths attributable to work and traffic accidents

should have been nil -- almost as if it had been a Sunday. The issue is clari-

fied in part by examining mortality rates by cause of death. The 13th, 14th, and

15th might be compared with the previous Wednesday, Thursday, Friday sequence,

and the two Wednesday, Thursday, Friday sequences following the blackout. There

does not seem to be much difference between the Wednesday and Thursday-Friday

death rates in those comparison weeks, at least,nothing comparable to the jump .

of fifty-seven cases, almost thirty percent over the Wednesday figure expe-

rienced on the first day of the blackout. Table 7 compares deaths on these days

by the age of the deceased and causes of death.

TAiLE 7
. .

CAUSE OF DEATH ON JULY 13, 14 Ah" 15, 1977*
(in percents)

l Total
Cardiovascular

Respiretory Renal Homicide

.Date 13 14 15 19 14- 15 13 14 15 13 14 15-
. .he 640 43 33 33 30 43 40 32 20 19 - - --

Other

13 14 1.'
51 47 4r

65+ 59 67 67 70 57 60 68 80 81 1 - - 49 53 .5:

N- <176)(234)(207) ((20) (26) (201 (75)(123)(107) (4) (6) (5) (77) (79) (7.

*
Source: New York City Department of Public Health, Office of Vttal Statistics

.
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Looking across the bottom line an immediate jump is apparent on the first day

of the blackout in deaths due to respiratory failures. By the second day of

the blackout, the numbers return to the level of the previous day. In cardio-

vascular-renal deaths there was also a jump, in fact an increase of nearly two-

thirds on the first day of the blackout with the high rate continued on the

second day. There may also have been an increase in homicides, but the numbers
-
are so small that the amount of variation from day to day is not a reliable

.

gauge. There was no change in deaths due to all the other causes, such as can-

cer deaths, accident deaths.

Exsmining the age distribution it appears that blackout social conditions

increase the probability of death among those sixty-five and over. ,However, the I

probability of death from respiratory failure was higher for those under sixty-

five, while for the cardiovascular-renal, it was higher for those over sixty-five.

The homicides were all under sixty-five, with one exception. No difference by

age appears for all other causes of death.

Short of mortality it is believed that the blackout led to a number of

personal injuries, people hurt in the mel&e of the looting or other accidents in

the-dark. This may be assessed from records of emergency room and clinic visits.
in hospitals in the areas in which disturbances occurred. Table 8 shows the

adult, child, and psychiatric emergency room.visits on July 14th, the.first day

of the blackout, compared with the previous Thursday, July 7th. The.table also

shows the record of ambulance calls and visits to the clinic.
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TABLE 8

NEW YORK CITY
EALTH AND HOSPITAL CORPORATION

EMERCENCY AND CLINIC VISITS*

. a .
Adult

Emergency
Room

Child Psychiatric
Emergency Emergency Ambulance Clinic
R o o m Room Runs visitg Totals

July 1977 7 14 7 14 7 14 7 14 7 14 7 14

+4iSG%e 110 113 54

2; Couverneur NA Nh

3. Harlem 222 314.
4. Metropolitan NI NI

59 Sydenham 56 107

B.%ktx Municipal 237 304
7. Lincoln 179 388
8. N.C. Bronx 116 NI

NA
66
NI
7

40 34
NA NA
80 8
NI NI
20 ,NI

10 1552
NA 950
NI 904
NI 500
NI 361

12
136
2s

16

1778
950

1200
NI

425

196
136
419
NI
14;

208 190 24
21 127 25
26 II NI

101 1588 157 1634 671
7 1477 66 1723 603

NI 449 NI 621 NI

9?%%* Island 208 242
10. Cumberland 156 178
11. Greenpoint 116 177
12. Kings 556 s47

d%%iutst '159 189
14. Queens 170 127

49 56 12
102 9 1NI
43 76 'NI

246 174 NI

27 19 -NI
66 60 6

21 28
NA NA

NI
NI NI
NL NI

20 NI
I.5 21
NI 30

3 11
NI 36
NI NI
'NI NI

NI 6
6 2

16 716 271 996 588
10 576 56 870 335
NI 557 47 716 300
NI 1144 92 1946 813

5 1217 ,720 1409 934
7 756 480 1000 680

.

*Source: Health and Hospital Corporation, Systems Development and Operations Office.
Uetropolitan  an4 N.C.B.. excluded from total as insufficient infoqnatlon
NI- No Information Available
N4* Not Applicable

. .



The total figures indicate that adults using the emergency room increased

significantly on the day of the blackout, the number of children slightly. The
number of psychiatric cases and ambulance runs declined precipitously, as did the

clinic usage. Clinic usage is for regular medical care. Some of the clinics,

such as that at Bellevue, closed during the blackout. Further, people ordinaa-

ily.qrrive at clinics by subway. Some of the more pressing "clinic" cases may

have been shifted to the emergency room and, thus, it would be difficult to

know how much should be attributed to injuries related to the disorders. The

disorders which occurred in the vicinity of these hospitals constitute an increas-

ingly intense form of social activity and should have generated more ambulance

runs. Howevei-, even this intense activity was episodic. On the whole, the

blackout meant a decrease in social activity, even in the riot areas. Thus, over-

a

a

a

'i

all ambulance runs are down., Apparently the focus of social activity of the

,looting amounted to less activity, on the whole, than would have occurred in the a

areas without the blackout. Emergency room admissions do not seem to increase in

Manhatten, only slightly increase in Elmhurst, but decrease in the Queens Hospi-

tal Center in Queens. In Brooklyn, however, there was an increase in adult emer- 4

genCy room admissions by some ten to fifteen percent.and  by thirty to forty per-.
cent in the Bronx. We do not know the proportion of the Brooklyn and Bronx ad-

missions attributable to the rioting, but one may suppose that the figures reflect 4

a general increase in injury producing social activity -- perhaps, just from-the

general relaxation of role obligations. Some of these admissions may have been

-shifted from the clinics. Also, the hospitals in Brooklyn and Queens may have 4

been more accessible by foot from the residential areas. An inspection of actual

clinic records could help solve some of this puzzle.

A slight increase in child admissions to the emergency room appears in

Manhatten and perhaps in Brooklyn (or perhaps a decrease considering the drop

a



at Rings). There is no increase in Queens. The Bronx increase is almost en-

tirely accounted for by admissions to Lincoln Medical Center in th;1 South Bronx.

In that particular neighborhood children may have partic1pate.d  in the riots more

than in other neighborhoods. It is more likely, however, that this reflects a

drop in the rigidity of child care and protection, in general, along with the

release from public role obligations. The impact on parental behavior of the

blackout should be further examined, The low clinic figure for Bellevue could

be due to cessation of activity in the new building at Bellevue when the gener-

ators did not work.

Interestingly, the report on the blackout of LeRoy Carmichael, Executive

Vice President for Operations of the New York City Health and Hospitals Corpor- , .

ation, reports an increase in the volume of ambulance'calls. He relates this to

a higher percentage of crime related emergencies such as stabbings, shootings,

and cuts with broken glass. These date. show a decrease in ambulance runs. The
/
police data above also do &lot indicate an increase in patrol car runs such as

might be associated with crimes against persons.

t
The Organizational Credibility of Consolidated Edison

.
The impact of the blackout and-its related events on the value of Consoli-

dated Edison stock is an economic effect which reflects the confidence of the

public in that company. Table 9.shows the volume sales and the highest and

lowest selling prices per share in each of the weeks in July.

e TABLE 9

CONSOLIDATED EDISON STOCK WEEK ENDING JULY 15
Week (in hundreds)
Ending Volume High Low Last Change
July 1 2,231 24 3/4 23 3/4 24 l/4 +3/8
July 8 1,356 24 l/2 '24 l/4 24 3/8 +1/8
July 15 6,953 25 l/8 23 l/4 23 3/4 -S/8
July 22 10,301 24 - - 22 S/8 24 +1/4



One thing is clear. The blackout is associated with increased trading in the

stock. During the week of the blackout, as well as the week following, the sales
4volume increased sharply.

The process may be examined on a day by day basis. This is shown in

Table 10, which presents the same information for the week ending July 15th.
4

- TABLE 10. ,

.

CONSOLIDATED EDISON STOCK
WEEK ENDING JULY 15

(in hundreds)

Date ' Volume High Low Last Change
July 11 459 24 5/8 24 l/4 24 318 '4
July 12 420 24 3/4 24 3/8 24.3/4 + 318
July 13 * 1076 25 l/8 24 l/8 25 + l/45'
July 14 - . -- mm

July15 4998 23 3/4 23 l/4 23 3/4 -1 l/4 ‘.
.

The day before was a heavy day. Sales doubled, reaching just about

10,000 shares. The market closed on the 14th. On the 15th nearly 50,000 4

Consolidated Edison shares were traded. Presumably the pressure to sell was

a bit greater than tSe demand. The value of the stock dipped to 23.1/4, the

lowest value it had for some time, a closing value loss of 1 l/4 at the end of 4

a week which had begun with increasing values. Everything considered, these

losses were not as catastrophic as some might have expected. The stock value

- remained relatively stable after the blackout. a



The Civil Disorder

In exploring the response of the various aspects of the criminal justice system
,

to the illegal activities occuring during the blackout, a distinction must first be

made between the perception of the situation and the reality. The initial reaction

of the police and the courts was to respond to the looters as though the blackout

were a disaster. The alternative, which in retrospect was closer to reality, was

to view the looting behavior as that found during civil disturbances.

Research studies of disasters by such authors as Fritz and Mathewson and

Diggory and Pepitone have noted the general dearth of looting behavior following

disasters. When found, though, looters have been dealt with harshly. Following,
the San Francisco earthquake of 1906, the Army shot sixteen looters who were found , I

robbing the dead. Dynes and Quarantelli, while agreeing with the findings have

noted some exceptions. During times of disaster the looting of such "necessities"

as food, flashlights, cots, and medical supplies is not viewed as criminal. The
,

uathors see this as a result of a redefinition of property rights. During severe

disasters there is general agreement among community members that the resources of

individuals become community property. Individual property rights are suspended,

so appropriation of private resources, which would normally be considered looting,

is temporarily condoned. -

While stealing for personal ends is rarely committed'during disasters, Dynes

and Quarantelli describe the characteristics of such theft. During disaster situ-

ations, looting, when it occurs, is generally the undertaking of a handful of indi-.

viduals in the general population. Most often the looting is committed by non--
local persons who venture'into the impact community. In some cases, they have

even been part of the security forces sent in from the outside to prevent such

behavior. The main characteristics are the individualness and secretiveness of

the activities. Similar conclusions were drawn by Siman in her study of the after-

math of the Wilkes-Barre flood of 1972. .
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The initial reaction of the police and court systems was to treat the blackout

as though it were a disaster and respond to looting activities accordingly. The

police at first sent large forces to guard the major expensive shopping areas of

downtown Manhattan and left the smaller local shopping areas with little-or no

protection. When the looting went rampant in some local sections of the city, the

media labeled the perpetrators as "savages" and "animals" and demanded maximum

court action.

The characteristics of the looting which occurred during the blackout were

far more similar to that experienced during civil disorders. This behavior,

according to Quarantelli and Dunes, is generally collective in nature. The looters,
tend to come from all segments of the community, cutting across age, sex and class

lines. Looters often work together in pairs, small groups and even.family  units.

"The collective nature of mas+ve looting is also manifest in its selective nature

in civil disorders compared with its situational nature in disasters." The prime

targets tend to be grocery, furniture, clothing and liquor stores. Looting of

this nature further tends to be a very public act,rather secretive in nature.

As in disasters, there is also a redefinition of property rights.

The looting undertaken is likewise a temporary man-
ifestation of a new group norm, in which the right to use
of available resources becomes problematical. If property
is thought of as the shared understanding of who can do
what with the valued resources within a community, in civil
disorders we see a breakdown in that understanding. What
was previously taken.for granted and widely shared become
a matter of dispute among certain segments of the general
population.

Viewed in-this way, much of the pattern of looting
in civil disturbances...makes  sense. At the height of
such situations, plundering becomes the normative, the
socially accepted thing to do. Far from being deviant,
it become the conforming behavior in the situation.

Like nrost other social institutions, the entire criminal justice system was

toatlly unprepared for the impact of the blackout. According to the media reports,

the police department was slow in responding and wtien a response was made if often
.
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proved ineffectual in many areas of the city. The lack of any standardized emergency
,*.procedures produced further backups in the system when prisoners were,left unprocessed

in the various station houses. The loss of electricity was directly responsible

for much of the backlog when the fingerprint identification hook-up with the state

l
. #

capitol was inoperable. The overcrowded conditions in the detention facilities
became intolerable with the lack of lighting and cooling systems. It was remarked.
that conditions in many 'holding areas ap.proached those of "cruel and unusual pun-

ishment."
l

The great influx of defendants also caught the judicial system unpre-
. pared and hearings were delayed days beyond normal expectations.

With this material as background, it is now apprpriate to examine the actual

l looting that occurred following the power outage. According to the Report to the '

Select Committee on Criminal Justice Emergency Preparedness there were 3076 arrests

made for blackout related looting. It should be further noted that this number

l would represent a conservative estimate of all those who engaged in looting activi- . .

ties. On any measure of looting behavior during a disaster, this would represent

an extremely large number of individuals, even for New York.

l A profile of some characteristics of the blackout related defendants,:reported

in the New York Times of 14 August 1977, is presented in Table 11.

A randomly selected sample of defendants arraigned between June 6 and July 12, 1977 ,
l is also presented for comparison. While none of the differences is statistically

significant it is notable that the blackout related group of defendants tended to

.

be younger, more predominantly male, less likely to have a prior arrest record,
l and generally of a higher employment status. These facts were explained away by

Nicholas Scoppetta, Deputy Mayor for Criminal Justice, when he noted that "the

looting involved a lot of people with prior arrest records. And we know that a
l

. lot of people just joined in when they knew they could."
. . ..

.

l
---.



Table 11

Profile of Blackout Related Defendants vs. A
Comparison Sample

(in‘percents)

Characteristics -
Employment Status
Employed
Student
On Welfare
Other Unemployed

is!%.
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-40
41 and older

, &c .
Male
Female

Prior Arrest Record '64.4

Blackout
Related

45
14
10
30

33.8
26.9
14.3, 17.8
7.2

93.3 83.4
6.7 16.6

Comparison

30
13
16
42

28.0 .
28.4
18.2
16.9
8.4

69.4
4

4

4

4



These characteristics of the looters combined with their inordinately large

1 number lend dredence to the contention that the looters were acting within the

framework of a civil disturbance rather than a disaster.

The courts ,!.though, took a much harsher reaction to the looters. As indicated

D In Table 12, the initial court-dispositions of the blackout related defendants were

more severe than those received by the comparison sample. Twenty five percent of the

blackout cases were sent to the Grand Jury as compared to only five percent in the

P comparison group. In normal conditions, 32% of all burglary cases could be expected

to be dismissed in Criminal Court. This was initially true for 14% of the blackout

cases.
b *
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Table 12

Case Dispositions-Blackout Related Defendants vs. Comparison Group*
'. (in percents)

Case Status
Held for Grand Jury
Dismissed
Adjourned in Contemplation

of Dismissal

Blackout Comparison
25 5
11 9

!3 23 .:

Transferred to Family Court 0
Bench Warrants 5
Adjourned 8
Pled Guilty, Pending Sentence 5
Pled Guilty, Sentenced 40
Youthful Offender 3
Other 0
Acquitted 0
Convicted After Trial 0

* TOTAL N= (3,076)

1
5
0
0
2

51
0
4
0- -

(3.054)

* Comparison 'group is composed of defendants charged with this offense. This
is composed of every seventh burglary related case docketed from January to
June 1977.

4

4

4

‘4

4

Similar courts harshness was evident in the sentencing process. Table 13
reveals that a considerably higher proportion of blackout defendants received
some jail time compared with non-blackout cases. But, it should be noted that
with the elimination of the time served category, the intergroup differences
disappear. Now, only 20% of the blackout group was given additional jail time
as contrasted with 24% of the burglarly comparison group.

. 4
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Sentences -.Blackout

Sentences
Time Served
30 Days
60 Days
90 Days
91-180 Days
Over 180 Days
One Year

Table 13 ,

Related Defendants vs. Comparison Group.
(in percents)

,-

'Total Jail Time
, Jail Time Other

.Than Time Served
Unconditional Discharge
Conditional Discharge
Fine
Fine/Imprisonment
Probation

Total No Jail Time

TOTAL SENTENCED

N=

N=

N=

N-

Blackout Comparison
34 7
10 11
3 4
3 4
2 2
1 1
1 2

(711) (485)

(268) (376)

1 0
20 20 -
3 2

16 42
6 5'

(600) (1,088)

(1,311) 0,573)
B :

The State Division of Criminal Justice Services noted in their November 1977.
Report:

Although the sentences meted out in the weeks immedi-
ately following the blackout were harsher than usual,
th&entcnces given since then have been considerably .
more lenient, reducing the overall differences. For
example, as of Labor Day (1977), 60% of the blackout
defendants sentenced in Manhattan had been given some
jail time (including time served) and 40% of the defendants
had received no jail time. As of October 25, 1977, the
figures have changed to 36% jail time (including time
served) and 64% no jail time;

B
Thus, with the passage of time and the calming of tempers, the New York City Courts

tended to treat the blackout looters no differently than any other defendants. .


